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Abstract 

In this dissertation I analyse the difference between two talk show hosts, namely Ellen DeGeneres and 

Jimmy Fallon, while working within the field of narrative. By examining five episodes from both The 

Ellen DeGeneres Show and The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon, I show how a female host differs 

from a male host in taking up the dominating role of a talk show host. Both hosts establish themselves 

as a unique host with unique selling points, a pressure which is imperative in today’s television 

landscape, as it is a new important feature of the innovative talk show. I investigated how narratives 

were initiated and what role the hosts play in this initiation. Moreover, I examined which narratives were 

used most in these talk shows and how these narratives ended. I also looked at co-narration and particular 

discourse markers. My investigation shows that DeGeneres takes up the role of a host by using a 

dominating and controlling style, whereas Fallon has a natural sense of control and uses a style based 

on solidarity and cooperation. Thus going against the style typically ascribed to their genders.   

Keywords: talk show, Ellen DeGeneres, Jimmy Fallon, gender, narrative 

 

In mijn thesis onderzoek ik het verschil tussen twee talk show presentatoren, namelijk Ellen DeGeneres 

en Jimmy Fallon, werkende in het veld van narratief. Door vijf verschillende afleveringen van zowel 

The Ellen DeGeneres Show en The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon te analyseren, toon ik aan hoe 

een vrouwelijke presentator verschilt van een mannelijke presentator in het opnemen van de 

dominerende rol van een talk show presentator. Beide presentatoren vestigen zichzelf als een unieke 

presentator met unieke kenmerken, wat noodzakelijk is in het televisie landschap van vandaag, omdat 

het een belangrijk aspect is van de innovatieve talk show. Ik onderzocht hoe narratiefs uitgelokt werden 

en welke rol de presentator hierin opnam. Ook onderzocht ik welke narratiefs het meest werden gebruikt 

in deze talk shows en hoe deze narratiefs eindigden. Ik bekeek ook de samen vertelling en bepaalde 

gespreksaanwijzingen. Mijn onderzoek toonde aan dat DeGeneres de rol van de host opneemt door een 

dominante en controlerende stijl, terwijl Fallon een natuurlijk zin van controle heeft en een stijl gebruikt 

die gebaseerd is op solidariteit en samenwerking en daarmee dus tegen de typische stijl ingaat die bij 

hun genders past. 

Kernwoorden: talk show, Ellen DeGeneres, Jimmy Fallon, gender, narratief 

 



 

 

Introduction 

“I think of narrative as storytelling: that is, as a way of 

ordering events and thoughts in a coherent sequence that 

makes them interesting to listen to”  

- Anne Fadiman, Editor of ‘The American Scholar’ 

(Scanlan 2003) 
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Chapter 1 General Introduction 

Nowadays you cannot turn on your TV without stumbling across a talk show. In the 1990s, Shattuc 

already claimed that “talk shows became the most popular genre on American TV, citing in particular 

the popularity of Oprah Winfrey” (Tolson 2001: 2). Moreover, it became clear that “the talk show has 

become ubiquitous, and a major focus for critical discussion by academic commentators as well as 

journalists” (Tolson 2001: 2). However, “much academic debate about talk shows had been very 

generalised and often highly speculative” (Tolson 2001: 4). Even though, Tolson combined eight 

extensive essays in his book about talk shows, it is not fully up-to-date. In his view and in the eyes of 

many other researchers, talk shows consist of a host, a group of guests and an audience that likes to get 

involved. There has been extensive research on this kind of talk show. Examples are Kilroy (by Wood 

and Thornborrow), or The Jerry Springer Show (by Myers), and even The Oprah Winfrey Show (by 

Masciarotte, Peck, Shattuc, ..).  

Lately, the talk show seems to have undergone a change. There are no experts, there are no 

cheating spouses or weight loss stories, instead ‘there is the host’ (Tannenbaum & Marks 2015). Talk 

shows such as The Ellen DeGeneres Show, The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon, Alan Carr: Chatty 

Man, The Late Night Show with David Letterman and The Graham Norton Show became famous 

because of their esteemed host. They have transformed the traditional issue-based talk show landscape 

and tend to focus more on one-on-one interviews and comic segments. My aim is to investigate how 

narratives are established in these one-on-one interviews, and in particular what the role of the host is in 

these narratives. By examining different features of the narrative in these interviews, I would like to find 

out what type of host they are and how this helps them define the new talk show landscape.  

I will concentrate on American talk shows and in particular The Ellen DeGeneres Show and The 

Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon, but I will do so from a narrative perspective. Both these shows fit 

within the new talk show trend and are of the same format, namely ‘the evening or celebrity format’. 

This makes the comparison between them valid. Another reason for selecting these particular shows is 

the different genders of the hosts. When studying gender, sex or even sexuality, it became clear that 

“gender relations are basically power relations” (Osmond & Thorne 2001: 593), wherein it is mostly the 

man who dominates the woman. Moreover, “all broadcast talk is […] characterised by asymmetrical 

relations of power in interaction, […] here it is the host who […] guides the production of talk” 

(Haarman 2001: 63). Since talk show hosts are seen as the dominating force within the show, the 

question arises whether a female host will take up this dominating role as does a male host. So the main 

comparison will be between the hosts themselves. In particular, I will be focussing on how they begin, 

lead and end a narrative.  
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Genderwise, the best known female host is either Ellen DeGeneres or Oprah Winfrey, while 

others are harder to name. However, in the male host department, the list goes on and on. Vulture, an 

entertainment news site, constructed a top thirty-two of talk show hosts. Twenty-seven spots are filled 

with male hosts, only four female hosts are present and one mixed duo (Tannenbaum & Marks 2015). 

On the theme of narrative, research was for a long time not concerned with gender. In 1986, two scholars 

named Warhol and Lanser, introduced gender into the narrative landscape, thus marking the beginning 

of a feminist narratology (Lanser 2013: 2). While they were not without criticism, there was an explosion 

of feminist narratologies in the 1990s. Most of the intellectuals do not use the term ‘feminist 

narratology’. Nevertheless, they do acknowledge “the legitimacy and indeed necessity of addressing 

gender in tandem with narrative inquiry” (Lanser 2013: 4).  

In my opinion, this comparative research between a male and female host is interesting because 

of three reasons. First of all, we make sense of the world through narratives. Narratives are everywhere: 

in medicine, therapy, school, work and even in everyday conversation. Naturally, narratives also appear 

in the world of the media, “short oral narratives (anecdotes) are frequently produced in media texts, 

particularly in broadcasting, where in interview situations, interviewees are invited to recount 

experiences” (Tolson 1996: 39). Therefore, it will be interesting to study these narratives in the interview 

context. Secondly, most researchers focus on one talk show, such as Oprah or Kilroy, and very rarely 

make a comparison between different hosts. And even when they do, gender is often not involved in 

these studies. So, involving gender studies into the study of narratives in talk show is an interesting and 

innovative approach. Lastly, I would also like to contribute to the research on talk shows, since little 

research has been done on The Ellen DeGeneres Show and The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon.   

My dissertation will consist of three parts. In part 1, titled ‘negotiating beginnings’, I will investigate 

the beginnings of narratives. Different features will be examined: topic initiation, the type of the 

questions which are put to the guest and how these lead to narratives. Secondly, in part 2, I will look at 

the endings of the narratives. A question can evolve into a narrative, but it can also result in a simple 

Q&A-format or a narrative may be responded to with a second story volunteered by the talk show host. 

Narratives may also end with an evaluation, which can be a simple summary or a particular judgement. 

Lastly, in part 3, I will investigate other important aspects of the talk show interview, such as co-

narration and pragmatic markers, in particular hedges, back-channel and discourse markers. 
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Chapter 2 Context 

2.1 Narrative: what? 

Several definitions of ‘narratives’ have been suggested throughout the years. The Oxford English 

Dictionary defines a narrative as “an account of a series of events, facts, etc., given in order and with 

the establishing of connections between them; a narration, a story, an account” (OED, "narrative", 

meaning 2a). Narratives were investigated in the early years by Greek philosophers such as Plato and 

Aristotle. It became popular again in the 20th century when structural linguists, such as Barthes, became 

interested in finding regular patterns within story-telling (Tolson 1996: 39). What the OED fails to 

mention and what Barthes emphasises is how narrative is always present; all humans have a need to tell 

stories.  

Narrative is present in myth, legend, fable, tale, novella, epic, history, tragedy, drama, comedy, 

mime, painting, stain-glass windows, cinema, comics, news items, conversation. Moreover, under 

this almost infinite diversity of forms, narrative is present in every age, in every place, in every 

society; it begins with the very history of mankind and there nowhere is or has been a people 

without narrative (Barthes 1993: 251-252) 

Representatives of post-structuralism such as Ricoeur (1980) gave up the notion to find regular 

patterns. Ricoeur defined narratives as actions and experiences put into a sequence by the teller (1980). 

In other words, “a narrative is not just a listing of events, but [also] an attempt to link them both in time 

and meaning” (Jovchelovitch & Bauer 2000: 2). While there is no straightforward definition for 

narratives, the importance of investigating narratives remains. Not only because “within the discourse 

of TV talk shows, narratives are a key interactional resource” (Thornborrow 2007: 1437), but also 

because narratives provide an insight into the person eliciting them, using them or even telling them. 

Narratives help expose the difference between DeGeneres and Fallon.  

By focusing on narrative, we are able to investigate not just how stories are structured and the 

ways in which they work, but also who produces them and by what means; the mechanisms by 

which they are consumed; how narratives are silenced, contested or accepted and what, if any, 

effects they have (Andrews, Squire, & Tamboukou 2013) 
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2.2 Media versus Everyday Interaction 

The main difference between media and everyday interaction, is that media interactions are meant to be 

overheard. Everyday interactions, such as a conversation over lunch, can also be overheard, but the 

audience is not an active listener. They are not meant to overhear the conversation. O’Keeffe (2006) 

provided an overview of the differences in table 0.1. 

Table 0.1. Comparison between everyday interaction and media interaction (O'Keeffe 2006: 3) 

 
Everyday Interaction Media Interaction 

Communicative 

context 

- takes place beside overhearing 

public 

- participants and non-

participants co-present 

- private sphere 

- takes place in front of hearing 

audience 

- participants and audience not 

normally co-present 

- public sphere, institutional 

Status of audience 
unratified ratified 

Relationship to 

audience 

detached inclusive and involved 

durability 
ephemeral (brief) recorded and archived 

 

Evidently, there is still a difference between the different media interactions. There are political 

interviews, radio interviews, talk shows, news readers, … The specifics of a talk show will be explained 

in the 2.3.  

2.3 The Format of the Talk Show 

2.3.1 What is a ‘talk show’? 

The ‘talk show’ is a portmanteau term, it has been used for a variety of different televised shows. It 

includes interviews, group discussions, discussions between experts and ordinary people, chats between 

the audience and the host, … (Haarman 2001). What they all have in common is the “performance of 

talk before an audience” (Haarman 2001: 1). As stated before, the involvement of the audience can differ 

from talk show to talk show.  
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Haarman (2001) described four different elements that are essential to a talk show. Firstly, there is 

the host. The host plays an important role in the talk show: He/she prepares the interview and makes 

sure that there are no silences or long pauses during the talk. Nowadays, the host is considered to be the 

most important element of the talk show. Secondly, the focus for talk distinguishes different talk shows, 

in particular whether the show focus on politics, social issues or humour. Thirdly, the guests also play 

an important role. The number of guests differs from one to ten or even more. It depends on whether the 

show is discussion based or more one-on-one interview based. Experts are also a part of the guests, 

especially in shows such as The Oprah Winfrey Show or Dr. Phil. Lastly, the audience is also a necessary 

element, who may have a high or low influence on the show. In the following sections, I will discuss 

these four elements in regard to The Ellen DeGeneres Show and The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon.  

2.3.2 It’s all about the Host 

I have selected two hosts for this research: Ellen DeGeneres from The Ellen DeGeneres Show and 

Jimmy Fallon from The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon. Ellen DeGeneres is described as “one of 

America’s most well-known comedians, also serving as a prominent gay/lesbian role model” 

(A&ETelevisionNetworks). DeGeneres started out as a stand-up comedian, before she landed her own 

sitcom and later on her own talk show in 2003. She has become widely popular, not only in the USA 

but all over the world and won several awards as a host. Jimmy Fallon also started out as a comedian 

and an actor. He first joined Saturday Night Live, then left the show to star in his own talk show, namely 

Late Night with Jimmy Fallon. In 2014, he took over The Tonight Show from Jay Leno. So both 

DeGeneres and Fallon have a lot of experience hosting a talk show.  

Moreover, next to the host, both The Ellen DeGeneres Show and The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon 1 have another important presence in the show. Actually, Fallon has more company than 

DeGeneres. In The Ellen DeGeneres Show, we have DJ Twitch, who “underlines transitions and 

accompanies the host and guests in entrances and exits” (Haarman 2001: 5). Moreover, he often 

“engages in small talk before and after the interviews” (Haarman 2001: 5).  

(1) (see Appendix 2.7) 

89 Ellen oh how’s that precious baby? 
90 Twitch oh he’s just an incredible as ever 

91 Ellen yeah 
92 Twitch beautiful and cute and just you know 

93  I’m one of those parents now you know 

 

                                                      

1 From this point on, The Ellen DeGeneres Show and The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon might also be referred to as Ellen and 

The Tonight Show.  
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94  I’m just like he’s so cute 

95  so cute 

96  say he’s so cute 
97  you know what I mean 

98  it’s like a - 
99  he’s just the cutest thing in the world to me 

100 Ellen he is cute 

101  he is not just cute 
102  he’s gorgeous 

103 Twitch thank you 

 

Admittedly, Haarman does not talk about DJ’s, but about an accompanying band that plays live 

music. In this sense, DJ Twitch is a variation on the traditional band in ‘evening or celebrity talk shows’. 

However, The Tonight Show does feature a live band called ‘The Roots’. They primarily link different 

interviews and segments together and play music when the guest or a host enters or exit (see example 

2) . 

 

(2) (see Appendix 2.6) 

100 Jimmy we have a great show you guys  

101  give it up for the roots [music playing 15”] [Jimmy sits down] 

  

Also, ‘The Roots’ help Fallon during performative segments. In example 3, the president and Fallon 

engage in a performance in which they humorously address all that the president has accomplished. The 

Roots (including Tariq) support the performance with music and also add humorous comments.  

(3) (see Appendix 2.2) 

193 President America’s best days are still yet to come 

194 Jimmy thank you mister president  
195  for all that you’ve done 

196 Tariq [singing] this country’s on track  

197  and that is a fact 
198  once you go Barack you will never go back  

199  thank you for leading  
200  the red white and the blue 

201 Jimmy and that’s how we slow jam the news 

202 President oh yeah 

 

Sometimes, they engage in a small conversation (see example 4). 

(4) (see Appendix 2.4) 

161 Jimmy and then also we ended up giving you a - 

162  I awarded you with a gold – two golds 

163 Tariq two golds and a platinum 
164 Jimmy and a platinum record 

165  so your first three records 
166 Tariq yeah 

167 Jimmy congratulations (cheering and applause) 

168 Tariq thank you 
169 Jimmy that is so cool 

170  obviously we’re lucky to have the greatest band in late night here 
171  the roots everybody  
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Noticeably, another important figure in The Tonight Show is the announcer Steve Higgins. There is 

nothing alike in The Ellen DeGeneres Show. Higgins supports the host, not by playing music, but by 

offering witty comments (see example 5), questioning the host (see example 6) or functioning as a judge 

when the host engages in a game with the guest (see example 7).  

(5) (see Appendix 2.6) 

179 Jimmy James can I get some thank you note writing music, please? [music playing]  

180 Steve it’s suspicious 
181 Jimmy yeah there’s something secretive there 

182 Steve yeah (laughing) 
183 Jimmy he’s thinking about something 

184 Steve what? (laughing) 
185  so cute 

(6) (see Appendix 2.8) 

285 Jimmy it’s time for a segment we call ‘good name bad name great name’ (applause 

5”) 
286  first up  
287  we have pumpkin spice latte 

288  it’s finally back in season 

289  that is a good name for a Starbucks beverage 
290  it’s a bad name for a cologne 

291  it’s a great name for Donald Trump’s skin colour (laughter) 
292 Steve really? (cheering and applause) 

293  pumpkin spice latte 
294 Jimmy pumpkin spice latte (applause) 

 

(7) (see Appendix 2.8) 

723 Steve welcome back everybody 

724  I’m Steven Higgins 
725  and it’s time for the first edition of ‘tonight show heavyweight wrestling’ 

726  (cheering and applause 4”) 

727  our first contender this evening is Santa Claus 
728  also known as the host of the tonight show Jimmy Fallon! (cheering 5”) 

729  Santa’s opponent for this evening is a robot 
730  and starting this Friday 

731  you can see her in the new movie ‘Bridget Jones’s Baby’ 
732  Renée Zellweger (cheering and applause 5”) 

733  the rules are simple 

734  the goal is to push your opponent out of the ring by any means necessary 
735  no holds barred 

736  if any part of your body touches the ground outside the ring 
737 24:00 then you lose that round 

738  you’ll fight three rounds tonight 

739  wrestlers are you warmed up? 
740 Jimmy I’m ready 

741 Renée oh yeah 
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2.3.3 Talk Show or Chat show? 

The ‘focus of talk’ is also what O’Keeffe (2006) used to distinguish different talk shows. Carbaugh 

(1988) separated talk shows from chat shows. Chat shows focus on the guests, whereas talk shows focus 

on issues. O’Keeffe added that “chat shows differ from talk shows in that they involve interviews with 

personae from the known world, usually celebrities whereas talk shows […] involve interviewees or 

participants who come from the private sphere” (2006: 44-45). So, chat shows differ both in focus of 

talk and guests.  

Haarman (2001) described different formats of talk shows: the evening or celebrity format, the issue-

oriented format and the audience discussion format. The evening or celebrity format is close to what 

Carbaugh described as a ‘chat show’, which can be seen as the British variant. Haarman (2001) described 

‘the evening or celebrity format’ in such a way that fits my chosen talk shows so well, that from this 

moment on that I will classify both The Ellen DeGeneres Show and The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon as ‘evening or celebrity talk shows’.  

Firstly, Haarman described the studio, “where the host is seated on a raised platform or stage behind 

a desk or at a simulated sitting room arrangement with sofa and armchairs” (Haarman 2001: 4). Fallon’s 

studio fits the first description (see Figure 1), whereas DeGeneres’s studio fits the second one (see Figure 

2).  

 

Figure 1. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon’s set (NBCUniversal 2014) 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The Ellen DeGeneres Show’s set 

(WarnerBros 2014) 

 

2.3.4 Please Welcome …  

The guests are not only celebrities but also “others who have distinguished themselves in some 

newsworthy manner”, where “they promote their own books, recordings, films or television shows” 
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(Haarman 2001: 4). Table 0.2 gives an overview of all the guests in the chosen episodes and why they 

went on the show.  

Table 0.2. Overview of the guests and the reason for coming on the show 

 The Ellen DeGeneres Show The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

1 President Barack 

Obama 

Macey Hensley 

MG2: DNCE 

End of presidency 

 

(expert) 

President Barack 

Obama 

MG: Madonna 

End of presidency 

2 Drew Barrymore 

 

Britton Walker 

Sam Smith 

 

Martha Stewart 

New book + new 

movie 

(expert) 

New soundtrack 

for James Bond 

New book 

Drew Barrymore 

 

Stephen Meyer 

MG: 5 Seconds of 

Summer 

New book + new 

movie 

New show 

3 Rebel Wilson 

Ellen fans: Abby, 

Mariah and 

Morgan 

Macey Hensley 

New movie 

chance to win 

money for 

student’s loan 

(expert) 

Rebel Wilson 

Jack Huston 

MG: Nathaniel 

Rateliff and the 

Night Sweats 

New movie 

New movie 

4 Shaquille O’Neal 

 

Emilia Clarke 

 

 

Cabot, Barrett, 

Millicent 

Basketball Hall of 

Fame 

Popular show + 

‘sexiest woman 

alive’ 

YouTube 

phenomenon 

Shaquille O’Neal 

 

Renée Zellweger 

MG: Eric Church 

Basketball Hall of 

Fame 

New movie 

5 Will Smith 

Greyson Chance 

MG: Greyson 

Chance 

New movie 

New song 

Will Smith 

MG: Usher 

New movie 

 

 

                                                      

2 MG = musical guest 
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There are a few things to be noticed when looking at table 0.1. Firstly, most guests appearing on the 

show are there to promote something and thus fit the description of Haarman perfectly. Episode 4 of 

Ellen features guests who are not there to promote something, but who became an internet phenomenon 

and therefore are newsworthy. However, the students on episode 3 of Ellen are not newsworthy. 

DeGeneres invited them because they are huge fans of the show and she wants to help them out by 

giving them a check to pay off their student loans. This is a typical feature of Ellen; she often helps 

people out by supporting them financially. This is something that is not seen on The Tonight Show.  

Secondly, all episodes of The Tonight Show feature a musical guest, whereas only episode one and 

five have a musical guest in Ellen. Haarman also stated that “evening talk shows may also offer 

entertainment of the variety type – mainly musical performances by invited guests – in addition to talk” 

(2001: 5).  

2.3.5 Applause, cheering or laughter 

The last fundamental element of the talk show is the audience. The talk show opens with an “opening 

stand-up comedy as warm-up, addressing the studio audience directly” (Haarman 2001: 4). However, 

the audience does not play an active role; they applaud, laugh and cheer and that is about it.  

Despite the passiveness of the audience, sometimes they are addressed directly, though, usually to 

answer a short question. Haarman (2001) remarked that night-time shows, such as The Tonight Show, 

do not engage in conversation with the audience. Even though Ellen is a celebrity talk show, it is not an 

evening show, since it is aired in the late afternoon. Not only does DeGeneres dance with her audience 

every single show, there are also rare occasions when DeGeneres asks a simple question to a member 

of the audience. 

 

(8) (see Appendix 2.5) 

96 Ellen and then what I really enjoyed was this duo [video 34”] (laughter 13”) 

97  that was so great 

98  what are - what are your names? 

99 Jeanny Jeanny Davis 

100 Daniel Daniel Davis 

101 Ellen where – where do you all live?  

102 Daniel Tulsa Oklahoma 

103 Ellen well first of all um  

104  it was it was like a exercise combination- workout (laughter) 

105  how is your back feeling? 

106  it didn’t seem like 

107  like you were prepared for that? 

108 Daniel 

   08:00 

it was – it was less than practiced (laughter)  

109 Ellen you are kidding me (laughter)  
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2.4 Power(less) Language: Men versus Women 

Coates (1997) investigated how gender affects language. Her research revolved around the question 

whether women really did use a ‘powerless language’. She concluded that “men pursue a style of 

interaction based on power, while women pursue a style based on solidarity and support” (Coates 

1997: 136). She examined different aspects of conversation: hedges, conversational dominance, style, 

use of questions, swearing, …. Some of these aspects will also return in my research. 

Conversational dominance is a topic that was investigated by Leet-Pellegrini (1980). She concluded 

that those who were male and well-informed dominated the conversation. DeFrancisco (1991) 

contributed by stating that silence is another aspect to be included in the conversational dominance. 

According to DeFrancisco, women talked more but were not the dominant ones. They introduced more 

topics, but those were not always accepted. Moreover, Sattel (1983) claimed that silence is used to 

achieve control in conversation (Coates 1997: 113-114).  

I will draw upon the findings of Coates (1997) and compare them to my findings to investigate 

whether Coates’s conclusions of how women and men differ in speech, also apply to male and female 

hosts. 
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Chapter 3 Method 

3.1 Assumptions and objectives 

I would like to focus on two assumptions in this dissertation. Firstly, as stated before, the host is the 

controlling force within the interview. She/he initiates the topics, asks the questions and guides the 

interview in the right way. Like Haarman stated, “all broadcast talk is […] characterised by asymmetrical 

relations of power in interaction, […] here it is the host who […] guides the production of talk” (2001: 

63). Secondly, “gender relations are basically power relations” (Osmond & Thorne 2001: 593), wherein 

it is mostly the man who dominates the woman. In addition, Coates (1997) stated that men use a language 

that is based on power, whereas women use a language that is based on solidarity and support. My 

objective is to find out whether DeGeneres, as a host, uses a style based on solidarity and support or a 

dominating style. Likewise, I will investigate Fallon’s style. I expect to find differences between these 

two hosts, however I do not necessarily expect DeGeneres and Fallon to follow the language that is 

described to their gender. It may be hypothesised they both create their unique style in order to 

distinguish themselves from all other hosts. In a broader sense, even though they are both ‘evening or 

celebrity’ talk shows, they already differ in their set-up (see 3.3). I expect to find more differences 

between their shows. 
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3.2 Method 

I have selected five episodes from each show, in which the same guest is being interviewed. So there 

are ten episodes in total. I have selected a variety of guests: singers, actors, politicians and people from 

the world of sports. All episodes have been transcribed and the transcriptions can be found on the 

accompanying USB stick (they have not been printed to save paper) or as attachments on Minerva. 

Appendix 3 shows an overview of all the episodes. The video files can also be found on the USB stick 

or on Minerva (see Appendix 2 and 3 for an overview).  

My aim is to investigate different aspects of the talk shows in view of my research question, i.e. 

whether a female host will fulfil the dominating role in the same way as a male host. My focus will 

primarily be on narrative. In part 1, I will begin by investigating who initiates the topics, the host or the 

guest. Then, I will draw on O’Keeffe’s (2006) breakdown of questions to determine informality. 

Moreover, I will draw on Haarman (2001) and Tolson’s (1996) division between directness and 

indirectness to determine how The Ellen DeGeneres Show and The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

combine more traditional formats with more recent innovative approaches.  

In part 2, I will look at the narratives in more detail. First I will use Labov and Waletzky’s (1976) 

narrative model to determine the different phases in the narrative. Furthermore, I will look into what 

Lambrou (2003) called ‘requests for clarification’. This will give the reader an insight of the host’s 

involvement in the narrative. Furthermore, I will use Plum, Slade and Martin’s division between 

different types of narrative to determine which kinds of narratives are used most. Secondly, I will look 

at how these narratives evolve, into a Q&A format or followed by second stories. In this chapter, I will 

draw on the research on second stories by Sacks (1970), De Fina and Georgakopoulou (2011) and Coates 

(2008). Lastly, I will examine the endings. The narratives can end in either a judgement or an evaluation. 

Moreover, the ending can be initiated by the host, but also by the guest. I will draw on research by Ochs 

and Taylor (1995) and Thornborrow (2007) in this chapter.  
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Lastly, in part 3, I will investigate other important interactional aspects of the talk show interview 

event. One of the aspects I will look at is turn-taking (especially tendencies towards co-narration or 

monological narratives). This includes that I will also look at the use of backchannel as a form of listener 

support and the production of hedges and discourse markers. For these purposes, I will draw on the 

theories by O’Keeffe (2006), De Fina and Georgakopoulou (2011) and Coates (1997).  

In conclusion, it is worth repeating that both DeGeneres and Fallon try to establish themselves as a 

unique host with unique selling points, a pressure which is imperative in today’s television landscape, 

as it is driven by celebrity status. While Fallon tries to fill the shoes of his predecessors, since The 

Tonight Show premiered in 1954 and has had six different hosts since then, DeGeneres tries to establish 

her reputation within a male-dominated field by engaging with the traditional conventions of a talk 

show. My aim is to find out how exactly two hosts differ in achieving their respective goals, but I do so 

by concentrating on the field of narrative production as an important aspect of talk show performance.  
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Part 1 ‘Negotiating Beginnings’ 

“I keep turning over new leaves, and spoiling them, as I 

used to spoil my copybooks; and I make so many beginnings 

there never will be an end” 

- Louisa May Alcott (1994) 
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Introduction 

In this chapter, I will explore how a narrative or in a broader sense, a topic is established. The main 

question will be: who takes the initiative? In talk shows, “the presenter is usually the questioner and this 

pre-allocates a high level of managerial control” (O'Keeffe 2006: 74). In addition, according to 

Slembrouck “interviewers influence the information which is being exchanged during interviews by 

selecting theme and topic and by ordering and wording questions in a particular way” (Slembrouck 

2015: 246).  However this does not mean that all the expectations of the interviewer will be fulfilled. 

Since the guest is still able to ignore the question, change the subject or take the topic initiative upon 

himself/herself.  

Secondly, I will also examine the types of questions used in the interview. I will use O’Keeffe’s 

(2006) distinction. There are six types of possible questions: the yes or no question, the wh- question, 

the declarative question, the double question, the tag question and the alternative question. I  would like 

to add a seventh category, namely the statement. Moreover, O’Keeffe’s divided these question into two 

categories: the formal question types and the informal ones. The formal question types consist of the 

yes/no question, the wh-question and the declarative question, whereas double questions and tag 

questions are more informal. I also added the statement to the informal questions. This distinction will 

help determine which kind of question the host prefers and how formal or informal the interview is.  

Thirdly, I will explore what the reason is for telling stories. A narrative can be elicited by either 

asking a direct (yes/no questions, wh-questions or double questions) or an indirect question (declarative 

question, tag questions and statements).  Moreover, the guest can also offer to share a story without the 

help of the host. Lastly, the host can also tell an anecdote and then ask the guest whether he or she has 

a similar story or an opinion on this anecdote. In total, there are four different ways to start telling a 

story. Haarman (2001) and Tolson (1996) both saw the emerge of innovative talk shows, where the use 

of direct questions and personal anecdotes by the host is a common feature. Examining the different 

beginnings will show which approach the hosts prefer: a traditional or innovative approach. 
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Chapter 1 : Topic Initiation 

1.1 President Barack Obama 

The first two transcripts that will be examined feature an unusual guest for ‘the evening or celebrity 

format’. President Barack Obama was not invited because he wanted to promote something. He is not 

just a celebrity but also a political guest. Even though this interview deviates somewhat from the other 

episodes, it cannot be classified as a political interview. Martínez “finds that political interviews are 

information focused while […] talk shows can fluctuate between being information focused and 

entertainment focused” (O'Keeffe 2006: 46). Or in the words of  Cox, the interview should be “capable 

of testing and portraying the politician’s  personality as well  as his policies” (Tolson 1996: 145). Even 

though Obama participates in the ‘innovative’ talk show trend by performing a humorous segment in 

both The Ellen DeGeneres Show and  The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon, in this chapter I will 

focus only on the interview itself.  

Both episodes featuring President Obama have about the same amount of topics introduced. In The 

Ellen DeGeneres Show, roughly twenty-one topics are introduced. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon has about twenty topics. In other words, the number of topics introduced is similar in the same 

amount of time. What separates these two interviews is the topic initiation as seen in table 1.1.  

Table 1.1. topical initiative in the interview between the host and the president 

 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon (%) 

topical initiative by the guest 19  5 

topical initiative by the host 81 95 

1.1.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

As soon as President Obama appears on Ellen, he introduces the first topic.  

(9) (see appendix 2.1)4 

122 Ellen when I was a little girl growing up in New Orleans 

123  I never dreamed that I had my own show 

 

                                                      

4 Transcription conventions are given in Appendix 1 
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124  and I certainly never thought that I’d be able - 

125  able to say this words 

126  please welcome 

127  the President of the United States Barack Obama (cheering 29’’) [Obama 

appearing and waving at the audience] 

128 President can I just say 

129  I was watching some of the dance moves - 

130 Ellen yes sir 

131 President backstage - 

132 Ellen yup 

133 President you guys were doing pretty good 

134 Ellen yeah 

135 President I’m impressed 

136  I like it 

 

However, even though Obama takes over the initiative three times in The Ellen DeGeneres Show, 

DeGeneres quickly re-establishes herself as host. She goes along with the president and then quickly 

moves on. In example 10, the president was answering the question ‘what was the biggest surprise for 

you when you became president?’. The answer quickly turns into a political message. DeGeneres then 

quickly moves on. 

(10) (see appendix 2.1) 

226 President the good news is that we’re generally going in the right direction 

227  and my hope is that we will continue to do so 

228 Ellen that’s – I - that’s everybody’s hope I -  
229  but let’s talk about me (laughter) 

 

Other topic shifts by DeGeneres can be found in example 11 and 12. 

(11) (see appendix 2.1) 

264 President do some push-ups [referring to Michelle who was on Ellen before] 

265  and - you know - 
266 Ellen speaking of her  

267 President okay 
268 Ellen what do - 

269  what do you and Michelle disagree on? (laughter) 

(12) (see appendix 2.1) 

483 President you just kinda keep on going 
484 Ellen exactly  

485  um so alright let’s get back to you 
486  so this is 

487  Malia is going off to college and um 

488  that’s gotta be - 

 

Obama also shifts topics once during the interview. But the only reason that he is able to do this, is 

because DeGeneres asks a rather unclear and open question. In example 13, DeGeneres’s first question 

on line 231 is answered, but then she goes on to make her point (line 241-243) but does not ask another 

question. This gives the president the chance to introduce a new topic on line 249.  

(13) (see appendix 2.1) 

231 Ellen don’t you think if more people danced - 
232 President yes 
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233 Ellen and just had fun instead of - 

234  everyone takes everything so seriously and I think that we have these -  
235  have these 

236  people 
237  I’m kinda of kidding there obviously 

238  but I think we have people that we all have the one thing in common  

239  which is we just want a good quality of life 
240 President right 

241 Ellen and then we have these people that feel  
242  one way and if  someone feels another way we tend to hate them 

243  and it’s just - 
244 President that’s not helpful 

245 Ellen no it’s not helpful 

246 President the amount of stuff that is just put out there on the internet or on  
247  um sometimes news broadcasts that are just factually inaccurate 

248  is surprising and it’s really hard to catch up 
249  since I came in office we reduced the deficit 

250  by two-thirds 

251  but if you ask the average person 
252  they’re sure that spending has shot up 

253  and the reason is because they’re a bunch of folks who say that  
254  we’re widely overspending even though we aren’t 

 

The other two instances in which President Obama introduces a topic can be found when Macey is 

introduced (see appendix 2.1 lines 651 to 765). Macey is DeGeneres’s five-year old presidential expert. 

Since this is a child, it is normal for the adults to lead the conversation in the beginning. However, Ellen 

introduces six topics whereas the President only introduces two. Since DeGeneres lets Macey become 

the interviewer in this part of the show, I will not discuss this part of the interview further. 

1.1.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

Unlike DeGeneres, Fallon ignores the one time the president asks a question and tries to take the 

initiative.  

(14) (see appendix 2.2) 

247 Jimmy the tonight show’s been in New York for years 

248  but it’s never had a sitting president here  
249  so this is the first time a sitting president - 

250 President interesting 
251 Jimmy is sitting  

252  here (laughter) 

253 President my advance people didn’t tell me that  
254 Jimmy exactly 

255 President I’m not sure I would have done it  
256  is there a reason why other guys didn’t do it? 

257 Jimmy no yeah  
258  no there hasn’t 

259  yeah exactly 

260  the final –  
261  this is the final eight months of your presidency 
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Exactly as in Ellen, Obama answers the questions but always manages to include a criticism, message 

or a story of some kind. Which most of the time suits the topic, but can sometimes be questionable, 

especially in Fallon’s show, since he does not get the opportunity to introduce a topic himself. The 

question that Fallon asked (line 603) was meant to have a humorous response, in which he succeeded. 

However, the President manages to change the topic (line 610) in which he is able to express his concerns 

with the two-party system. 

(15) (see appendix 2.2) 

603 Jimmy do you think the republicans are - are happy with their choice?  
604 President um we are (laughter)  

605  but I don’t know how they’re feeling (cheering and applause 4”) 

606  actually you know what  
607  that (laughter) - 

608  that was to easy  
609  but I – I 

610  the truth is actually  
611  I am worried about the republican party 

612  I know that sounds -  

613  yeah you know –  
614  you know what it sounds like 

 

Lastly, there is one more example to discuss. In example 16, Fallon asks the president a question 

(line 361). The president starts to answer this question, but then Fallon interrupts him by asking another 

question and thus changing the topic (line 374). The president answers the question briefly (line 375), 

but then moves back to the previous topic. So Fallon’s topic change did not exactly have the desired 

effect.  

(16) (see appendix 2.2) 

361 Jimmy do Sasha and Malia enjoy living in the white house? 
362  they can’t wait to –  

363  is it like ‘frozen’ to them? 
364 President I think - 

365 Jimmy hey  
366  we’re sisters 

367  do you wanna build a snowman? (laughter) 

368 16:00 you live in a palace like is it fun?  
369 President I think  

370  Malia  
371  who will be graduating this week 

372  is very eager to get out of there 

373  (cheering and applause) 
374 Jimmy what’s that going to be like the graduation? 

375 President I’ve got some sunglasses and I’m just gonna - 
376 Jimmy you’re getting weepy there 

377 President one more example of  

378  the president crying 
379 Jimmy you can’t yeah 

380 President  Sasha  
381  she was younger when she got there 

382  so she’s accustomed to it 
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1.1.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, both DeGeneres and Fallon encounter topical initiative by the guest. According to Coates, 

“male speakers […] use[d] a style based on power (asserting an unequal right to talk and to control 

topics), while […] female speakers preferred an interactional style based on solidarity and support” 

(1997: 113). Whereas DeGeneres respectfully goes along with the introduced topic and then quickly 

reinstates herself as host, Fallon ignores the one time the president wants to introduce something.  

However, the president is more than a celebrity, he is also a political guest. Therefore he is able to 

discuss some of the stuff he wants to bring attention to, by interpreting the topic introduced in more than 

one way. By analysing these episodes, it becomes clear that DeGeneres struggles more to remain in 

control. However, this does not mean that she fails as a host, she simply has another style.  
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1.2 Drew Barrymore 

The second guest that will be discussed in this chapter is Drew Barrymore. Barrymore appeared on both 

shows around the same time to promote her autobiographic book Wildflower and her new movie Miss 

You Already. So she is a typical guest for the ‘evening or celebrity’ talk show. Barrymore also differs 

from the other guests, because she is friends with both DeGeneres and Fallon. Moreover, she does not 

only appear on the show for an interview. In Ellen, Barrymore joins DeGeneres and Martha Stewart to 

cook. In The Tonight Show, she reappears to play a puppy quiz with Fallon. 

The main difference between the first guest, President Barack Obama, and Drew Barrymore is the 

length of the interview. While Obama is an exception and takes up the entire episode, Barrymore has to 

share her time with other guests. Therefore the interview is relatively shorter. However, she takes up 

almost the same amount of time in both interviews (8’30” on Ellen and 8’ on The Tonight Show). The 

extra appearance differs somewhat (8’ on Ellen and 5’30” on The Tonight Show), but is less important 

for this research.  

The number of topics introduced varies in both shows. Ellen introduces eleven topics, whereas The 

Tonight Show introduces only seven topics. The distribution of whom introduced the topics is given in 

table 1.2. 

Table 1.2. topical initiative in the interview between the host and Drew Barrymore 

 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon (%) 

topical initiative by the guest 0 29 

topical initiative by the host 100 71 

1.2.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

The numbers significantly differ from the Obama episode. Barrymore behaves as the perfect guest and 

simply answers DeGeneres’s questions. In example 17, DeGeneres invites Barrymore to tell a story, and 

Barrymore complies.  

(17) (see Appendix 2.3) 

211 Ellen um I mean first of all 

212  you were emancipated from your parents at fourteen 
213 Drew yup 

214 Ellen which is crazy so - 
215 Drew yeah I mean it seems crazy now especially as a parent 

216  but at the time it was a really necessary thing for me and my Mum 
217  and we were actually incredibly gracious 

218  about it with each other 

219  and she was there and it was something we needed to do 
220  it was where our journey had taken us at that moment 
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221  um and it didn’t make either of us bad people 

222  it just was what it was 

 

DeGeneres clearly had a plan for this interview and wanted to get through a lot of subjects in a limited 

amount of time, since the show featured four different guests that episode. She even states this in 

example 18. 

(18) (see Appendix 2.3) 

282 Ellen I wanna get to a lot 
283  there’s a lot of stories  

 

So DeGeneres is a controlling host in this interview and her friend Barrymore is more than happy to 

share her stories with DeGeneres and the audience. However, while Barrymore is a perfect guest, Martha 

Stewart is not. In the cooking segment at the end, DeGeneres fails in her role as the host. Stewart 

completely ignores Barrymore and completely takes over the segment, which starts out friendly.  

(19) (see Appendix 2.3) 

835 Martha well your book is fantastic 
836 Drew ow thank you 

 

However, it quickly becomes clear that Stewart is not too keen on Barrymore. In example 20, she 

rudely ignores Barrymore and the audience even picks up on this, because they start laughing at 

Barrymore’s attempt to get attention. Since ignoring someone is hard to transcribe, I would also like to 

refer to video 1 (on the USB or Minerva), which displays the following examples.  

(20) (see Appendix 2.3) 

929 Martha okay this is a quesadilla 

930  now have you made quesadilla’s - 

931 Drew I have 
932 Martha before – they’re good right? (laughter) 

933 Drew I have 
934 Ellen I’ve eaten them 

935 Martha now have you – have you peeled a pepper like this? 
936 Ellen I’ve never even seen that 

937 Martha roasted pepper 

938 Drew I have (laughter) [Martha ignoring Drew] 

 

Stewart even goes on to belittle Barrymore in example 21. She wants Barrymore to show how she 

opens the avocado. Even though Barrymore knows the technique, she struggles with taking the nut out. 

DeGeneres, who has never done this before, is able to finish the job rapidly. On line 993, Stewart’s 

remark can be seen as conceited.  

(21) (see Appendix 2.3) 

975Martha how do you open the avocado? 

976  here you do that 

977 Drew I personally like to do a little - 

978 Martha all this 
979 Drew all the way around  

980  follow it 
981 Martha yeah 
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982 Ellen I’ll show you 

983 Martha would you like to do it? 
984  here you do it with this one 

985 Ellen okay 

986 Drew and then I like to knife (laughter 3”) 

987  well this one’s not sticking 

988 Martha well it’s loose 

989 Ellen I’m done 

990 Martha it’ll come right out 
991 Drew it’s really loose (laughter) 

992 Martha she did it see?  

993  Ellen knows how (applause and cheering) 

  

DeGeneres takes one attempt to include Barrymore into the conversation, however even that turns 

into a rather unfriendly critique (line 1065). However, Barrymore remains civil and tries to make the 

whole situation humorous.  

(22) (see Appendix 2.3) 

1060 Ellen look at Drew over there 
1061 Martha yes  

1062 Ellen going to town (laughter) 
1063 Martha oh she’s doing a beautiful job 

1064 Drew I uh – (laughter) 

1065 Martha I don’t know if lifting it in your hand is so good 

1066 Drew just slight die and go to heaven moment 

1067  Martha Stewart said mine looked okay 

 

In example 23, the same thing happens. First, Stewart complements Barrymore, but still wants to 

prove she is the better cook in this situation. 

(23) (see Appendix 2.3) 

1108 Drew I – I didn’t know what you were looking for 
1109  so I did this side kind of you know coming out 

1110 Martha like je ne sais quoi  
1111  try it 

1112 Drew or this side tucked in 

1113 Martha yeah that’s perfect 
1114 Drew okay 

1115 Ellen these are still on fire 

1116 Martha not so attractive (laughter) 

 

So whereas Barrymore is an ideal guest, Stewart certainly is not. DeGeneres does not fulfil her role 

as a host who is supposed to control the situation and intervene between the guests. She lets Stewart 

take over the situation.  

1.2.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

In this interview, Fallon lets Barrymore introduce a topic twice. It seems that Fallon is much more 

comfortable with Barrymore. They are friends (they acted together in Perfect Catch) and Fallon is 

married to Barrymore’s best friend. The interview seems more relaxed than the Obama interview. In 
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example 24, they are talking about Barrymore’s book and Barrymore includes their friendship into the 

conversation and therefore introduces a new topic. 

(24) (see Appendix 2.4) 

399 Jimmy it’s your life 

400  it’s about your life 

401 Drew yeah 
402 Jimmy but - 

403 Drew you’re in the book 
404 Jimmy I’m in the book 

405 Drew yeah 
406 Jimmy read to the end of the book because the last page 

407  the exact last page 

408  there’s a mention of me 
409 Drew yup yup (laughter) 

410  he’s in the acknowledgements 
411 Jimmy thank you so much for doing that  

 

The next time Barrymore introduces a topic she offers to tell a story. Through questions, Fallon helps 

Barrymore contextualise her story for the audience. 

(25) (see Appendix 2.4) 

413 Jimmy well obviously my wife is your best friend and partner 

414 Drew yeah 

415 Jimmy you’re her best friend and partner 
416 Drew yeah 

417 Jimmy she loves you 
418 Drew there’s a chapter on her 

419  it’s called tourist 
420  there’s the chapter Toddette which when we were flying to do the super 

bowl show 
421  I was telling you - 

422 Jimmy Toddette 
423 Drew yeah Toddette is this crazy cross country trip that his wife and I took 

424  I drove our RV into a gas station overhang (laughter 2”) 
425  and I just misjudged the height 

426 Jimmy have you ever driven an RV before? 

427 Drew I mean I’m not a good driver period 
428 Jimmy yeah yeah  

429 Drew and this is amazing like creature comes out of like 
430 18:00 this Micheal Jackson thriller video looking set piece in a slip and pearls 

431  and his name is Toddette 
432 Jimmy and what time of night? 

433 Drew by the way this is three a.m. in New Orleans 

434  I forget to preface that 
435 Jimmy yeah yeah yeah (laughter) 

 

So whereas Barrymore introduces her own topic, Fallon, as a host, still guides her so that the audience 

would be able to follow her story.  

1.2.3 Conclusion 

In the interview part of the episode, the roles seem reversed from the previous episode. Indeed, 

DeGeneres remains the controlling host and Barrymore is the ideal guest. Whereas, in The Tonight Show, 
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Barrymore and Fallon are more comfortable with each other and it looks like a conversation between 

old friends. Fallon goes along with the topics introduced by Barrymore by affirming them and expanding 

on them. However, whereas Fallon guides his show and thus fulfils his role as host, DeGeneres fails in 

this role during the Martha Stewart cooking segment. She seems less eager to interrupt her guests in 

order to guide her show in the right direction, whereas Fallon did interrupt Barrymore in order to get the 

story contextualised.  
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1.3 Rebel Wilson 

The third guest is another actress, but also an artist. Wilson appears on Ellen to confirm that she is doing 

Pitch Perfect 3 and also to briefly mention her new movie How to be Single. She also promotes her new 

clothing line during the interview and manages to raise some money for her charity by doing an obstacle 

course. Wilson appears on The Tonight Show to promote her movie How to be Single.  

Both interviews take about the same amount of time as the Barrymore interviews (± 8’), without 

taking into account the extras. In Ellen, Wilson completes an obstacle course in high heels to win some 

money for her charity and she reappears during the Macey interview to surprise Macey, who is a fan of 

Wilson. In The Tonight Show, Wilson and Fallon play a game called Chubby Bunny and they also do a 

humorous music video together to promote How to be Single. These separate segments are not included 

in the following analysis. In Ellen, nine topics are introduced, whereas in The Tonight Show eleven 

topics are introduced. 

Table 1.3. topical initiative in the interview between the host and Rebel Wilson 

 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon (%) 

topical initiative by the guest 22 27 

topical initiative by the host 78 73 

 

1.3.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

Unlike the Barrymore interview, but like the Obama interview, the guest is able to introduce a few topics 

herself. Both topics are situated in the beginning of the interview. Wilson manages to bring up her own 

clothing line in a funny but effective way. Most likely, most of the topics are set before the interview, 

but it is still significant that Wilson is the first to bring it up rather than DeGeneres. 

(26) (see Appendix 2.5) 

257 Rebel yeah and um because you’ve got your own clothing line now 

258 Ellen yeah 

259 Rebel I just thought that I’m gonna bring out a rival clothing line (laughing)  

260  just the true rap style 

261 Ellen you should! you should! (cheering)  

262  and you do have one! 

263 Rebel yeah by creating my own Rebel Wilson for torrid 

264 Ellen uhu 

265 Rebel um and it’s it’s really good 

266 Ellen yeah and and well you did 

267  so you put your name on this clothing line (cheering 3”) 

268 Rebel yeah and that’s what I’m wearing right now (clapping) 
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The other time Wilson introduces a topic, it is basically just a lead-in to example 27. She explains 

why she wants to bring out a rival clothing line. 

(27) (see Appendix 2.5) 

232 Rebel yeah 

233  um but when I said good 

234  I also meant emotionally distraught 
235 Ellen  oh no 

236 Rebel um yeah  
237  I mean  

238 16:00 you know how we had that rap group going on? 
239 Ellen Rebellen yeah 

240 Rebel yeah then I was in the studio 

241  cause we were gonna record our follow-up single 
242 Ellen that’s right 

243 Rebel booty slap for Africa  
244 Ellen uhu 

245 Rebel yeah and then you didn’t show up 

246  you were like busy 
247  that’s what your assistant’s like assistant said 

248 Ellen uhu 
249  well yeah that was um –  

250  the Rebellen thing will get back on track again 
251  cause I just got busy 

252  but we’ll for sure tour 

253 Rebel yeah well that’s alright 
254  cause I just put my emotional distraught-ness-ness into 

255  um um creating a briefs with you  

Nevertheless, the rest of the interview is controlled by the host, who introduces the topics. Just like 

in example 28. 

(28) (see Appendix 2.5) 

329 Ellen so um tell me if this is um true or not 
330  are you doing ‘pitch perfect 3’? 

331 Rebel yeah (cheering and clapping) 
332 Ellen wow really? (4”)  

333  that’s fantastic! 

334 Rebel yeah this pitch will be back! um  

1.3.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

The number of guest initiations in The Tonight Show is relatively close to those in Ellen. Furthermore, 

these numbers are also more or less the same as in the Barrymore interview. However, if these guest 

initiations are compared to those in Ellen and those in the previous interview, it becomes clear that these 

initiations are relatively shorter. These topics do not lead to stories, but are simply small talk before the 

interview actually starts. On line 249, Wilson asks Fallon how it is going, rather than the other way 

around. On line 254, Wilson addresses the weather.  

(29) (see Appendix 2.6) 

248 Rebel hey 

249  how’s it going? 
250 Jimmy everything is great! 

251  it’s good to see you and thank you for coming back on the show 
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252 Rebel yeah  

253  it’s good to be here 
254  it was snowing here in New York today 

255 Jimmy yeah 
256  it’s kind of beautiful right? 

257 Rebel yeah 

258  it’s awesome! 
259  we don’t get snow in Sidney 

260 Jimmy no  
261 Rebel if something white is falling on you 

262  it’s like bird poop 
263 Jimmy yeah exactly yeah (laughing)  

 

After this short exchange of small talk, the actual interview wherein Fallon remains in control, starts.  

(30) (see Appendix 2.6) 

263 Jimmy yeah exactly yeah (laughing)  

264  have you been back to Australia? 

265  have you since - 
266 Rebel ow I did  

267  I was back for Christmas 
268 Jimmy ow good 

269 Rebel yeah  
270 Jimmy was there snow?   

271  oh no it didn’t snow 

272  okay no 
273 Rebel no no 

 

Lastly, there is one more instance where Wilson introduces a topic. However, the context of this 

initiation suggests that this topic introduction was discussed before. Therefore, it is not so much an 

initiation by the guest, but more like a part of a performance. 

(31) (see Appendix 2.6) 

549 Jimmy um we love hanging out with you and thank you so much for coming on the 

show 
550 Rebel yeah you know what’s funny  
551  speaking of hanging out 

552  last night I was hanging out with this super cool chick 

553 Jimmy yeah 
554 Rebel and she looked a lot like you (laughing)  

555  so you look - 
556 Jimmy she’s a girl?  

557 Rebel yeah 

558  but we had this awesome time 
559  just like two single ladies out in the town 

560  and then we just made a music video (laughing) 
561  and I brought it here 

562  if you guys wanna see it (clapping 3”)  

563 Jimmy I’d – I’d love to see it.  
564 Rebel yeah 

565 Jimmy let’s take a look at this music video  
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1.3.3 Conclusion 

While the number of guest initiations is more or less the same, Fallon does remain in control more than 

DeGeneres. A closer look at the examples shows that the topics introduced by Wilson in Ellen are more 

extensive and less shallow than those in The Tonight Show. Furthermore, one of the topics introduced 

by the guest in Fallon’s interview is part of a performance and therefore is not a valid example. In Ellen, 

more topics have to be covered than in Fallon’s interview, where Wilson only has to promote one thing. 

So, Wilson takes it upon herself to promote some topics herself. This clearly demonstrates how Ellen 

sometimes struggles to remain in control as a host. 
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1.4 Shaquille O’Neal 

O’Neal differs from the previous guests, since he is a famous basketball player. Even though he has 

been retired for five years, he is still an active public figure. He has a comic segment called Shaqtin' a 

Fool in a postgame show called Inside the NBA. He is invited to both shows because he has been 

inducted into the Basketball Hall of Fame. When he appears on Ellen, he still has to be inducted, while 

his appearance on The Tonight Show is after the ceremony.  

The interview with O’Neal is relatively shorter than the previous interviews (6’ in Ellen, 5’30” in 

The Tonight Show). Nevertheless, O’Neal remains on the show after the interview. In Ellen, he helps 

her to promote Icy Hot Smart Relief, a means to relieve sore muscles, in a comic segment. In The Tonight 

Show, he plays a game of twister with Fallon. O’Neal is a secondary guest in both episodes, nevertheless 

he is valuable, because he represents a different kind of guest. Moreover, both interviews take about the 

same amount of time, so the comparison is valid. There are ten topics in Ellen and nine in The Tonight 

Show.  

Table 1.4. topical initiative in the interview between the host and Shaquille O’Neal 

 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon (%) 

topical initiative by the guest 10 33 

topical initiative by the host 90 67 

1.4.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

Identical to the Obama interview and the Wilson interview, O’Neal introduces his own topic quite early 

in the interview. DeGeneres wants to start off with a funny comment (line 986), however O’Neal quickly 

changes the subject and expresses his love for DeGeneres.  

(32) (see Appendix 2.7) 

984 Ellen hey Shaquille 
985  I was wondering if we had a chair that was gonna hold you 
986  you’re giant (laughter) 
987 Shaquille can I just look at you for a second? 

988  I’m in love with you 

989 Ellen oh (audience ohs 2”) 
990 Shaquille I’ve been wanting to come here for about three years now 

991  so thank you very much 
992 Ellen oh 

993  that’s so sweet 

 

When DeGeneres asks O’Neal a question, he returns to the notion that he introduced himself in 

example 32. So he changes the topic, but then returns to DeGeneres’s question and answers truthfully. 
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(33) (see Appendix 3.7) 

1056 Ellen is there a moment that you’re proudest of? 

1057  of everything that you’ve done? 
1058 Shaquille yeah sitting here 

1059  looking at you 
1060 Ellen no (laughing) 

1061 Shaquille this is awesome right now 

1062  so thank you 
1063  I - 

1064  listen I love you 
1065  I really do 

1066 Ellen I love - 

1067 Shaquille yes 
1068  if everybody messes with you 

1069  you just let me know 
1070  I’ll handle it for you (laughing) 

1071  I got your back 
1072 Ellen I love you too! 

1073  that’s really really sweet 

1074 Shaquille I’ve accomplished a lot 
1075  but my - 

1076  my proudest moment would be receiving my doctorate 

 

Other than these instances, DeGeneres takes the topic initiation upon herself and O’Neal answers 

sincerely. 

1.4.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

In contrast, O’Neal takes more initiative in The Tonight Show. Similarly to Ellen, these initiations take 

place at the beginning of the interview. O’Neal expresses sentimentally, just like he did in Ellen, by 

giving Fallon an affectionate nickname (see example 34). He comes over as a charming guest, who tries 

to win over both the host and the audience. 

 

(34) (see Appendix 2.8) 

826 Jimmy welcome back to the show 

827  you know we love you 

828  Shaq we love you 

829 Shaq what’s up boy-boy? 

830 Jimmy boy-boy yeah 

831  you called me that nickname last time 

832  you called me boy-boy 

 

O’Neal also does not forget about The Roots and wants to express his respect for their work. 

(35) (see Appendix 2.8) 

833 Shaquille can I give a shout-out to the roots? 
834 Jimmy you always can 

835  absolutely 
836  you’re the best 

837 Shaquille give it up for the roots 

838  really  
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839  you fellas (applause) 

 
 

When Fallon introduces the topic of the Hall of Fame, he tries to give O’Neal a nickname, but he 

rejects this name and proposes a new nickname.  

(36) (see Appendix 2.8) 

843 Jimmy I’m so happy for you in the Hall of Fame finally 

844  Shaquile O’Neal is in the Hall of Fame (applause) 
845 28:00 that’s my nickname for you now 

846  hall of famer 
847 Shaquille no 

848 Jimmy hall of famer’s not a good nickname? 

849 Shaquille no hofa 

 

Lastly, when Fallon wants to move on, O’Neal interrupts Fallon and wants to return to the topic of 

nicknames one more time.  

(37) (see Appendix 2.9) 

859 Jimmy I’m boy-boy and you’re big hofa 
860  oh you know what I did for you 

861 Shaquille hold on hold on 
862  let’s practice 

863  what up boy-boy? 
864 Jimmy what’s up big hofa? 

865 Shaquille how you doing boy-boy? 

866  good 
867  real good 

868  excellent excellent 

 

After those three guest initiations (not counting example 36 when Fallon actually introduces the 

topic), Fallon takes over as the initiator of topics.  

1.4.3 Conclusion 

Before the interview starts, O’Neal wants to create sympathy with both the host and the audience. He 

affectionately states he loves DeGeneres and gives Fallon a nickname. After he expresses his sentiments, 

the actual interview begins. He gets sentimental again during Ellen, but still remains within the topic 

and answers the question genuinely. In The Tonight Show, O’Neal does not bring up the nicknames 

again and they have an honest, but cheerful interview.  
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1.5 Will Smith 

Will Smith appeared on both Ellen and The Tonight Show to promote an upcoming movie. Will Smith’s 

appearance on Ellen was at the end of 2015, where he promoted his movie Concussion. He was a guest 

on The Tonight Show in the summer of 2016, where he promoted his movie Suicide Squad. In both talk 

shows he is the first guest, however in Ellen there is also a secondary guest.  

Therefore the length of the interviews differs somewhat. In Ellen, the interview lasts 9’30”, without 

taking into account the extra appearance of Smith when they want to surprise a teacher. In The Tonight 

Show, the interview lasts 21’, but taking into account the comic segment in the beginning, where Smith 

makes an entrance in four different ways, the actual length of the interview is around 14’. The number 

of topics also differs from eleven in Ellen to twenty-one in The Tonight Show. An overview of the topic 

initiations is given in table 1.5. 

Table 1.5. topical initiative in the interview between the host and Will Smith 

 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon (%) 

topical initiative by the guest 36 19 

topical initiative by the host 64 81 

1.5.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

Just like in the Obama interview, but unlike the other three interviews, the guest takes more initiative 

than in The Tonight Show. There are four instances when Smith takes initiative. The first three are again 

located at the beginning of the interview. In the first instance (line 401), he makes a funny reference to 

their matching clothing. Then, on line 406, he makes a reference to her earlier introductory comic 

monologue, where DeGeneres talked about Playboy. In the third instance, he complements her on her 

Halloween costume, which indicates that he keeps up with DeGeneres’s actions.  

 

(38) (see Appendix 2.9) 

401 Will hey we’re kind of matchy matchy a little bit 
402 Ellen we should –  

403  we should call each other 

404 Will we should call each other 
405 Ellen and do that more often 

406 Will and do – and do like a playboy spread together or something (laughing) 
407 Ellen should we? 

408 Will that would be hot 
409 Ellen let’s do it  

410  let – we’re putting it out there 

411 Will we’re putting it out yeah 
412  let’s - 
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413 Ellen the two of us for the first cover 

414 Will for the first cover 
415 Ellen yeah 

416 Will yeah (clapping and cheering)  
417  we’ll do it! 

418 Ellen alright 

419 Will  that’ll be the way to shot a magazine down 
420 Ellen that’s right 

421 Will your Halloween costume was hilarious by the way 
422 Ellen ow thank you so much 

423 Will that was genius 

 

DeGeneres returns the compliment (line 450) and then moves on to the actual interview (line 454). 

(39) (see Appendix 2.9) 

446 Ellen listen 
447  we’ll talk about you and your brilliance in this movie 

448  everything you do  

449  and I say this every time you’re here 
450  you’re so good 

451  you’re so good 
452 Will thank you  

453  thank you 
454 Ellen we’ll talk about the movie later and did you do anything for Halloween? 

455  did you dress up? 

 

The last instance where Smith initiates a topic, is when he changes the topic and offers to tell a story 

about his love for football (which continues after line 616), which relates to the movie Concussion, but 

is still a bit off topic. 

(40) (see Appendix 2.9) 

608 Ellen because people didn’t really understand  

609  why ex-football players were suddenly becoming violent with their wives 
610  and changing personalities 

611  and nobody understood what was happening 
612  until this doctor figured out is was concussions 

613 Will yeah for me –  

614  I’m a football dad 
615  you know it was like –  

616  it was extremely difficult for me when I read this um screenplay 

1.5.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

There are also four instances where Smith introduces a topic in The Tonight Show. However, the first 

three instances are to be found in the performance in the beginning, where Smith makes an appearance 

four times in a row. Therefore, since these are part of a pre-scripted performance, they do not really 

count. Example 41 shows one of these instances, in which Smith proposes to do the introduction again. 

(41) (see Appendix 2.10) 

354 Jimmy that’s got to feel good 

355 Will yeah that was - 
356  that was good 

357  that was like – 
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358  that’s a really really good introduction 

359  but that seemed -  
360 Jimmy yeah 

361 Will I think I can do it better (cheering and clapping) 
362 Jimmy you can do it better?  

363 Will yeah 

 

The other instance is again a story that Smith want to share, that is slightly off topic, since Fallon is 

talking about special effects in the movie. Smith then changes the topic and tells a story about something 

that happened on the set, namely that he met Ben Affleck. 

(42) (see Appendix 2.10) 

395 Jimmy it’s like - it’s just visually stunning 

396 Will it was great 
397  I was cool you know 

398  the suicide squad is in the batman world in the DC comics world 
399 Jimmy yeah 

400 Will you know it was cool 

401  I made a lot of movies 
402  it’s all good (laughter) 

403 30:00 you know I was like 
404  it’s another movie 

405  it’s another movie you know 
406 Jimmy yeah 

407 Will and the batmobile came around the corner 

408 Jimmy yeah 
409 Will and I was like oh! (laughter) (cheering and applause 3”) 

410  yeah 
411 Jimmy yeah just like that 

412 Will yo 

413  that’s what I told him 
414 Jimmy this is real 

415  this is real 
416 Will Ben Affleck jumps out of the batmobile 

1.5.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, Smith initiates more topics in The Ellen DeGeneres Show, without counting the 

performance in The Tonight Show. In the first three, Smith compliments DeGeneres and shows that he 

keeps up with her actions as a public figure. Smith is also able in both shows to shift the topic and share 

a story about his life on set. 
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1.6 General Conclusion 

Firstly, I have to disagree with Coates, who stated that “male speakers […] use[d] a style based on power 

(asserting an unequal right to talk and to control topics), while […] female speakers preferred an 

interactional style based on solidarity and support” (1997: 113). After examining these transcripts, it 

becomes clear that the guests on The Tonight Show are able to introduce more topics (in the Barrymore, 

Wilson and O’Neal interview) than in Ellen. So whereas Fallon still controls more topics in general, 

which is normal for a host, he allows his guests to introduce more topics than DeGeneres.  

Secondly, most topics introduced by guests are found in the beginning of the interview, especially in 

Ellen. After which, she is eager to regain control and start the actual interview. The topical initiatives 

by guests are more shallow in The Tonight Show than in Ellen. Unless the topic is a story that the guest 

wants to share. Fallon is more willing to interrupt a guest and lead the interview, even when the guest 

introduces the topic. Whereas DeGeneres usually lets the guest finish and then changes the topic.  

In conclusion, I will argue that Fallon stays true to his male nature in the sense that his style is based 

on power and he is not afraid to interrupt and lead the interview, whereas DeGeneres lets her guest finish 

before she continues with the interview. Nevertheless, Fallon’s style is also more based on solidarity 

and support than DeGeneres’s style, since he allows his guests to introduce more topics. DeGeneres 

struggles more to remain in control than Fallon, who controls his show in a more natural way. DeGeneres 

tries to find her place within this male-dominated world by controlling and preparing her interview and 

keeping the guest initiations to a minimum. However, she will never achieve the natural dominance that 

Fallon has by interrupting his guest and leading the interview more.  
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Chapter 2 Analysing questions 

As stated in the introduction, I will analyse the questions asked by the host using O’Keeffe’s (2006) 

breakdown, with the addition of my own seventh category: the statement.  

Table 2.1. Breakdown of distribution of question forms (O'Keeffe 2006: 79) 

Question Type 
Example 

Yes/no 
Is it like the plane on ‘House of Cards’? 

Wh- 
How do you feel now compared to when you were here before? 

Declarative 
There’s like a barber shop and everything in the White House? 

Double 
Like do you remember to do stuff? Like do you take money out of 

the atm? 

Tag 
But that’s winter there, isn’t it? 

Alternative 
And are you gonna do like your hits and then write new music? 

Statement 
You get asked to do commencement speeches. 

 

In addition, I will draw upon O’Keeffe’s (2006) distinction between formal and informal questions. 

Her analysis showed that double and tag questions express informality and participation on both sides, 

while yes/no questions, wh- questions and declarative questions are more formal and come across as 

more controlled. I added statements to the informal questions. Analysing these questions will highlight 

the difference between the two hosts, mainly answering two questions: Which question do they favour? 

And do they have a formal or informal approach?  
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2.1 President Barack Obama 

The number of questions asked by the host is more or less the same (twenty-four for DeGeneres and 

twenty-three for Fallon), but the type of questions used differs as shown in table 2.2.  

Table 2.2. The type of questions used in the interview between the host and the president 

Question Type 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon (%) 

Yes/no 
29 35 

Wh- 
21 13 

Declarative 
12,5 0 

Double 
25 30 

Tag 
0 0 

Alternative 
0 0 

Statement 
12,5 22 

Formal 
62,5 48 

Informal 
37,5 52 

 

2.1.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

Firstly, DeGeneres tends to use more direct questions. Yes/no questions are used the most, then she uses 

double questions quite frequently and lastly she likes to use wh-questions. The percentage of these direct 

questions is quite close to one another (29%, 25% and 21%). It seems that DeGeneres has prepared her 

interview well and mostly wants to remain formal with the president, since the yes/no, the wh- and the 

declarative questions take up 62,5% of the interview. The examples 9,10 and 11 demonstrate this. 

(43)        Yes/no question (see appendix 2.1) 

363 Ellen so you’ll fly commercial from now on? 
364 President no (laughter) 

(44) Wh- question (see appendix 2.1) 

156 12:00 how do you feel now compared to when you were here before? 

157 President older 

(45) Declarative question (see appendix 2.1) 

346 Ellen so you don’t get to do any of those anymore? (talking about air force 1) 

347 President no I - 
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However, there is also a significant amount of double questions, which express informality. When 

asking about the president’s personal preferences, DeGeneres switches to double questions which fits 

O’Keeffe’s findings. DeGeneres asks if the president misses the campaign, which is a rather personal 

question. 

(46) (see appendix 2.1) 

179 Ellen do you look at what’s going on now in the campaigning and 
180  do you miss it in any way? 

181  do you look at them and go  ‘ow, you’re making big mistakes’? 
182 President um (laughter) 

183  I don’t miss it (laughter) 

 

Lastly, the statements are also an indirect way of getting a response from the guest. Statements are 

also an indicator of informality. They mostly deal with personal information. In this interview, the 

statements are located towards the end of the interview. The guest and host have become more 

accustomed to each other and therefore become less formal. The statement that DeGeneres makes (lines 

435-436) is very personal to her, since she is married to a woman named Portia.  

(47) (see appendix 2.1) 

435 Ellen but I cannot tell you or thank you enough  

436  for what you have done for the gay community 
437  so thank you (applause) 

438 President it’s one of the things I’m proudest of and  

439  because  
440  my whole political career has been based on the idea that 

441  we constantly want to include people and not exclude them 

2.1.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

First of all, the most significant difference in question types between Fallon and DeGeneres in the 

interview with the president is the lack of declarative questions. This results in a lesser percentage of 

the ‘formal’ type questions (48% compared to 62.5%). So the overall interview is slightly more informal 

than it is formal.  

(48) Yes/no question (see appendix 2.2) 

573 Jimmy is Bernie going to endorse Hillary?  

574 President well I’m sure  
575  they’re going to have a conversation and - 

 

(49) Wh- question (see appendix 2.2) 

297 Jimmy when is the last day –  

298  like when do they say you got to have your bags packed and 
299  you gotta get out of here? 

300 President um  
301  I don’t know  

302  I should find out (laughter) 
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It seems that the intention of the hosts is different. Fallon focusses more on the person behind the 

celebrity than on the politician himself in the interview. A lot of the president’s achievements have 

already been mentioned in the humorous performance before the interview. The following lines are 

examples of this.  

(50)  double question (see appendix 2.2) 

472 Jimmy like do you remember how to do stuff? 
473  (laughter) do you know - 

474  like do you take money out of the atm? 
475  like do you -  

476 President the atm thing I remember  
477  pressing buttons on elevators I’m worried about (laughter)  

 

 

 

(51)  statement (see appendix 2.2)  

413 Jimmy (laughter) I have the photo because I found it 

414  because it’s my favourite 
415  [Jimmy shows picture to Obama] look at how cute than is (laughter) 

416  you have to make t-shirts  

417  and embarrass Sasha  
418  on her birthday and make all of her friends wear them 

419 President yes I think it’s fair to say I embarrass her without t-shirts (laughter)  
420  yeah it’s actually one of my great gifts is embarrassing Sasha 

 

2.1.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, DeGeneres wants to regain her control more than Fallon and therefore the interview is 

slightly more formal. It seems that Fallon is more comfortable around the president than DeGeneres 

who is slightly more intimidated. Again, it becomes clear that DeGeneres and Fallon have a different 

approach in this interview. DeGeneres tends to focus more on the politician than on the man behind the 

politician, while Fallon is mostly interested in eliciting funny anecdotes from the president.  
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2.2 Drew Barrymore 

Since the interview is shorter than the Obama interview, there are fewer questions asked. Moreover, 

there is less distribution between the questions.  

Table 2.3. The type of questions used in the interview between the host and Drew Barrymore 

Question Type 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon (%) 

Yes/no 
8 25 

Wh- 
25 12,5 

Declarative 
0 0 

Double 
0 0 

Tag 
0 0 

Alternative 
0 0 

Statement 
67 62,5 

Formal 
33 37,5 

Informal 
67 62,5 

2.2.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

Noticeably, the use of direct and indirect question has shifted. In this interview, she uses more indirect 

questions. Questions is actually not the correct term here, since all the indirect ‘questions’ in this 

interview are statements. The use of statements, as mentioned before, is mostly to deal with personal 

questions. Since the interview is mostly about Barrymore’s autobiographical book, this seems logical.  

(52) (see Appendix 2.3) 

284 Ellen so there’s another story and um about your dad who was equally -  
285  um you said they really – some people maybe aren’t meant to be parents 

286 Drew yep 
287 Ellen and it’s not their fault but they had a child 

288  and your dad was a very free spirit 
289 Drew very free 

290 Ellen did not like to bathe 

291 Drew nope 
292  well he did with lemons and olive oil 

293 Ellen okay 
294 Drew he felt the lemons were the cleansing and the olive oil was the moisturizing 

295 16:00 he was like a human salad - 
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Furthermore, statements are also used when the host knows what most likely will follow. Obviously, 

DeGeneres already read the book and just wants Barrymore to share her stories with the audience. In 

contrast, direct questions, in this case wh-questions and one yes/no question, are used without knowing 

what will be the answer.  

(53) (see Appendix 2.3) 

225 Ellen so but how was your Mum about this book that you wrote this book? 
226 Drew she loves it 

227 Ellen mm-mmm 
228 Drew um I gave her a copy 

229  we’ve talked about it um very intimately 
230  and I have to say  

231  it was such an extraordinary year of my life writing this book 

232  I came to terms with so many things 

 

The use of all this statements means that the interview is more informal and based on cooperation. 

Barrymore willingly shares stories about her life in an informal way. 

2.2.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

The same shift, from more direct questions to more indirect questions, can also be found in this episode 

of The Tonight Show. Similarly, Fallon also uses a lot of indirect statements to elicit stories from 

Barrymore. The same explanation can be used here, namely that Fallon already has a lot of knowledge 

about what the answer will be.  

(54) (see Appendix 2.4) 

524  Jimmy yeah it is 

525  basically the idea is you and Toni Collette are best friends 
526 Drew yep lifelong best friends 

527 Jimmy and she gets diagnoses with cancer 

528 Drew and I’m trying to have a baby 
529  and I’m going through IVF and it’s this circle of life and it’s- 

530  you know lifelong  
531  I don’t know how it is for men  

532  but I know for girls we push each other 

533  we’re honest 
534  we make each other laugh when we need it 

535  you’re so yourself with that person 
536 22:00 it’s a relationship that you know put sort of third to the spouse 

and children 
 

Likewise, the interview is also more informal than the Obama interview. The reason behind this is 

that Fallon and Barrymore are close friends and Barrymore is more than willing to share her personal 

stories with the audience. Nonetheless, Fallon shows a preference for yes/no questions, whereas 

DeGeneres prefers wh- questions. Fallon uses direct questions, after Barrymore offered to tell a story, 

to guide the story in the right direction. 

(55) (see Appendix 2.4) 

423 Drew yeah Toddette is this crazy cross country trip that his wife and I took 
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424  I drove our RV into a gas station overhang (laughter 2”) 

425  and I just misjudged the height 
426 Jimmy have you ever driven an RV before? 

427 Drew I mean I’m not a good driver period 
428 Jimmy yeah yeah  

429 Drew and this is amazing like creature comes out of like 

430 18:00 this Micheal Jackson thriller video looking set piece in a slip and pearls 
431  and his name is Toddette 

432 Jimmy and what time of night? 
433 Drew by the way this is three a.m. in New Orleans 

434  I forget to preface that 

2.2.3 Conclusion 

This interview is clearly more informal than the Obama interview in both shows. Barrymore is a friend 

of both hosts and the President is a highly respected public figure, so the formality corresponds to the 

guests. It seems that both Fallon and DeGeneres adapt their interview style to fit their guest. These 

episodes also revolve around telling personal stories by Barrymore, which both Fallon and DeGeneres 

already know. Therefore, their preference for informality is logical. Moreover, it is worth noticing that 

DeGeneres asks more questions dealing with Barrymore’s career than Fallon, who wants to get to know 

the person behind the actress. 
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2.3 Rebel Wilson 

The distribution of questions in the Wilson interview shows more resemblances to the Obama interview 

than to the Barrymore interview.  

Table 2.4. The type of questions used in the interview between the host and Rebel Wilson 

Question Type 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon (%) 

Yes/no 
22 43 

Wh- 
45 7 

Declarative 
0 7 

Double 
0 29 

Tag 
11 0 

Alternative 
0 0 

Statement 
22 14 

Formal 
67 57 

Informal 
33 43 

2.3.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

What is most noticeable, is that DeGeneres tends to use more direct questions, whereas in the Barrymore 

interview, she used more indirect questions. She still shows a slight preference for wh-questions over 

yes/no questions. Unlike in the Barrymore interview, she does not know what exactly Wilson is going 

to answer.  

(56) Wh-question (see Appendix 2.5) 

290 Ellen but that’s really great and what made you wanna do that?  
291 Rebel um well basically  

292  because I wanna do everything that you do 

 

(57) Yes/no question (see Appendix 2.5) 

329 Ellen so um tell me if this is um true or not 
330  are you doing ‘pitch perfect 3’? 

331 Rebel yeah (cheering and clapping) 
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The formal type questions, the yes/no, the wh- and the declarative questions take up 67% of the 

interview. So, just like in the Obama interview, DeGeneres chooses to remain more formal with Wilson 

and therefore controls the interview more. This is quite surprising, since the interview is based on 

cooperation. It seems that after Wilson introduced some topics, DeGeneres wants to retake control over 

the interview and therefore uses more formal question types. This also shows that DeGeneres does not 

know the answer when she asks a certain formal question. 

(58) (see Appendix 2.5) 

385 Ellen right (laughing) 
386  and then you’re on a camel someplace –  

387  where’s this? 

388 Rebel um that’s in Dubai 
389  um I went there 

390  and I didn’t know that it’s not good to go in summer  
391  cause it’s very hot there 

 

Finally, what is worth mentioning is the first use of a tag question. While some researchers, such as 

Lakoff (1975) and Siegler (1976) claimed that women use more tag questions because it weakens their 

statement, others, such as Holmes (1984), claimed that tags are used equally, but in a different way. 

Women use more ‘affective’ tags to express the speakers attitude. Whereas men use more ‘modal’ tags 

to express uncertainty (Coates 1997: 119-122). I would like to point out that this is the first tag question 

in three interviews. So she does not use significantly more tags than Fallon. The tag in question is a 

modal tag (Holmes 1984), where she expresses her uncertainty about something.  

(59) (see Appendix 2.5) 

395 Ellen what month did you go like - 
396 Rebel um July like - 

397 Ellen but that’s winter there isn’t it?  

398 Rebel no that’s still summer 
399 Ellen but I went I went in June 

400  and I thought that I was getting off easy cause it was like a hundred and ten 
401  and they were like  

402  “oh you should see it in the summer” 

2.3.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

Fallon’s interview with Wilson also parallels Fallon’s interview with the president. The differences 

between Ellen and The Tonight Show are more or less the same as in the Obama interview. Whereas 

DeGeneres shows a preference for wh-questions, Fallon prefers yes/no questions.  

(60) (see Appendix 2.6) 

286 Jimmy you bought yourself a boat?  

287 Rebel I’m very generous 

 

What is different with the Obama interview, is the distribution of formal/informal question types, 

with 67% of the questions being formal. So, Fallon is similar to DeGeneres in this interview. He uses 
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formal type questions because he does not know exactly what Wilson will answer and wants to direct 

the story in a correct way, such as the declarative question in example 61 (line 325). 

(61) (see Appendix 2.6) 

309 Jimmy but do you - 

310  your family – 

311  do they go down the boat as well? 
312  and do they - 

313 Rebel yeah 
314  but most of them are pregnant so (laughter) 

315  no it’s super annoying because  
316  they’re not like able bodied people 

317  they just –  

318  they sit there like 
319  “oh I can’t put out the fenders because I’m pregnant” (laughter) 

320 Jimmy yeah 
321  they have a good excuse 

322 Rebel yeah 

323 Jimmy so you –  
324  you wouldn’t invite them back on? 

325 Rebel no 
326  you only need like able bodied seamen 

 
 

Lastly, Fallon focusses more on personal anecdotes, whereas DeGeneres tends to ask more questions 

about Wilsons’s career, like her clothing line and her movies. Example 62 illustrates Fallon’s preference 

for personal questions. 

(62) (see Appendix 2.6) 

381 Jimmy what are doing for Valentine’s Day? 

382  anything special?  

383 Rebel well um 
384  I’m gonna be in London with my fellow co-star Dakota Johnson 

385 Jimmy uh huh 
386 Rebel and we’re gonna go to the bafta’s 

387  just be classy 
388 Jimmy that’s an -  

389 Rebel yeah an award show  

390  I’m not winning anything but 
391  I just thought 

392  I might as well go 
393 Jimmy yeah no special dates or anything 

394  you’re not doing - 

395 Rebel no 

2.3.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, both Fallon and DeGeneres prefer a direct approach in this interview. This allows them 

to elicit some personal anecdotes from the guest, especially Fallon. Unlike in the Barrymore interview, 

they do not exactly know what the guest is going to answer. Moreover, both hosts remain more formal 

and therefore create a sense of control, since the answers are rather unpredictable.  
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2.4 Shaquille O’Neal 

There is a lot of variety in the questions asked in this interview. Nevertheless both hosts show a 

preference for one type of question. 

Table 2.5. The type of questions used in the interview between the host and Shaquille O’Neal 

Question Type 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon (%) 

Yes/no 
7 22 

Wh- 
22 0 

Declarative 
43 11 

Double 
7 11 

Tag 
7 0 

Alternative 
0 0 

Statement 
14 56 

Formal 
72 33 

Informal 
28 67 

2.4.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

Once more, DeGeneres shows a preference for the wh-question. But what is more significant, is her use 

of the declarative question. Declarative questions are usually used to ask for confirmation, as in example 

63, or to express surprise, as in example 64.  

(63) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1139 Ellen you’re inducted in the Hall of Fame right? 

1140 Shaquille 

     38:00 

yes ma’am  

1141 Ellen yeah that’s (applause 4”) 

1142  that’s a pretty big deal 

1143 Shaquille yeah 

 

(64) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1041 Shaquille no 
1042  I don’t play golf 

1043 Ellen you don’t have a hobby? 
1044 Shaquille nah (laughing) 

1045  not really no 
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DeGeneres uses another tag in this interview. However, it differs from the tag used in the Wilson 

interview. It is not a ‘modal’ tag, but more a ‘affective’ tag, which expresses an attitude towards the 

addressee. In this case, DeGeneres translates O’Neal’s surprise upon seeing his favourite player Dr J. 

(65) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1162 Ellen Dr J come on out (applause 32”) 

1163 Dr J did you get him? 

1164 Shaquille now I love you even more Ellen (laughter 4”) 
1165 Ellen you didn’t- 

1166  you didn’t know that was gonna happen did you? 
1167 Shaquille I am Kazaam and you got three wishes 

1168 Ellen yeah 

1169  pretty amazing 

 

 Finally, DeGeneres remains formal within this interview, which is quite surprising since O’Neal is 

so affectionate towards DeGeneres.  

2.4.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

Fallon shows a preference towards yes/no questions, just like in the previous interviews. He does not 

use any wh-questions in this interview, unlike DeGeneres, but prefers a more informal approach, by 

using statements instead. He uses these statements to express his love for O’Neal and thus returning the 

sentiment (see example 66 and 67). 

(66) (see Appendix 2.8) 

910 Jimmy you got a big laugh by thanking Kobe Bryant 

911 Shaquille yes I did (laughter) 
912 Jimmy yeah that’s probably good 

913  you go “last but not least the great Kobe Bryant 

914  a guy that would push me to help me win three titles in a row 
915 30:00 he would also help me get pushed off the team and traded to Miami” 

916  (laughter) that’s why we love you 
917  you know that 

918 Shaquille thank you 
919  yeah 

920 Jimmy that I why we love you man 

 

(67) (see Appendix 2.8) 

944 Jimmy I also love you now on ‘inside the NBA’ 
945 Shaquille yes 

946 Jimmy you’re great 

947  and man you’re just good on camera 
948 Shaquille thank you 

949  appreciate it 
950 Jimmy we love you obviously 

951  but you’re good 

952  you know how to work the room 
953  you know how to do it 

954 Shaquille thank you 
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Overall, Fallon continues to be informal as a talk show host, thus returning O’Neal’s affection 

towards him.  

2.4.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, DeGeneres shows a preference for the wh- question, but chooses mostly the declarative 

question in this interview, to express surprise and to ask for confirmation. Fallon favours the yes/no 

question, but decides on using more statements in this interview. DeGeneres stays true to her formal 

style even when the guest is displaying affection towards the host. Whereas Fallon returns O’Neal’s 

affection and remains informal during the interview. 
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2.5 Will Smith 

Fallon asks considerably more questions (25 questions) in this interview than DeGeneres (9 questions), 

due to the different length of the interview.  

Table 2.6. The type of questions used in the interview between the host and Will Smith 

Question Type 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon (%) 

Yes/no 
0 33 

Wh- 
22 20 

Declarative 
22 10 

Double 
11 0 

Tag 
0 0 

Alternative 
11 4 

Statement 
34 33 

Formal 
50 66 

Informal 
50 34 

2.5.1  The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

In this final interview, DeGeneres again prefers wh-questions over yes/no questions. She does however 

use the same amount of declarative questions, this time both declarative questions are to ask for 

conformation (see example 68). 

(68) (see Appendix 2.9) 

542 Ellen I’m very excited about this if this is true 

543  you’re gonna go on tour again?  

544 Will yeah me and Jeff are going out  

 

Furthermore, she mostly uses statements in this interview, as shown in example 67. By using 

statements, she wants to get to know the man behind the actor more. 

(69) (see Appendix 2.9) 

512 Ellen but you’re letting them be 
513  which is really cool 

514  you just allow them to figure out who they are 
515  you’re disciplined 

516 Will yeah 
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517 Ellen right?  

518 Will yeah for sure 
519 Ellen but they are able to be creative and be who they are 

520 Will yeah Jaden you know  
521  because we’re both artists 

522  we decided uh a long time ago 

523  that’s it’s sort of better to flow with what people are naturally - 

 

What is also worth mentioning is the first use of an alternative question. This is a collection of all the 

questions that don’t fit in anywhere (see example 70). Since this question is neither formal or informal, 

the distribution of formal question types (yes/no, wh- and declarative) and informal question types 

(double, tag and statements) is equal. So, she is less formal in this interview than in the others.  

(70) (see Appendix 2.10) 

566 Ellen and are you gonna do like 
567  your hits and then write new music? 

568  or is it just - 

569 Will yeah I got some –  
570  I keep a stash Ellen 

571  I keep a stash (laughing) 

2.5.2  The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

Once more, Fallon uses more yes/no questions than wh-questions.  Most of these questions are follow-

up questions, in other words they occur after the subject has already been introduced, usually to clarify 

things or to elaborate on the subject. Example 71, lines 702,704 and 706, are follow-up yes/no questions. 

Example 72 introduces the topic on line 870. Then line 883 is an example of a wh- follow-up question. 

Nevertheless, these questions are also used to introduce topics, as seen in example 72, where the topic 

is introduced by a wh- question on line 693. 

(71) (see Appendix 2.10) 

690 Jimmy from you rap 

691  look at this 
692  what year - 

693  when was this?  

694  this is - 
695 Will I think that was - 

696  that might have been right around nineteen eighty seven 
697  eighty maybe right into eighty-eight (cheering) 

698  that’s at Russel Simmon’s apartment 
699  ‘cause this year was thirty years 

700  me and Jeff released our first single in June eighty-six 

701  so it’s like thirty years that we been in the business (cheering and applause) 
702 Jimmy isn’t that fun?  

703 Will yeah 
704 Jimmy isn’t that amazing?  

705 Will yeah 

706 Jimmy does it feel like thirty years?  
707 Will no you know 
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(72) (see Appendix 2.10) 

870 Jimmy it’s a big movie (cheering and applause) 

871 Will yeah no - 
872  it feels good to get to  

873  this point in my career you know 
874  and still have an opportunity to have the biggest film in my career you know 

875  it’s just - 

876 Jimmy yeah exactly no 
877  but you’re fantastic in it 

878  and only you could pull this off 
879  I saw it last night in Imax 3D with our staff 

880  we went and saw it and the applause at the end 

881  it’s so good 
882  I’m watching this thing and I go - 

883  who’s the director?  
884 Will David Ayer 

885 Jimmy David - 
886  I would be so thankful for you if I was the director 

887  because only Will Smith knows how to stand up and walk on cars and stuff 

888  shooting things 

 

Furthermore, there is also one alternative question used in this interview. As stated before, this 

question does not belong to a formal or informal category and therefore is not that relevant to this 

research. 

(73) (see Appendix 2.10) 

609 Jimmy like New York or Philadelphia?  
610  I’m like almost like a weather man up here 

611 Will yeah yeah we’re right here 

 

 Lastly, Fallon also uses a lot of statements, about the same amount of yes/no questions. Example 

70 already displayed his use of statements. Overall, this interview differs from the others, since it is a 

lot more formal. Fallon also does not engage in some kind of game with Smith, like he did with most of 

his guests. Instead, the humorous aspect in this interview is achieved by the four entrances.  

2.5.3 Conclusion 

The preferred questions remain the same in this interview, wh- questions for DeGeneres and yes/no 

questions for Fallon. However, the formality of the interview has shifted. DeGeneres finds the perfect 

balance in her interview and becomes a bit more informal with Smith. Whereas, in The Tonight Show,  

the opposite is seen. Fallon asks more formal questions in this interview. It seems that when the interview 

is longer, like the Obama interview, Fallon prepares more formal questions rather than informal ones.   
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2.6 General Conclusion 

Firstly, overall Fallon has a more informal style (in the interviews with Obama, Barrymore and O’Neal) 

than DeGeneres. This matches the findings in the first chapter, that Fallon’s style is more based on 

solidarity and support, whereas DeGeneres wants to fight for her control more and therefore is more 

formal. Nevertheless, both hosts adapt their style to fit their guest. DeGeneres becomes a lot less 

informal with Barrymore, since she knows her. However, she does remain in control, since she asks 

questions to which she already knows the answer, whereas Fallon becomes more formal in the longer 

interviews. Formality gives the host a sense of control and when there is a longer interview, Fallon 

seems more prepared. Moreover, Fallon is overall more interested in getting to know the person behind 

the celebrity than DeGeneres, who highlights the person’s achievements more. Secondly, DeGeneres 

prefers the wh-question over the yes/no question, whereas Fallon prefers the yes/no question.  

In conclusion, Fallon’s style is more informal and based on solidarity, where he wants to get to know 

the person behind the celebrity, whereas DeGeneres’s style is more formal and therefore more controlled 

and she focusses on the achievements of the guest.  
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Chapter 3 Reason for telling 

A guest may start telling a story for different reasons. He or she might just respond to the question or 

he/she can offer to tell something himself/herself. Also the host could ask for a very specific story. 

Haarman (2001) stated that originally indirect questions were asked, which usually indicated that the 

host has some knowledge about the answer already. These questions function “as prompts to tell (or 

retell) an anecdote from the personal experience of the interviewee” (Haarman 2001: 103). However, he 

also saw a new trend, where the host asked direct questions or even offered an anecdote of its own 

(Haarman 2001). In this chapter I will investigate how the guests are invited to share their stories. I 

would like to note that I only focus on topic initiations followed by narratives.  

Secondly, the indirect or direct questions will show whether these are traditional talk shows or more 

innovative versions. As Haarman concluded, “interviewers or hosts in mainstream or traditional chat 

shows invite stories in indirect ways” (2001: 107). Moreover, “questions in chat show interviews are of 

a specialised kind: they imply a particular structuring of background knowledge” (Haarman 2001: 107). 

This prevents a simple answer such as yes and no. Both Haarman and Tolson (1996) saw an emerge of 

a new kind of talk show wherein “in all of these shows, although the guests continue to be celebrities, 

they frequently are not allowed the deference and the discursive space allowed in earlier shows” 

(Haarman 2001: 105) . The host might offer an anecdote of his/her own and tends to focus more on the 

humorous aspect rather than the honest self-disclosure (Tolson 1996). While the British examples (The 

Dame Edna Experience  and The Mrs Merton Show) are more a parody of the evening or celebrity format 

and American formats tend to stay within the model (Haarman 2001), I will examine how DeGeneres 

and Fallon combine the traditional format with more innovative approaches.  
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3.1 President Barack Obama 

There are several reasons for telling a story, these are listed in table 3.1.  

Table 3.1: Reasons for telling in the interview between the host and the president 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon (%) 

Direct question or command 
25 67 

Guest offers to tell a story 
12,5 8 

Indirect question 
62,5 17 

Host tells an story 
0 8 

 

The first aspect that is noticeable, is that DeGeneres prefers to use indirect questions to let the guest 

tell a story, whereas Fallon prefers direct questions. The two examples 74 and 75 demonstrate this. 

(74)  (see Appendix 2.1) 

387 Ellen there’s like a barber shop and everything in the white house? 
388 President yeah I get my hair cut - 

389  it’s all self-contained and -  
390  the great thing is   

391  you don’t have to go anywhere 

392  to get stuff done 
393  you know I don’t have to run to the drycleaner’s 

394  you don’t have to shop for food 
395  the bad part about is that is that it’s a bubble 

396  and you don’t – you don’t leave 
397 Ellen yeah 

398 President um or if you do 

399  it - the bubble follows you everywhere 
400  and that’s something you never get used to um 

401  and what it also means is that you’re not having 
402  sort of the spontaneous interactions with people 

 
 

(75)  (see Appendix 2.2) 

263 Jimmy are you getting a little sentimental?  

264  gettin’ a little weepy? 
265 President no (laughter) 

266 Jimmy come on! 

267 President no look the  
268  this year’s really busy 

269  just like last year was busy 
270  I keep on thinking all right  

271  at a certain point things are gonna kind of  
272  ease up and they haven’t 

273  and we’ve gotten a lot of stuff done  

274  you know 
275  I had a Cuba trip 
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276  I just came back from Vietnam   

277  Hiroshima and 

278  so the work keeps you occupied 
279  every once in a while  

280  you start thinking about um 
281  the people you’ve worked with 

282  and that’s where you start  

283  getting a little sentimental 
284  but you try to fight it off because you don’t want to be crying in the oval office 

285  (laughter) it’s a - 
286  it’s a downer and then people would think  

287  my god you know (laughter) 

 

 It seems that DeGeneres remains more in the old system than in the new one. Since an indirect 

question usually comes with background knowledge, it becomes clear that DeGeneres has done her 

research and wants to control the interview more, which is also why her interview is more formal (see 

chapter 2).  

Secondly, both DeGeneres and Fallon have one instance where the guest offers to tell a story (the 

percentage differs because DeGeneres has 8 stories in her show, while Fallon has 12). Both examples 

have been discusses before in chapter 1, namely example 13 and 15. Example 76 is an extension of 

example 15. 

(76) (see appendix 2.2) 

610 President the truth is actually  

611  I am worried about the republican party 

612  I know that sounds -  

613  yeah you know –  

614  you know what it sounds like 

615 Jimmy yeah yeah yeah 

616 President um but democracy works 

617  this country works when you have two parties that are 

618  serious and trying to solve problems  

619  and they have philosophical differences 

620  and they have fierce debates and they argue and  

621  they contest elections but 

622  at the end of the day what you want is a healthy two-party system and um 

623  you want the republican nominee to be somebody who   

624  could do the job if they win 

625  and you want folks who understand the issues and 

626  where you can sit across the table from them  

627  and um you have a principled argument and ultimately can still move the country forward 

628  so I actually am not enjoying and I haven’t been enjoying over the last seven years 

629  watching some of the things that have happened in the republican party 

630  ‘cause there are some good people in the republican party 

631  there are 

632  wonderful republicans out in the country who want what’s best for the country 

633 26:00 and may disagree with me on some things  

634  but are good decent people 

635  um but what’s happened in that party  

636  culminating in this current nomination  

637  I think is not actually good for the country as a whole 

638  it’s not something democrats should wish for and - 

639  and my hope is that maybe  

640  once you get through the cycle 

641  there’s some corrective action and they get back to being a centre-right party 
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642  and democratic party being a centre-left party  

643  and we start figuring out how to work together 

 

Example 13 was an example of the guest taking initiative and the president does this by telling a 

story. Example 15, and in extension example 77, are examples of where the guest offers to tell a story, 

that is not exactly an answer to the host’s question. The guest states ‘the truth is actually’ (line 610) 

which indicates that he wants to share a story.  

Lastly, there is one instance where Fallon tells an anecdote. At the end of his anecdote he asks the 

president if he has any similar stories, but he does not. This is also closer to the new trend, and is an 

example that the host has become more important in the talk show. 

(77) (see Anecdote 2.2) 

721 Jimmy and I don’t know if you remember the first time I met you and the first lady 

722  I was doing stand-up comedy at a barbecue for families - 

723  military families -  

724 President that was great 

725  we so appreciated it 

726 Jimmy thank you 

727  I loved it as well 

728  and I was opening up for the foo fighters 

729  it was the fourth of July -  

730 President yeah 

731 Jimmy in the white house 

732  I get there and I was so nervous to meet you 

733  I was googling how to say hello to the first lady (laughter)  

734  like do I say hello first lady mrs Obama first lady 

735  I didn’t know how to say it 

736 President I think you actually said all of them 

737 Jimmy 

30:00 

I think I actually did too  

738  I wore - I wore a three-piece suit that day because I was very –  

739  I just wanted to impress you (laughter) 

740  but it was an outdoor event on the fourth of July 

741  and I remember I got there and Dave Grohl was there  

742  in board shorts and a t-shirt 

743  he goes “you look hot” 

744  I go “I really am it’s really boiling this is crazy” 

745  I go “aren’t you – meeting the president?”  

746  basically saying “we’re the foo fighters” (laughter) 

747  “we dress like –“ 

748  I go “yeah” 

749  and then we wait in line 

750  because we’re going to get our picture taken with you guys 

751 President yeah 

752 Jimmy I was so nervous to meet you and I went up and I was practicing 

753  like “hello first lady Mrs. first lady” 

754  and I walk over and um  

755  the first lady starts laughter and looking at me 

756  she goes “oh honey oh my gosh so sweaty” (laughter)   

757  true story 

758  took my tie  

759  loosened my tie 

760  and I looked at you and you had a short-sleeved shirt and khakis on 

761  and I go “hello mister president sir”  

762  and you go [as President Obama] “didn’t you get the memo?  

763  it’s a barbecue” (laughter and applause 5”) 
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764  they took a picture and walked me – 

765  they took a picture and escorted me out 

766  and that was 

767  and then I hadn’t seen you since (laughter) - 

768  I was just wondering do people get - 

769  is there any – 

770  do you have stories like that 

771  where people are just so  

772  embarrassing like that and you try to make them feel better? 

773 President nothing that embarrassing (laughter) 

 

3.1.1 Conclusion 

Conclusively, this analysis has confirmed the findings in chapter 2. DeGeneres remains more formal 

and uses indirect questions to elicit stories. Indirect questions are the safer option, because it involves 

background knowledge and it allows the host to predict what the guest is going to answer. Fallon, on 

the other hand, prefers direct questions, which in the end seem more successful, since he is able to elicit 

more stories from the president. His interview is a mixture of formality and informality, which is 

confirmed by his personal anecdote. DeGeneres is comfortable with the old system, because it allows 

her to control the interview more. Whereas Fallon tries to explore new options and in that sense is more 

comfortable in his position as host, since he is always able to dominate the interview.  
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3.2 Drew Barrymore 

The stories that are shared by Barrymore are quite extensive in these episodes. Table 3.2. shows an 

overview of how Barrymore was motivated to share her stories.  

Table 3.2. Reasons for telling in the interview between the host and Drew Barrymore 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon (%) 

Direct question or command 
43 0 

Guest offers to tell a story 
0 33 

Indirect question 
57 67 

Host tells an story 
0 0 

 

Since most of the questions were indirect, evidently most stories were a response to an indirect 

question. A significant difference is that Fallon also uses the technique of indirectness to elicit stories 

rather the use of direct questions found in the first interview.  

 Whereas DeGeneres uses mostly statements to elicit stories, some of these statements turn into 

commands and therefore are more direct.  

(78) (see Appendix 2.3) 
305 Drew he got cancer and I had a very rare turn of events 

306  where I got to take care of him for three years in a hospice and um - 
307 Ellen and then after he died 

308  you have to tell this story 

 

 

 

(79) (see Appendix 2.3) 
339 Ellen that’s Drew Barrymore in ‘miss you already’ (applause) 
340  it’s um – it is a love story 

341  it’s a beautiful movie but it’s um - 
342  well tell everyone what it is about 

 

Unlike in the first interview, Fallon does not use any direct questions to elicit stories. He uses indirect 

statements or allows the guest to offer to tell a story herself. 

(80) (see Appendix 2.4) 

413 Jimmy well obviously my wife is your best friend and partner 

414 Drew yeah 

415 Jimmy you’re her best friend and partner 
416 Drew yeah 

417 Jimmy she loves you 
418 Drew there’s a chapter on her 

419  it’s called tourist 

420  there’s the chapter Toddette which when we were flying to do the super 

bowl show 
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421  I was telling you - 

422 Jimmy Toddette 

423 Drew yeah Toddette is this crazy cross country trip that his wife and I took 
424  I drove our RV into a gas station overhang (laughter 2”) 

425  and I just misjudged the height 

 

3.2.1 Conclusion 

The roles seem to have shifted in this interview. While Fallon elicits stories in an indirect way and does 

not seem to have prepared the interview in depth, since the guest is able to offer stories. DeGeneres has 

a clear view of the topics she wants to discuss and uses a more direct approach than in the Obama 

interview to get to where she wants to go. DeGeneres is more interested in the humorous anecdotes than 

in the person itself and therefore uses a more direct approach, which was seen as a new shift by Haarman 

(2001). Whereas Fallon is able to elicit humorous stories in an indirect way and remains within the 

traditional landscape more. However, even though DeGeneres uses a more direct approach than in the 

previous interview, the majority of questions is still indirect and thus she cannot let go of the old system. 
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3.3 Rebel Wilson 

The classification of reasons for telling a story differs from the previous two interviews. 

Table 3.3. Reasons for telling in the interview between the host and Drew Barrymore 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon (%) 

Direct question or command 
50 100 

Guest offers to tell a story 
25 0 

Indirect question 
25 0 

Host tells an story 
0 0 

 

First of all, the use of indirect questions or statements differs immensely from the previous interview. 

Even though DeGeneres still uses an indirect question to elicit a story (see example 81), the use of direct 

questions has increased.  

(81) (see Appendix 2.5) 

345 Ellen um you have been posting some pictures that I have to –  
346  I need time to ask you about these 

347 Rebel okay 

348 Ellen so let’s take a look [picture on screen] 
349 Rebel ohn!  

350 Ellen I don’t even know how you would wanna try something like that - 
351  I would never try that 

352 Rebel yeah okay well  
353  it all started over the summer 

354  cause I was on vacation 

 

There is also one example where Rebel offers a story herself, even though the credibility of this story 

can be questioned in this example. Wilson refers to a rap group, that she and DeGeneres formed, last 

time she was on the show. This was obviously meant as a joke. 

(82) (see Appendix 2.5) 

236 Rebel um yeah  

237  I mean  
238 16:00 you know how we had that rap group going on? 

239 Ellen Rebellen yeah 

240 Rebel yeah then I was in the studio 
241  cause we were gonna record our follow-up single 

242 Ellen that’s right 
243 Rebel booty slap for Africa  

244 Ellen uhu 
245  yeah and then you didn’t show up 

246  you were like busy 

247  that’s what your assistant’s like assistant said 
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Fallon, just like the Obama interview, uses direct questions to elicit stories.  

(83) (see Appendix 2.6) 
309 Jimmy but do you - 
310  your family – 

311  do they go down the boat as well? 
312  and do they - 

313 Rebel yeah 

314  but most of them are pregnant so (laughter) 
315  no it’s super annoying because  

316  they’re not like able bodied people 
317  they just –  

318  they sit there like 
319  “oh I can’t put out the fenders because I’m pregnant” (laughter) 

3.3.1 Conclusion 

Both DeGeneres and Fallon prefer direct questions to elicit stories. However, DeGeneres is not able to 

completely abandon the old system and still uses indirect questions. This shows how she prepared the 

interview in more depth and wants to discuss some particular things, whereas Fallon prefers a more 

direct approach and manages to elicit humorous anecdotes that way. In this interview, they both seem 

to move towards the new system and are able to elicit an equal amount of stories (four).  
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3.4 Shaquille O’Neal 

The interview is relatively shorter than the previous ones, consequently less stories are shared. O’Neal 

tells three stories in Ellen and only two in The Tonight Show. An overview of how the stories were 

elicited is given in table 3.4. 

Table 3.4. Reasons for telling in the interview between the host and Shaquille O’Neal 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon (%) 

Direct question or command 
67 50 

Guest offers to tell a story 
0 0 

Indirect question 
33 50 

Host tells an story 
0 0 

 

Out of all the declarative questions, only one leads to a story. 

(84) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1139 Ellen you’re inducted in the Hall of Fame right? 

1140 Shaquille 

     38:00 

yes ma’am  

1141 Ellen yeah that’s (applause 4”) 

1142  that’s a pretty big deal 

1143 Shaquille yeah 

1144  well my father started teaching me how to play basketball 

1145  I remember his words clear as this 

1146  ‘son if you listen to me 

1147  I can make you great as Karim Abdul-Jabbar 

1148  Wilt Charmberlain 

1149  and Bill Russell 

1150  and you will become a hall of famer’ 

1151  I just wish he was here to be able to share the moment with me 

 

The other two stories are a result of an direct question by the DeGeneres. But before O’Neal shares 

the actual story (lines 1020 to 1031), he gives a witty answer (line 1018). 

(85) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1014 Ellen Kobe is retiring and that’s - 
1015  what what do you think he’s gonna - 

1016  what can he expect? 

1017 Shaquille well 
1018  he’s gonna be bored 

1019 Ellen uhu (laughter 3”) 
1020 Shaquille after I retired 

1021  the next day 
1022  it was kinda weird for me 

1023  cause I had nothing to do 

1024  so I was doing stuff that I never did before 
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1025  like I would wake up and look out the window 

1026  just watch birds fly by (laughter 3”) 

1027  and I would put on my little house coat and 
1028  go outside and get the paper and talk to the neighbours 

1029  “hey Bob how are you?” (laughter) 
1030  and if it wasn’t for TNT calling me 

1031  I’d probably still be at home right now 

 

O’Neal does the same thing in example 86, he first makes the audience laugh and again expresses 

his feelings, before he tells the actual story, which continues after line 1076. 

(86) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1056 Ellen is there a moment that you’re proudest of? 

1057  of everything that you’ve done? 
1058 Shaquille yeah sitting here 

1059  looking at you 
1060 Ellen no (laughing) 

1061 Shaquille this is awesome right now 
1062  so thank you 

1063  I - 

1064  listen I love you 
1065  I really do 

1066 Ellen I love - 
1067 Shaquille yes 

1068  if everybody messes with you 

1069  you just let me know 
1070  I’ll handle it for you (laughing) 

1071  I got your back 
1072 Ellen I love you too! 

1073  that’s really really sweet 
1074 Shaquille I’ve accomplished a lot 

1075  but my - 

1076  my proudest moment would be receiving my doctorate 

 

Fallon manages to elicit a story in a direct way (see example 87) and in an indirect way, as seen in 

example 88. The story in example 88 continues after line 924. 

(87) (see Appendix 2.8) 

893 Jimmy I love the speech 
894  was it emotional for you? 

895  was it what you thought it was going to be? 
896 Shaquille it was kind of emotional because the man that raised me 

897  sergeant Philip Harrison passed away  

898  four years ago 
899  and when I was young he always told me that if I listened to him 

900  he was going to prepare me to make it to the Hall of Fame 
901  so it was emotional because he wasn’t there 

902  but everybody else was there 

903  my Mum was there 
904  my kids were there 

 

(88) (see Appendix 2.8) 

913 Jimmy you go “last but not least the great Kobe Bryant 
914  a guy that would push me to help me win three titles in a row 

915 30:00 he would also help me get pushed off the team and traded to Miami” 

916  (laughter) that’s why we love you 
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917  you know that 

918 Shaquille thank you 

919  yeah 
920 Jimmy that I why we love you man 

921 Shaquille I love Kobe 
922  he’s a great player you know 

923  we just had a - 

924  we just had work drama 

3.4.1 Conclusion 

In this interview, Fallon combines the best of both by using direct and indirect question to elicit stories, 

while DeGeneres has more success to elicit stories in a direct way and therefore works more within the 

innovative talk show landscape. Even if the stories start off a bit different because of the witty comments, 

she still manages to elicit stories from O’Neal, whereas in The Tonight Show, the topics are more serious. 

Therefore, DeGeneres works more within the innovative tradition by combining directness and humour.  
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3.5 Will Smith 

Smith is eager to share stories with the host and the audience. Due to the length of the interview, Fallon 

elicits more stories (8) than DeGeneres (5).  

Table 3.5. Reasons for telling in the interview between the host and Will Smith 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring 

Jimmy Fallon (%) 

Direct question or command 
60 37,5 

Guest offers to tell a story 
20 12,5 

Indirect question 
20 37,5 

Host tells an story 
0 12,5 

 

DeGeneres uses more direct questions and commands than indirect questions to elicit stories from 

Smith. Example 89 is an illustration of a command. 

(89) (see Appendix 2.9) 

593 Ellen [trailer of concussion 1’10”) (clapping and cheering 5”)  
594  that is Will Smith’s brilliant performance in concussion 

595 26:00 and it is uh –  

596  we both are big football fans - 
597 Will yeah uh -  

598 Ellen but it’s about taking on the NFL –  
599  and uh well tell everybody what’s it about 

600 Will well it’s essentially  
601  I play the – I play dr. Bennet Omalu 

602  and he was the doctor who discovered the brain disease 

603  that uh NFL football players get 
604  and it’s the - the story of him  

605  trying to bring the information to the public 
606  and the difficulty that he experienced in getting  

607  the information out 

 

Other than direct and indirect question asked by DeGeneres, Smith also offers to tell a story himself. 

This story was previously discussed in chapter 1, where he explains how the movie Concussion related 

to his personal life. 

(90) (see Appendix 2.9) 

608 Ellen because people didn’t really understand  

609  why ex-football players were suddenly becoming violent with their wives 
610  and changing personalities 

611  and nobody understood what was happening 
612  until this doctor figured out is was concussions 

613 Will yeah for me –  

614  I’m a football dad 
615  you know it was like –  
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616  it was extremely difficult for me when I read this um screenplay 

617  and you know –  

618  we were shooting ‘the karate kid’ 
619  in Beijing with Jaden 

620  and my oldest son was playing for Oaks Christian high school 
621  which is a football power house out here 

622  and I commuted from Beijing to Los Angeles for ten weeks  

623  to watch this kid play football 

 

The reasons for telling a story are well divided in this episode of The Tonight Show. Fallon uses as 

many direct questions as indirect questions. Furthermore, Smith also offers to share a story in this 

interview, this example was already discussed in chapter 1 (example 42), where he shares his story about 

meeting Ben Affleck.  In this interview, Fallon also shares an anecdote himself. It is not as extensive as 

the one in the Obama interview, but still worth mentioning. In example 91, Fallon tells Smith what 

Smith’s wife Jada told Fallon when she was on The Tonight Show and asks Smith’s opinion about this. 

Smith then shares a story about a recent vacation (which continues after line 541).  

(91) (see Appendix 2.10) 

527 Jimmy well your wife was here a couple months ago 

528  Jada was here 
529 Will mm-hmm 

530 Jimmy and we were talking 
531  she said 

532  she was talking about different vacation and stuff 

533 Will mm-hmm 
534 Jimmy and they said like 

535  it’s tough to plan a Smith vacation because this Smith family 
536  everyone’s doing different things 

537 Will everybody’s all over the place 

538  we just had our first really good vacation 
539  and it was – it was interesting 

540  it was Jaden’s birthday 
541  so Jaden he just turned eighteen so – (cheering and applause) 

3.5.1 Conclusion 

DeGeneres prefers a direct approach in this interview by using direct questions and commands. This 

episode is again an example of the innovative talk show landscape, where hosts use this kind of approach 

to elicit stories. Fallon finds a balance between the traditional and old way of eliciting stories. 

Nevertheless, since he offers an anecdote himself and the guest is able to offer one as well, this episode 

can be placed within the newer approach of talk show hosts.  
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3.6 General Conclusion 

Firstly, it seems that DeGeneres prefers a direct approach (in the last three interviews) and thus works 

within the innovative landscape. She especially prefers commands to get her guests to share his/her 

stories. Nevertheless, the number of indirect questions is still rather high in all the interviews. She does 

not completely release the traditional system, which gives her a sense of control, since indirect questions 

usually indicate some background knowledge. DeGeneres prepares her interviews well, she always has 

a clear view about what she wants to discuss. 

Secondly, Fallon’s preference is harder to distinguish. He uses a more direct approach in two 

interviews, namely the Obama interview and the Wilson interview. In the Barrymore interview, he is 

more indirect and in the other two interviews (O’Neal and Smith), Fallon uses as many direct as indirect 

questions. Overall, he tends to use more direct questions and works within the innovative landscape 

more. What is also significant is that Fallon is not afraid to use personal anecdotes in his interviews, 

while DeGeneres is more private. This fits with Fallon’s informal approach.  

In conclusion, both DeGeneres and Fallon tend to work more within the innovative landscape. 

However, they both cannot completely let go of the traditional system. Fallon uses personal anecdotes 

to elicit stories, whereas DeGeneres does not. Fallon tries to distinguish himself from all the previous 

hosts of The Tonight Show and is therefore not afraid to highlight the host’s involvement in the interview. 

DeGeneres, on the other hand, wants to be recognised as a host, not just a woman, within this male-

dominated society.  
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Part 2 ‘Storytelling’ 

“After nourishment, shelter and companionship, stories are 

the thing we need most in the world.”  

― Philip Pullman (2013) 
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Introduction 

In the second part of my dissertation, I will investigate the narratives found in the interviews further. In 

particular, I will focus on the endings of the narratives. Especially whether the stories end in judgement, 

in another story, in further questioning or in a simple summary. Tolson (1996) already stated the 

importance of narrative in media texts. According to him, there are several reasons to investigate 

interviews in television shows: “it is not just the fact that [guests] […] tell stories on television, it is also 

that television […] institutionally reproduces the structure of oral narrative” (Tolson 1996: 43). In other 

words, oral narratives in television shows are mostly new to the audience. However, they are presented 

in a known way, since they play with the normal formula of a narrative and “reduce the unique or the 

unusual to familiar and regular patterns of expectations” (Tolson 1996: 43). Furthermore, the question 

remains what kinds of stories are told on television. 

Chase (2004) investigated how you can elicit stories in interviews. According to her, the interviewer 

must ask questions in a careful way in order to invite the story. Whereas researchers such as Mishler 

(1986) found “the impulse to narrate is such an integral part of human experience that interviewees will 

tell stories even if we don’t encourage them to do so” (Chase 2004: 273-274). As my research in part 1 

showed, there is a combination of these two views. Carefully selecting questions is an important way to 

elicit stories, however the guest can also offer a story spontaneously.  

 In order to investigate exactly what kinds of stories are shared and what role the interviewer takes 

in this story, I will use Labov and Waletzky’s (1976) narrative model, with some of Lambrou’s (2003) 

additions. Overall a story within an interview consists of a few phases. These phases are loosely based 

on the phases within a narrative interview described by Jovchelovitch and Bauer (2000) with a few 

adjustments, since the narrative interview’s main purpose is to elicit stories, whereas the main reason 

for an interview in a talk show usually is to promote something.  

Firstly, there is the initiation, which was discussed in part 1. Then there is the main narration, which 

consists of Labov and Waletzky’s narrative model, with the addition of request for clarification by 

Lambrou. Furthermore, I will also take into account the four different types of narrative introduced by 

Plum (1998), Slade (1997) and Martin (1992) to distinguish between the different narratives. After the 

story, there might be a questioning phase, which can either consist of a Q&A or even a second story, 

either by the host or the guest. To examine these second stories, I will draw on the research by Sacks 

(1970), De Fina and Georgakopoulou (2011) and Coates (2008). Lastly, there is a closing phase, which 

is similar to the coda in Labov and Waletzky’s narrative model. The last phase might include some kind 

of evaluation, which can be a judgment as described by Ochs and Taylor (1995) and Thornborrow 

(2007)), like ‘why did you do this?’ or an alternative, like ‘why did you not do this?’ or even a simple 

summary.  
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Chapter 1 will correspond to the main narration. In this chapter the main narrative will be closely 

examined and divided into the different stages of the narrative. Moreover, I will determine whether the 

narrative is a recount, anecdote, exemplum or a simple narrative. This will help us to determine which 

kinds of narratives are mostly used within these shows. Chapter 2 will deal with the questioning phase. 

In this chapter, I will determine what happens after the main narration. Whether the host moves on, or 

whether the narrative evolves into a Q&A or a second story. Chapter 3 will look at the endings of the 

narratives, more specifically how the host ends the narrative: in a judgement, by offering an alternative, 

in a simple summary or just acknowledges the story and moves on.  
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Chapter 1 Main Narration 

The second phase in the narrative, after the initiation, is the main narration. This is the part where the 

guest or host shares his/her story. This story, or also named narrative, usually follows a structure. I will 

use Labov and Waletsky’s narrative scheme model (as seen in table 4.1.) to determine the different 

phases in the narrative. Abstract and coda are optional in a narrative. 

 Table 4.1. Different steps in a narrative (based on Labov and Waletzky’s narrative scheme model (1976)) 

Abstract 
beginning of the story; summary of the content 

Orientation 
description of person, place, time and behavioural situation (actions) 

    ‘request for clarification’: who? what? where? when? 

Complication 
major problem; what happened?  

Evaluation 
reveals the attitude of the narrator towards the narrative; what are the 

narrator’s options; description of similar situations 

Resolution 
result 

Coda 
end of the story; summary at the end 

 

Since the host is always present within the interview, he/she sometimes interrupts the narrative. This 

can be seen as a ‘collaboration’. Lambrou (2003) described different categories of collaboration. She 

distinguishes between explicit and implicit collaboration, which deals with the abstract. The abstract can 

be provided or triggered. Either the host or the guest can introduce the topic, as discussed in part 1. 

However, the host can also provide the coda, which will be discussed in chapter three of this part. What 

is interesting for this chapter is the explicit collaboration, namely ‘the request for clarification’, which 

elaborates on the orientation: who, what, where or when. The host can help the guest to make things 

more clear for the audience. This is another aspect that I will look at.   
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Lastly, according to Plum (1998), Slade (1997) and Martin (1992), there are four types of narratives. 

Labov’s narrative is one of them, then there is the recount, anecdote and exemplum (see table 4.2 for an 

overview). A recount lists events and gives a brief overview. An anecdote focusses on the response to 

the crisis. An exemplum, as the name suggests, sets an example. This is a moral story. A narrative, as 

discussed before, has a problem-solving structure. I will categorise each narrative used in the interviews 

to find out what kind of narrative is used the most.  

Table 4.2. Four types of narrative (based on the distinction made by Plum, Slade and Martin) 

Recount 
Anecdote Exemplum Narrative 

(abstract) 

orientation 

record 
crisis incident complication 

 
reaction interpretation evaluation 

 
  resolution 

(coda) 
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1.1 President Barack Obama 

From the nineteen topics introduced in Ellen, only eight evolve into a narrative. Whereas in The Tonight 

Show, twelve out of twenty topics turn into a narrative. The distribution of which types these narratives 

are, can be found in table 4.3. I would like to remark that there is not always a clear distinction between 

these types and therefore some narratives might be ambiguous.  

Table 4.3. The four types of narrative in the interview between the host and the president 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

(%) 

Recount 12,5 0 

Anecdote 12,5 17 

Exemplum 12,5 25 

Narrative 62,5 58 

1.1.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

There is an example of each type in this episode of The Ellen DeGeneres Show. Firstly, there is the 

recount, which gives us a brief overview. In this case, what Obama does with the charms he receives 

and where he keeps them. On line 546 and line 553, DeGeneres asks for clarification, namely what do 

the people give him and where does he keep them.  

(92) (see Appendix 2.1) 

O
rien

tatio
n

 

543 Ellen so I heard that you carry a charm or something in your 

544  on your person 

545 President yeah I have a bunch of charms that I put in my pocket 

546 Ellen people give you things -  

547 President yeah they give me things well on the 
548  when I -  

R
eco

rd
 

549  this dates back to the campaign trail 

550  they hand you stuff  
551 28:00 I started gaining this big collection of little charms 

552  crosses or lucky coins or- 

553 Ellen and you keep a different one in - 

554 President yeah I’ll just put a bunch in my um 
555  pocket 

C
o

d
a 

556 Ellen I have something to give you then 

557 President you do? 
558 Ellen hmm 

559 President what do you got?  
560  let’s see 

561 Ellen it’s a - 
562  it’s a charm and it’s my picture and your picture 
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The president also shares an anecdote of which the primary function “is to able interactants to share 

a reaction to a remarkable event” (Slade & Eggins 1997: 243). What is remarkable in this anecdote is 

Barack Obama’s daughter Malia’s graduation. He focusses on how he would react to this event.  

(93) (see Appendix 2.1) 

A
b

stract 

487 Ellen Malia is going off to college and um 

488  that’s gotta be - 
489 President it’s hard! yeah  

490 Ellen yes! That’s gotta be - 

O
rien

tatio
n

 

491 President look as Michelle reminds me our job is to prepare them not to 

need us 
492  and both my daughters are wonderful people 

493  and Malia is more than ready to leave 
494  but I’m not ready for her to leave 

Crisis 495  and I was asked  

496  if I would speak at her graduation 

Reaction 497  I said absolutely not (laughter)  

498  because I’m gonna be sitting there with dark glasses sobbing 

C
o

d
a 

499  yeah she’s one of my best friends 

500  and it’s gonna be hard for me not to have her around all the 

time 
501  but yeah she’s ready to go 

502  yeah you can tell 
503  when they’re - 

504 26:00 she’s just a really smart capable person 

505  and then she’s um she’s ready to make her own way 

 

Then, there is the exemplum. The exemplum is like an anecdote, but “is much more concerned with 

‘making a point’, rather than entertainment” (Plum 1998: 223). In example 94, the president tries to 

explain how people do not always see what is really there, because they do not pay enough attention to 

what is going on every day.  

(94) (see Appendix 2.1) 

Orientation 
246 President the amount of stuff that is just put out there on the internet or 

on  
247  um sometimes news broadcasts that are just factually 

inaccurate 
248  is surprising and it’s really hard to catch up 

Incident 

249  since I came in office we reduced the deficit 

250  by two-thirds 

251  but if you ask the average person 
252  they’re sure that spending has shot up 

Interpretation 
253  and the reason is because they’re a bunch of folks who say 

that  
254  we’re widely overspending even though we aren’t 

255 Ellen right 
 256 President and that’s just one small example but it happens all the time 

C
o

d
a 

257  and um that’s something that we have to fix 

258 16:00 partly by people paying more attention to what’s going on 

every single day 
259  and it’s hard 

260  people are busy 

261  they’re dropping of their kids they’re -  
262  you know – working 

263  they’re trying to figure out how to get some exercise 

 

Lastly, narratives are used most in this interview. According to Slade’s (1997) scale of familiarity, 

narratives are used when there is ‘low contact’, so when the participants do not know each other that 

well. Whereas, a recount is used when there is ‘high contact’, something that you tell in passing, where 

the audience you tell the story to, already knows a lot. Example 92 indicates that DeGeneres already 
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knew about the charms, since she uses an indirect statement to start the story. Since the president and 

DeGeneres do not know each other as friends, the use of narratives demonstrates Slade’s point. Example 

95 in an example of a narrative.  

(95) (see Appendix 2.1) 

Abstract 

156 Ellen how do you feel now compared to when you were here 

before? 
157 President older 
158 Ellen yes you can say that 

159  tired? 

Orientation 
160 President you know 

161  the interesting thing is actually I feel 

162  really energetic 

Complication 
163  um (.) the first time I came 

164  there was a lot of possibilities out there 
165  but also uncertainty and  

Evaluation 
166  you know you’re young 

167  you’re eager to get started 

168  but you don’t necessarily know what you don’t know um 

Resolution 

169  and now after having served for seven years and having 

gotten a lot done 
170  and seen the progress that we’ve made and 

171  um seen the incredible resilience of the American people and 

fighting back from  
172  recession and war 

173  in some ways the fear drops away 

Coda 

174  you feel confident that um 

175  America is gonna do well 

176  you know the job better 
177  you’re more relaxed and um 

178  but just as enthusiastic as the first I was the first day I started 

 

 

1.1.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

Overall, there are fewer narratives in this interview than in the interview with DeGeneres (58 % < 62,5 

%). Nevertheless, the narrative is the type that is represented the most in the interview (see example 96). 

This again indicates the lack of contact in this interview, since the host, Fallon, and the guest, President 

Barack Obama, are acquaintances but not friends. This creates a sense of formality within the interview. 

(96) (see Appendix 2.2) 

A
b

stract 

263 Jimmy are you getting a little sentimental?  

264  gettin’ a little weepy? 

265 President no (laughter) 
266 Jimmy come on! 

Orientation 
267 President no look the  
268  this year’s really busy 

269  just like last year was busy 

Complication 
270  I keep on thinking all right  
271  at a certain point things are gonna kind of  

272  ease up and they haven’t 

E
v

alu
ati

o
n
 

273  and we’ve gotten a lot of stuff done  

274  you know 
275  I had a Cuba trip 

276  I just came back from Vietnam   

277  Hiroshima and 
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278  so the work keeps you occupied 

R
eso

lu
tio

n
 

279  every once in a while  

280  you start thinking about um 
281  the people you’ve worked with 

282  and that’s where you start  

283  getting a little sentimental 
284  but you try to fight it off because you don’t want to be crying in the 

oval office 
 oval office 

C
o

d
a 

285  (laughter) it’s a - 

286  it’s a downer and then people would think  
287  my god you know (laughter) 

 

Next to the narratives, there are also anecdotes and exempla in this interview. The first narrative type, 

the recount is not represented. Anecdotes and exempla are found in the middle of Slade’s (1997) scale 

of familiarity. The interview is a bit more informal than it is formal, so this fits the chosen narratives. 

Example 97 is an excellent illustration of an anecdote. Noticeably, this anecdote is told by the host, not 

the guest. Fallon tells the audience about the first time he met the president. 

(97) (see Appendix 2.2) 

Abstract 
721 Jimmy and I don’t know if you remember the first time I met you and the 

first lady 

 

 

722  I was doing stand-up comedy at a barbecue for families - 

723  military families -  

724 President that was great 

725  we so appreciated it 

726 Jimmy thank you 

727  I loved it as well 

O
rien

tatio
n

 
728  and I was opening up for the foo fighters 

729  it was the fourth of July -  

730 President eah 

731 Jimmy in the white house 

732  I get there and I was so nervous to meet you 

733  I was googling how to say hello to the first lady (laughter)  

 734  like do I say hello first lady mrs Obama first lady 

735  I didn’t know how to say it 

736 President I think you actually said all of them 

737 Jimmy 

30:00 

I think I actually did too  

C
risis 

738  I wore - I wore a three-piece suit that day because I was very –  

739  I just wanted to impress you (laughter) 

740  but it was an outdoor event on the fourth of July 

741  and I remember I got there and Dave Grohl was there  

742  in board shorts and a t-shirt 

743  he goes “you look hot” 

744  I go “I really am it’s really boiling this is crazy” 

745  I go “aren’t you – meeting the president?”  

746  basically saying “we’re the foo fighters” (laughter) 

747  “we dress like –“ 

748  I go “yeah” 

749  and then we wait in line 

750  because we’re going to get our picture taken with you guys 

751 President yeah 

R
eacti

o
n
 

752 Jimmy I was so nervous to meet you and I went up and I was practicing 

753  like “hello first lady Mrs. first lady” 

754  and I walk over and um  

755  the first lady starts laughter and looking at me 
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756  she goes “oh honey oh my gosh so sweaty” (laughter)   

757  true story 

758  took my tie  

759  loosened my tie 

760  and I looked at you and you had a short-sleeved shirt and khakis on 

761  and I go “hello mister president sir”  

762  and you go [as President Obama] “didn’t you get the memo?  

763  it’s a barbecue” (laughter and applause 5”) 

764  they took a picture and walked me – 

765  they took a picture and escorted me out 

Coda 
766  and that was 

767  and then I hadn’t seen you since (laughter) - 

 

Finally, exempla are similar to anecdotes, but they contain a message. This is illustrated in example 

98. Obama explains the rivalry between the Democrats and Republicans and his hope is that, in the 

future, these two parties learn to work together. He uses an excellent example to make his point.  

(98) (see Appendix 2.2) 

 662 President so this is a good case in point  

 663  the supreme court 

 664  makes the law um 

 665  interprets the law of the land and it’s binding all across the country 

 666  and right now 

 667  we’re supposed to have nine supreme court justices because um  

 668  you know 

 669  the passing of justice scalia 

 670  we only have eight and  

 671  so it’s hard for the supreme court to do its job 
O

rien
tatio

n
 

672  now I’ve nominated somebody who uniformly everybody including 

republicans acknowledges is probably one of the most qualified 

guys who’s 

673  ever been nominated for the seat 

674  Merrick Garland - 

675 Jimmy Merrick Garland 

676 President Merrick Garland - 

677 Jimmy very common name 

678 President he’s  

679  he’s the chief judge of probably  

680  the second most important court in the land um 

681  he’s been a judge longer  

682  than many of the judges who are now justices on the supreme court  

683  republicans in the past have said he has impeccable credentials 

684 28:00 he’s smart  

685  he has a good temperament 

686  he knows how to work with um 

687  people from all political spectrums 

 688  but he – there –  

Incident 689  some of them won’t even meet with them and there –  

 690  so far at least they haven’t given him a hearing  

In
terp

retatio
n

 

691  and that’s an example of where um 

692  if the process of democracy starts breaking down to that degree 

693  where you can’t even show the courtesy of meeting with a guy who 

you know is qualified 

694  and you won’t give him a hearing 

695  because you want um  

696  to wait and see if maybe your guy wins the election and nominates 

somebody 
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697  then you start seeing the court system breaking down 

698  you start seeing vacancies 

699  people can’t get access to the courts and um 

700  you see the country start dividing in ways that’s really unhealthy 

C
o

d
a 

701  so that’s a good example of my hope that the republican party steps 

back and reflects 

702  and says um you know what that’s not the way we should be doing 

business 

703  because we don’t want democrats to doing business if we have a 

republican president 

  

The narratives are usually told very well, without the need for clarification. Since Obama is the 

president, he has been trained in giving speeches and makes his point well. There is one instance where 

Fallon asks for clarification, namely line 676 in example 98. Fallon wants Obama to repeat the name 

about whom he is telling the story.  

 

1.1.3 Conclusion 

The president remains quite formal with both DeGeneres and Fallon and therefore shares more 

narratives, which embody low contact between the participants. Nevertheless, he does share some 

anecdotes and exempla, mostly in The Tonight Show. Fallon even feels comfortable enough to share his 

own anecdote with the president. The president is an excellent story teller and therefore, there are not 

many requests for clarification. Overall, the DeGeneres interview is a bit more formal than the Fallon 

interview. 
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1.2 Drew Barrymore 

There are eleven topics introduced in Ellen, of which seven develop into a story, which is about the 

same amount as in the interview with Obama. On the other hand, only three out of seven topics become 

stories in The Tonight Show, which is quite different from the Obama interview. These stories are 

generally longer than in Ellen. 

Table 4.4. The four types of narrative in the interview between the host and Drew Barrymore 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

(%) 

Recount 43 0 

Anecdote 28,5 33,3 

Exemplum 0 33,3 

Narrative 28,5 33,3 

  

1.2.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

There are no exempla in this episode. There are, however, a high amount of recounts. According to 

Slade (1997), this means a high level of contact. The participants are indeed friends. Moreover, recounts 

also need some kind of prior knowledge. DeGeneres has read the book and knows all the stories, she 

only wants Barrymore to share these stories with the audience. This all fits with the high level of 

informality found in this interview. Example 99 is an illustration of a recount. Barrymore shares the 

event of her separation from her mother, without giving away too much.  

(99) (see Appendix 2.3) 

O
rien

tat

io
n
 

211 Ellen um I mean first of all 

212  you were emancipated from your parents at fourteen 

213 Drew yup 

214 Ellen which is crazy so - 

R
eco

rd
 

215 Drew yeah I mean it seems crazy now especially as a parent 

216  but at the time it was a really necessary thing for me and my 

  

 Mum 

 mother 

217  and we were actually incredibly gracious 
218  about it with each other 

219  and she was there and it was something we needed to do 

220  it was where our journey had taken us at that moment 
221  um and it didn’t make either of us bad people 

Coda 222  it just was what it was 
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Next to the recounts, Barrymore also likes to share anecdotes, as in example 100. Barrymore 

describes this extraordinary experience she had after her father died.  

(100) (see Appendix 2.3) 

O
rien

tatio
n

 

303 Ellen so then you helped - 

304  you were in hospice with him when he was passing 
305 Drew he got cancer and I had a very rare turn of events 

306  where I got to take care of him for three years in a hospice and 

um - 
307 Ellen and then after he died 

308  you have to tell this story 
309 Drew he -  we buried - 

310  well we put his ashes in Joshua Tree 

311  he loved Joshua Tree and I had spent a bunch of time with him 

there  
312  um whenever I visit him 

313  like his – if he had an address at all it was Joshua Tree 
314  um which if you know Joshua Tree you -  

315  there’s no houses there (laughter) 

C
risis 

316  and so we took his ashes there and I went to this little motel 
317  and um I was sleeping until we were all gonna wake up and 

spread the ashes 
318  and um I felt a thing 
319  and I sat up in my bed and the doorknob of my room opened 

320  and the door just opened 
Reaction 321  and I just sat up in bed and I was like – (4”) 

 322  dad? (light laughter) 

Coda 323  it was a moment where you can have hope about anything being 

possible 
324  and it was a very unique moment and - 

 

Lastly, Barrymore shares some stories, which I qualify as narratives. In example 101, she explains 

her reason for doing the movie Miss You Already.  

(101) (see Appendix 2.3) 

Orientation 355 Ellen um you didn’t – and you almost didn’t do it 

356  because you just had Frankie 

C
o

m
p

licatio
n

 

357 Drew I did – I had - 

358  and which is you know was in a way - 

359  you know you always think the worst timing is going to be just 

the worst timing 
 the worst timing 

360  and sometimes in turn I was playing this woman 
361  who was trying to make a baby and she’s struggling with IVF to 

go through it 
 go through it 

362  and I had just made two children so I wasn’t just this yummy 

baby-making body 
 baby-making body 

363  and you know – (laughter) 

E
v

alu
atio

n
 

364  in in some ways um  

365  because I also had this sort of -  
366  I’m gonna come here and do my job and get home to my 

children 
 children 

367 20:00 I had this like backbone that I never had in other films 

Resolution 

368  and it’s exactly what my character needed 

369  because she really was that kind of pillar of strength friend 
370  and I thought you know what 

371  I want my daughters to see a story like this some day 

Coda 372  so here we go 

373  we’re gonna take the risk to do this 

 

Just like in the Obama interview, Barrymore is quite a confident story-teller. There is a recount that 

starts on line 282 that involves a lot of cooperation from DeGeneres. However, these do not classify as 
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requests for clarification, but more as co-narration, which will be discussed in part 3. There is one request 

for clarification when Barrymore shares a story about how she met Steven Spielberg. On line 250, 

DeGeneres wants to know when exactly this took place.  

(102) (see Appendix 2.3) 

248 Ellen meeting Steven Spielberg - 
249 Drew yeah 

250 Ellen and you were how old at - ? 

251 Drew six 

 

1.2.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

There are only three stories shared in this episode and each one is a different type of narrative. The first 

story is also the longest, it is an extended anecdote on an adventure Barrymore had with Fallon’s wife. 

I categorised this as an anecdote and not a problem-solving narrative, because I feel like the focus is on 

Barrymore’s reaction to Toddette. The most noticeable thing about this anecdote, is Fallon’s many 

requests for clarification. It seems that Barrymore is so enthusiastic that she forgets to contextualise the 

story.  These requests are the bold lines in example 103. These requests deal with who, when and where.  

(103) (see Appendix 2.4) 

O
rien

tatio
n

 

418 Drew there’s a chapter on her 

419  it’s called tourist 

420  there’s the chapter Toddette which when we were flying to do 

the super bowl show 

421  I was telling you - 

422 Jimmy Toddette 

423 Drew yeah Toddette is this crazy cross country trip that his wife and I 

took 

424  I drove our RV into a gas station overhang (laughter 2”) 

425  and I just misjudged the height 

426 Jimmy have you ever driven an RV before? 

427 Drew I mean I’m not a good driver period 

428 Jimmy yeah yeah  

429 Drew and this is amazing like creature comes out of like 

430 18:00 this Micheal Jackson thriller video looking set piece in a slip 

and pearls 

431  and his name is Toddette 

432 Jimmy and what time of night? 

433 Drew by the way this is three a.m. in New Orleans 

434  I forget to preface that 

435 Jimmy yeah yeah yeah (laughter) 

436 Drew in the outskirts so 

437 Jimmy so he comes out of nowhere 

C
risis 

438 Drew yep and he’s like “y’all better get” and I can’t say the word 

“out” and um 

439 Jimmy yeah so someone comes at your RV and says “y’all better get 

the f- out” 

440 Drew and I was like “no we’re trying to wait for the cops” 

441  and he’s like “the cops are the ones you wanna fear” (laughter) 

442  and I’m like I mean the rats in my stomach were just growing 
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443  and of course Nan is like getting our ID and money and like 

everything 

444  you know she’s very tickety-boo and organised and by the 

book  

445  and just smart 

446 Jimmy she’s very tickety-boo yeah (laughter) 

R
eactio

n
 

447 Drew and I’m like “oh god Toddette! what are we gonna do?” 

448 Jimmy he’s coming closer! hurry up! 

449  step on the gas! 

450 Drew so he basically convinced me that I needed to unlodge this RV 

451  and so Nana was in the front  

452  Toddette’s in the back and I’m trying to jam on the gas 

 453  and eventually I had to floor it and the thing came unlodged 

 454  but the entire roof came off with it (laughter) (audience ohs) 

 455  so then - 

 456 Jimmy it just landed thunk 

 457 Drew and I saw it in the rear-view mirror like land over the rainbow 

land 

 458  and then I saw Toddette and Nan like go up and like crab walk 

into the RV (laughter) 

 459  and then I look in my rear-view mirror and turn around and 

then Toddette’s in our living room (laughter) 

 460  and I’m like “Toddette?” 

C
o

d
a 

461 Jimmy right 

462 Drew you know we have been driving this RV for like three 

weeks 463  you know we started in California and we just - 

464  it was the best road trip 
465  it was the dream 

466  like should we go left or right? 

467  I don’t know flip a coin 
468  it was one of those amazing life experiences  

469  that of course you know hilarity ensues 

 

Example 104 could also be a simple narrative. But Barrymore focusses on how important friendship 

is, which is the morality behind the movie Miss You Already. And therefore I would qualify the following 

story as an exemplum.  

(104) (see Appendix 2.4) 

Orientation 

524 Jimmy yeah it is 

525  basically the idea is you and Toni Collette are best friends 

526 Drew yep lifelong best friends 

527 Jimmy and she gets diagnoses with cancer 

Incident 
528 Drew and I’m trying to have a baby 

529  and I’m going through IVF and it’s this circle of life and it’s- 
530  you know lifelong  

In
terp

retatio
n

 

531  I don’t know how it is for men  
532  but I know for girls we push each other 
533  we’re honest 

534  we make each other laugh when we need it 

535  you’re so yourself with that person 
536 22:00 it’s a relationship that you know put sort of third to the spouse 

and children 
537  but it’s your lifelong - 

S
eco

n
d
 S

to
ry 

538  I mean look how long you have known Gerard and all your 

friends 
539  they’re so old school 
540 Jimmy I can’t believe Gerard is getting a shout-out (laughter) 

541 Drew that’s right  

542  there’s a truth 
543 Jimmy men are not like that  
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544  yeah don’t bring up Gerard ever again (laughter) 

545 Drew I’m sure it’s very different 

546  but you know when you like cry with Gerard 
547 Jimmy I don’t cry with Gerard at all 

548  once once (laughter) 

549 Drew it’s like aren’t you yourself with your friends? 
550  don’t they tell you the truth? 

 551  and you can hear it in a different way even when you don’t 

want to hear it? 
 552 Jimmy eah 

 553 Drew there’s - there’s a relationship that’s unlike other relationships 

in your life C
o

d
a 

554  and I think that this film is a love story 

555  and it’s a plutonic love story   

556  and your friendship deserves  
557  that sort of platform the way that films talk about romance 

558  and cause friends are you know they’re amazing 

  

The last story is also about the movie Miss You Already but it shares Barrymore’s personal feelings 

about the movie. It focusses on how she was able to deal with this movie and has a problem-solving 

structure. 

(105) (see Appendix 2.4) 

Abstract 
490 Jimmy ‘I miss you already’ 

491  ooh it’s a tear jerker 

O
rien

tatio
n

 

492 Drew it - I’ll get ya 

493 Jimmy it’s one of those movies where you go- yeah 

494  if you want one of those movies where it’s like  

495  woo just try to make it to the end 

496  I mean bawling 

497 Drew it’s very beautiful  

498  and I’m very honoured to be a part of this film  

499  because it is such a special beautiful thoughtful film 

C
o

m
p

licatio
n

 

500  and what’s great about it is I can’t take depressing 

501  I’m sorry I can’t 

502  I’ve got two kids  

503  I’m just trying to get through  

504  and I can’t handle it when people are like  

505  you will be depressed and this will be meaningful 

506  I’m like I can’t take it I just can’t 

E
v

alu
atio

n
 

507 Jimmy it’s just a commercial Drew (laughter) 

508 Drew I know 

509 Jimmy I know 

510  the dog and the bowl just got together 

511 Drew oh my god that Budweiser like Colt 

512 Jimmy that was the best thing ever 

513 Drew I’m like oh god 

514 Jimmy even super bowl fans like – [pretending to cry] 

515 Drew it’s the best  

516  but I want to be moved because something is so lovely  

517  and actually kind of fill of life and meaningful  

518  not because it’s upsetting  

Resolution 

519  and I just thought this film dealt with things I don’t 

520  I’ve never seen it dealt with this way 

521  and it will move you but it will also make you run out and 

appreciate what you have 
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1.2.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the interviews with Barrymore have a higher level of contact, due to the fact that 

Barrymore is friends with both DeGeneres and Fallon. DeGeneres already knows the stories that 

Barrymore is going to share and therefore Barrymore uses a lot of recounts. Whereas, Fallon is less 

prepared and Barrymore just kind of goes along with whatever comes to mind. However, Fallon does 

use more requests for clarification to temper Barrymore’s enthusiasm in sharing stories.  
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1.3  Rebel Wilson 

Four out of nine topics became a story in Ellen, whereas the same number of stories out of eleven topics 

in The Tonight Show became stories.   

Table 4.5. The four types of narrative in the interview between the host and Rebel Wilson 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

(%) 

Recount 0 0 

Anecdote 25 50 

Exemplum 0 0 

Narrative 75 50 

  

1.3.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

In this interview, most stories can be classified as narratives. Slade’s scale of familiarity shows 

narratives as low contact stories. This fits with the formality of the interview (67%) explained in part 1. 

Example 106 explains why Wilson created her clothing line ‘Rebel Wilson for Torrid’.  

(106) (see Appendix 2.5) 

Orientation 

290 Ellen but that’s really great and what made you wanna do that?  

291 Rebel um well basically  
292  because I wanna do everything that you do 

293 Ellen uhu (laughter) 

C
o

m
p

licati

o
n
 

294 Rebel um no um I mean just to get serious for a bit 
295  I mean I’ve been a plus size girl and a curvier girl 

296  I just never found stores out there that made stuff  
297  that was like fitted really well 

298 18:00 and that was really trendy (clapping)  

E
v

alu
atio

n
 

299 Ellen yeah 

300 Rebel yeah and  

301  I kinda –  
302  I thought well if no one else is standing up for girls my size 

303  I may as well like get in there 
304 Ellen good! good for you 
305 Rebel yeah 

306 Ellen I think that’s great! (cheering and clapping)  
307  everyone should have cool clothing 

308 Rebel yeah I mean whatever size you are - 

Resolution 

309 Ellen yeah  

310 Rebel you should be able to feel confident and great in what you’re 

wearing 
311 Ellen yeah that’s fantastic and I think that’s fantastic 
312  I – I love that 
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There is also one anecdote in this interview. Wilson shares her surprise to the temperature in Dubai. 

There are also two requests for clarification in this anecdote, namely on line 387 and 395. The first one 

deals with place and the second one with time. Between the reaction and the coda, there is a second 

story, which will be discussed in chapter 2. 

(107) (see Appendix 2.5) 

Orientation 
386 Ellen and then you’re on a camel someplace –  

387  where’s this? 
388 Rebel um that’s in Dubai 

Crisis 

 

389  um I went there 
390  and I didn’t know that it’s not good to go in summer  

391  cause it’s very hot there 

392 Ellen yeah (laughing) 

Reaction 393 Rebel I was like “why is there only five people at the hotel?”  

394  this is awesome and I - 
 395 Ellen what month did you go like - 
 396 Rebel um July like - 
 397 Ellen but that’s winter there isn’t it?  

 398 Rebel no that’s still summer 

 399 Ellen but I went I went in June 
 400  and I thought that I was getting off easy cause it was like a 

hundred and ten 
  a hundred and ten 
 401  and they were like  

 402  “oh you should see it in the summer” 
 403 Rebel oh well it was like a hundred and fifty 

 404 Ellen yeah (laughing) 

 405 Rebel it was like way hotter than when you were there 
 406 Ellen it is hot 

 407  it’s very very hot there 

Coda 

408 Rebel yeah 
409 Ellen and – but the people are lovely 

410  and they watch the show 
411  so hello everybody in Dubai 

 

Overall, there are not many requests for clarification. What is noticeable about this interview, is the 

co-narration. This is already evident in example 106 and 107, the other two narratives also display a 

high level of participation, either in the form of an actual co-narration or in the form of a second story.  

1.3.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

Overall, the interview is less formal (57% < 67%). Thus there is an anecdote more and a narrative less, 

since anecdotes are a bit higher on the scale of familiarity.  In example 108, Wilson shares an anecdote 

about her newly bought boat. Lines 349, 357 are requests for clarification. Mostly, these express 

surprise.  

(108) (see Appendix 2.6) 

O
rien

tatio
n

 

345 Jimmy but do you –  

346  do you know how to park and everything? 
347 Rebel um look 

348  I did have a crash 

349 Jimmy you did? (laughter) 

350 Rebel yeah 
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C
risis 

351 Jimmy see  
352  this is not good 

353  you shouldn’t have a boat 
354 Rebel into my neighbours’ boat (laughing) 

355  but their boat was pretty crap 

R
eactio

n
 

356  so I didn’t tell them 

357 Jimmy you didn’t tell them 

358 Rebel  no 
359  ‘cause it already had some scratches and stuff 

360  I was like “what’s one more?” 
361 Jimmy yeah what’s one more scratch  

362  they wouldn’t know 

363 Rebel seriously 

C
o

d
a 

364 Jimmy I’ve seen that with cars too 

365  and they have the bumpers like hanging off at the back 
366  you might as well hit these people 

367 Rebel yeah 

368 Jimmy I mean 
369  they don’t care 

370  they’re fine with that stuff 
371 Rebel I mean 

372  it kind of adds to the whole thing they’ve got going on 
373  with having a crap boat 

 

There’s an equal number of narratives as anecdotes in this interview. These emphasise the formality 

of the interview. In example 109, Wilson explains why she bought the boat. In this narrative, the focus 

is on the evaluation, not so much on the solution. 

(109) (see Appendix 2.6) 
O

rien
tatio

n
 

279 Jimmy what did you do for Christmas?  

280 Rebel um well 

281  like hang out with the family 

282 Jimmy yeah 

283 Rebel and um I bought myself a Christmas boat 

284  which is – (laughing) 

285  I know generous 

286 Jimmy you bought yourself a boat?  

287 Rebel I’m very generous 

288 Jimmy yeah (laughing)  

289  you’re very generous 

290  what a nice person you are 

Complication 

291 Rebel yeah  

292  but I didn’t realize  

293  how hard it is to own a boat 

294 Jimmy ow it’s the worst 

E
v

alu
atio

n
 

295 Rebel you have to learn how to use the boat (laughing) 

296 Jimmy yeah 

297 Rebel learn how to do ropes  

298 Jimmy yeah 

299 Rebel learn how to park the boat 

300 Jimmy park the boat yeah 

301 Rebel   

12:00 

learn how to clean the boat um - 

302 Jimmy yeah 

303  it’s a lot of work 

304 Rebel I know!  

Resolution 305 Jimmy you might as well just rent a boat or something 
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306  yeah  

307  but you own it 

308 Rebel um I didn’t really quite think it through 

 

As displayed in example 108 and 109, there is also a lot of participation, either in the form of co-

narration or as a second story.  

1.3.3 Conclusion 

The distribution of types of narrative fits the formality of the interviews. The interview in Ellen is 

slightly more formal and therefore has more narratives than anecdotes. There are not many requests for 

clarification, there is however a high level of co-narration in both interviews.  
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1.4 Shaquille O’Neal 

There are a total of ten topics introduced in the interview between O’Neal and DeGeneres, of which 

three develop into a narrative. Out of the nine topics introduced in The Tonight Show, two of them 

become a narrative.  

Table 4.6. The four types of narrative in the interview between the host and Shaquille O’Neal 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

(%) 

Recount 0 0 

Anecdote 33 0 

Exemplum 0 0 

Narrative 67 100 

1.4.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

Two out of the three stories are problem-solving narratives, which fits the formality (72%) of the 

interview. This indicates less contact since it is the first time that O’Neal appears on Ellen. In example 

110, O’Neal shares his proudest moment. This narrative is a bit different, since it contains two 

complications and two resolutions.   

(110) (see Appendix 2.7) 

A
b

stract 

1074 Shaquille I’ve accomplished a lot 

1075  but my - 

1076  my proudest moment would be receiving my doctorate 
1077 Ellen yeah 

1078  that’s a pretty big deal 
1079 Shaquille yes I um - 

1080 Ellen yeah (applause 5”) 

O
rien

tatio
n

 

1081 Shaquille my parents were - 

1082  thank you 

1083  my parents were very big on education 
1084 Ellen mm-mmm 

1085 Shaquille so I left school early 
1086 Ellen mm-mmm 

Complication 
1087 Shaquille and my mother would always you know 
1088  say when are you going back? 

1089  when are you going back? 

Resolution 1090  and I finally went back and got my bachelor’s 
1091  I got my master’s and  

Complication 

2 

1092  after I received my master’s 
1093  my mother look- looks at me says 

1094  you know what we don’t have any doctors in our family 

Evaluation 1095  so I took the challenge 
1096  and went to Barry University 
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Resolution 2 1097  I took me five years 
Coda 1098  but I think that was my proudest moment 

 

Then, there is also one anecdote in this interview, which confirms the 28% informality of the 

interview. In example 111, O’Neal shares a story about his father. Remarkably, there are no requests for 

clarification in the interview, probably due to the short length of the interview.  

(111) (see Appendix 2.7) 

A
b

stract 

1139 Ellen you’re inducted in the Hall of Fame right? 

1140 Shaquille 

     38:00 

yes ma’am  

1141 Ellen yeah that’s (applause 4”) 

1142  that’s a pretty big deal 

1143 Shaquille yeah 

Orientation 
1144  well my father started teaching me how to play basketball 

1145  I remember his words clear as this 

C
risis 

1146  ‘son if you listen to me 

1147  I can make you great as Karim Abdul-Jabbar 

1148  Wilt Charmberlain 

1149  and Bill Russell 

1150  and you will become a hall of famer’ 

Reaction 

1151  I just wish he was here to be able to share the moment with 

me 

1152 Ellen yeah 

Coda 
1153 Shaquille he passed away a couple of years ago 

1154  but I know he’s watching over me 

1.4.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

The interview between Fallon and O’Neal is more informal than the DeGeneres interview. So, the 

expectation is that there are more recounts or anecdotes than narratives. Nevertheless, the two stories 

shared in this interview are narratives. Whereas Fallon and O’Neal obviously are comfortable around 

each other, they give each other nicknames, the narratives are more formal. The first narrative, 

demonstrated in example 112, deals with O’Neal’s speech that he gave at the indication into the Hall of 

Fame. The second narrative deals with his turbulent relationship with Kobe. Both topics are quite 

emotional, but he manages to give low contact narratives and not get too involved.  

(112) (see Appendix 2.8) 

Abstract 
893 Jimmy I love the speech 

894  was it emotional for you? 

895  was it what you thought it was going to be? 

Orientation 
896 Shaquille it was kind of emotional because the man that raised me 
897  sergeant Philip Harrison passed away  

898  four years ago 

Complication 899  and when I was young he always told me that if I listened to 

him 
900  he was going to prepare me to make it to the Hall of Fame 

Evaluation 901  so it was emotional because he wasn’t there 

Resolution 

902  but everybody else was there 

903  my Mum was there 
904  my kids were there 

905 Jimmy your kids were there 
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906  so proud of you 
Coda 907 Shaquille it was a great moment 

 

1.4.3 Conclusion 

Overall, O’Neal prefers to share narratives rather than personal anecdotes, even though he is quite 

affectionate towards both hosts. In Ellen, the distribution of narrative types fits the formality, whereas 

in The Tonight Show, these expectations are not fulfilled. There are no requests for clarification, due to 

the short length of the interviews.   
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1.5 Will Smith 

The interview with Smith is the second longest interview in both shows. In Ellen, five out of eleven 

topics become stories. The Tonight Show is even longer than the DeGeneres interview and has a total of 

twenty-one topics, of which eight develop into stories. 

Table 4.7. The four types of narrative in the interview between the host and Will Smith 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

(%) 

Recount 20 25 

Anecdote 40 37,5 

Exemplum 0 12,5 

Narrative 40 25 

1.5.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

What is remarkable in this interview is the high amount of anecdotes. What is also evident in the Fallon 

interview, is that Smith is not afraid to share anecdotes with the audience. The distribution of formality 

and informality corresponds more or less with the narrative types. Recounts and anecdotes, which 

indicate a high level of contact, take up 60%. Whereas 50% of the question types were informal. The 

other 50% were formal question types and corresponds more or less with the 40% narratives, which 

indicates low contact.  

The first example is a recount. In this story he summarises his new movie Concussion in a few 

sentences. This is also an example of co-narration where DeGeneres adds to Smith’s story. 

(113) (see Appendix 2.9) 

Abstract 598 Ellen but it’s about taking on the NFL –  

599  and uh well tell everybody what’s it about 

Orientation 

600 Will well it’s essentially  

601  I play the – I play dr. Bennet Omalu 
602  and he was the doctor who discovered the brain disease 
603  that uh NFL football players get 

R
eco

rd
 

604  and it’s the - the story of him  

605  trying to bring the information to the public 
606  and the difficulty that he experienced in getting  

607  the information out 

608 Ellen because people didn’t really understand  
609  why ex-football players were suddenly becoming violent with 

their wives 
610  and changing personalities 
611  and nobody understood what was happening 

612  until this doctor figured out is was concussions 
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The next example is an anecdote. Smith shares a personal experience he had with his daughter 

Willow on Halloween. In this anecdote, there is also a request for clarification on line 459, where 

DeGeneres asks for confirmation that Willow was actually born on Halloween. The only other request 

for clarification is found in the other anecdote, which I will not discuss here. 

(114) (see Appendix 2.9) 

O
rien

tatio
n

 

456 Will well my daughter’s birthday is –  

457  you know she’s a Halloween baby 
458  Willow 

459 Ellen ow really?   
460 Will her birthday is Halloween 

461  so it’s always like a party slash birthday Halloween thingy 

462  so I went –  
463  I usually do 

464  we have this thing for most of her um life 
465  what I do is 

466  I don’t come up with a costume until the day of the party 

467  that’s – like she challenges me 
468  I can’t – I’m not allowed to plan it 

469  I’m not allowed to do anything 

C
risis 

470  we play this game 

471  so I got a shoe string 
472  and I put on a piece of cheese around my neck (laughing) 

473  and I got a hammer 

474  and she asks usually 
475  okay what is that? 

R
eactio

n
 

476  and I put a quarter on her hand  
477  and I’m hitting the quarter with the hammer 

478  and she’s like “what is it daddy?” 

479  and I’m a quarter pounder with cheese (laughter 4”) 
  

 

There are no exempla in this interview, so the last example is a narrative. In example 115, Smith 

explains why he is so excited about his new tour with Jeff.  

(115) (see Appendix 2.9) 

Orientation 

543 Ellen you’re gonna go on tour again?  

544 Will yeah me and Jeff are going out  
545 Ellen I’m so excited about that (clapping and cheering) 

546 Will yeah 
547 Ellen that’s so great 

C
o

m
p

licatio
n

 

548 Will it’s funny 

549  I haven’t um haven’t –  
550  you know Jeff and I 

551  we – we never – aah [old picture on screen] 
552  oh okay maybe I won’t 

553  maybe I won’t (laughter) 

554  no but Jeff 
555  we never actually had a chance to go out and do a full tour 

E
v

alu
atio

n
 

556 Ellen  mm-hmm 
557 Will you know so we released our first record in uh 1986 

558  it was ‘girls ain’t nothing but trouble’ was our – was our first 

record 
559  but by 1990 
560  I was already on ‘the fresh prince’ 

 561 Ellen mm-hmm 
 562 Will so in that time 

 563  we just -  we were getting started 
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Resolution 564  and I never actually had a chance to go on tour 
565  so I really wanna get out there and do it for real 

1.5.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

The interview between Fallon and Smith was more formal. In the previous part, I accounted this to the 

length of the interview. Just like in the Obama interview, if the interview is longer, Fallon prepares 

himself more and asks more formal questions. However, the stories that Smith shares are much more 

informal and have a higher contact. Just like in the DeGeneres interview, Smith is not afraid to share 

personal stories with the audience. 

The first example is a recount. Recounts take up 25% of the narratives. In example 116, Smith 

remembers how exactly his co-star Martin Lawrence is on set.  

(116) (see Appendix 2.10) 

Orientation 664 Jimmy that Martin Lawrence like topped you and made like  

665  he would make like a neighbourhood 

R
eco

rd
 

666 Will Martin had a really 

667  like what he does 
668  like on a movie 

669  there’ll be like thirty trailers 
670  just hair and make-up and all you know 

671  so it’s all of these trailers 

672  and they usually just like them up 
673  but what Martin does that’s cool 

674  he like puts them in shapes right?  
675 24:00 so he’ll put them in squares and then put a basketball court between one  

676  (laughter) then he’ll take another one and put it in another shape and put 
677  grass and put a barbecue and have a cookout like - 

Coda 

 

678 Jimmy he’s like creating his own civilization 

 

The number of anecdotes is the highest in this interview, which is quite remarkable. As stated before, 

Smith loves to share personal anecdotes, especially about his family. In example 117, he shares an 

anecdote about his son Jaden and focusses on how he reacted to this.  

(117) (see Appendix 2.10) 

 537 Will everybody’s all over the place 

 538  we just had our first really good vacation 
 539  and it was – it was interesting 

 540  it was Jaden’s birthday 
 541  so Jaden he just turned eighteen so – (cheering and applause) 

 542 Jimmy hey happy birthday Jaden 

O
rien

tatio
n

 

543 Will yeah so he has a show coming out called the get down 

544  so he was promoting in London 

545  so he’s like ‘guys you know  
546  like before my birthday you know 

547  I’ll be promoting in London 

548  everybody should come to London and we’ll just celebrate my  
 birthday there 

549  I was like “wow that’s kinda - 
550  that’s cool” 

551  so we go and hang out for his birthday and I’m like 

552  “man that’s really good” 
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C
risis 

553  he wanted his family with him and Calvin Harris was performing 

(cheering) 
554  we went to the show 

555  and then we go to a restaurant and you know 
556  and Jaden is just particularly excited you know? 

557  and we sit down at the restaurant and he looked at the waiter and he 

says 
558  says “I’ll have a tequila” (laughter 3”) 

R
eactio

n
 

559  I said 

560  “whoa who man hold up 
561  what you doing?” 

562  and he says “the drinking age is eighteen in England dad” (laughter 3”) 
563 Jimmy that’s why - 

564  that’s - 

565  oh no that’s why he got you out 
566 Will I was like “you joker” (laughter) 

567  you joker 
568 Jimmy that’s how you got us all to come out 

569 Will so yeah I was thinking fast 

570  I was thinking fast 
571  and I said “oh but hold on 

572  hold on hold on 
573  it’s only noon in LA” 

574 Jimmy so – (laughter) 
575 Will “and you weren’t born till four 

576 22:00 so you not eighteen yet” (laughter) 

Coda 577 Jimmy gotta wait till four to have your tequila 
578 Will yeah I was like “this joker tricked me” 

 

Then, there is also an exemplum in this episode, just like in the Obama interview. Similarly, the topic 

is also politics. So when people discuss politics, they usually want to include some sort of message. 

 

(118) (see Appendix 2.10) 

Orientation 
814 Jimmy have you been watching the conventions and everything?  

815 Will yeah it’s - it’s really interesting 
816  I have been thinking about it and just you know 

In
cid

en
t 

817  there’s really two extreme views of America right now 

818  and I was thinking about you know 
819  because I think about things all in terms of marriage counselling 

820  like I’ve done a lot of marriage counselling (laughter) 
821 Jimmy yeah 

822 Will right?  

823  so I know how to solve problems when people ain’t getting along 
824 Jimmy yeah  

825  oh yeah yeah  
826 Will you know? you know?  

827  and you know for me you know 

828  hearing people say that race relations are worse than they’ve ever been 
 829  it doesn’t – it doesn’t feel like that 

In
terp

retatio
n

 

830  it doesn’t feel like that to me 

831  you know racism isn’t getting worse 

832  it’s getting filmed 
833  you know right?  

834 Jimmy right 

835 Will so it feel like – (cheering and applause 3”) 
836  you know it feels to me like what happens when in marriage 

counselling 
837  once everything gets out on the table 
838  once the truth gets out 

839  once everybody says everything they’ve been harbouring  

840  it – you get -  
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841  there’s a really dark time when you just looking at your partner like 

842  “oh my god that’s what you think?” (laughter) 

843  you know? 
844 28:00 but there’s a dark before the dawn 

845  like when everything gets out 

846  it’s a good thing 
847  it just doesn’t - 

848  it sucks bad when the truth is out 

Coda 
849  but I think everybody can see it now 

850  and I just think it’s just a little darkness before the cleansing that we’ll 

have  
851  Have as soon as we move forward (cheering and applause) 

 

Lastly, there are as many narratives as there are anecdotes. Here he shares a story about how he raises 

his kids. This story does not simply list events, focusses on the reaction or makes a point. It simply tells 

a story. Line 1000 is an example of a request for clarification. Just like in the DeGeneres interview, there 

is a total of two requests for clarification in this interview. 

(119) (see Appendix 2.10) 

Abstract 992 Jimmy how do you raise them 

993  what’s the secret? 

O
rien

tatio
n

 

994 Will we started with a thing that was interesting 
995  like when they were young 

996  we did a thing called the circle of safety right so 

997  within the circle of safety the kids are allowed to say anything that 

they want 
 they want 

998  they can tell us anything they did and they can cleanse it all out 
999  and they don’t get in trouble right 

1000 Jimmy so you stand in a circle?  

1001 Will so we stand in a circle and we call it the circle of safety 
1002  and everybody gets to say a curse word so we know we’re in the 

circle of  
1003  circle of safety (laughter) 
1004  and then we say  

1005  all right now anything that anybody did 
1006  get it out now right?  

1007  ‘cause the rule is if we find out after the circle of safety that it was 

something 
1008  Something you didn’t say 
1009  there will be hell to pay (laughter) 

1010 Jimmy yeah 
1011 Will right? 

1012 Jimmy you didn’t mention that in the circle 

1013 Will you didn’t mention that in the circle of safety 
1014  but now they’re used to telling us everything 

 1015 Jimmy yeah 

 1016 Will as a father 

Complication 

1017  you do not want the circle of safety with a fifteen year old daughter  

1018 Jimmy no! (laughter 3”) 

1019 Will you do not! 

1020 Jimmy no 

1021 Will you do not 

E
v

alu
atio

n
 

1022  I’m like “baby you need to start lying” (laughter) 

1023 Jimmy like I’m out of the circle 

1024 Will I’m like oh nope 

1025  daddy’s out of the circle 

1026  here we go 

1027  nope nope  

Resolution 
1028  you and your mom 

1029 Jimmy climbing out of the circle 
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1030 Will nope 

1031  you and your mom can talk about that one 

1.5.3 Conclusion 

The stories shared in these interviews are mostly familiar. Smith is not afraid to share anecdotes and 

other personal stories with the audience. Even though the questions Fallon asked were mostly formal, 

Smith shares stories in an informal way. There are not many requests for clarification in these interviews, 

which makes Smith a good storyteller.  
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1.6 General Conclusion 

In conclusion, the problem-solving narrative that Labov (1976) described is the most popular in the 

interview setting. This fits Slade’s (1997) scale of familiarity, where she stated that narratives involve a 

low contact between the participants, where the participants do not know each other that well. They 

usually describe an unusual event, which makes for an interesting story to tell the audience. 

Nevertheless, the scale of familiarity does not always fit with the formality of the interview, especially 

in The Tonight Show, in the interview with O’Neal and Smith.  

Secondly, when the participants know each other better, in other words when this is not their first 

appearance on the show, more anecdotes and recounts are used. Both Barrymore and Smith are regulars 

on both shows. Smith is not afraid to share personal anecdotes with the audience, even if the interview 

is generally more formal. In comparison, Barrymore also shares anecdotes and recounts (in Ellen), but 

less narratives than Smith. Barrymore is not just a regular guest, she is also a friend of both hosts. So 

her stories have a higher level of contact. Furthermore, exempla are mostly used when talking about 

politics. Guests like Obama and Smith try to make a point and an exemplum is an excellent way to do 

this.  

Thirdly, the guests are all quite skilled storytellers and do not need as much requests for clarification, 

as described by Lambrou (2003). Mostly, these are used when the host is surprised by something or, in 

Barrymore’s case, the guest is to enthusiastic and forgets to preface the story.  

In conclusion, while in general mostly narratives are used, Fallon manages to elicit more recounts 

and anecdotes than DeGeneres. Thus confirming the views in part 1, that Fallon uses a style that is more 

based on cooperation and the guests feel more comfortable. Nevertheless, both DeGeneres and Fallon 

succeed in being the controlling host, since they elicit mostly narratives, stories worth telling and request 

for clarification where necessary.  
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Chapter 2 Questioning Phase 

The third phase, named ‘the questioning phase’, is an optional phase. The main narration could simply 

be followed by a closing phase. According to Jovchelovitch and Bauer, “the questioning phase is meant 

to elicit new and additional material beyond the self-generating schema of the story” (2000: 7). If the 

story is interesting enough or incomplete, the host could ask questions to deepen the topic. The host or 

guest might also offer a second story, that relates to the first story. 

Second stories were first examined by Sacks in 1970 in one of his lectures. According to Sacks 

(1995), a second story is used to demonstrate the understanding of the first story. De Fina and 

Georgakopoulou added that “second stories present similarities with the stories which they respond to, 

both on a thematic level (i.e. they are on a similar topic) and with respect to the (main) character” (2011). 

Furthermore, Shepherd (1997) claimed that when the second story is told by the same narrator, the point 

does not need to be repeated. Whereas, Ryave (1978) stated that the point does not need to repeated in 

general, same narrator or not. In contrast, Coates (2008) demonstrated that both these claims were 

untrue. I will investigate how the second stories, used in the talk show context, relate to these statements.  

Moreover, Coates (2008) pointed out that seconds stories are “a powerful way of doing friendship” 

(105). Since, men use a language as a power tool, they also use these second stories to maintain their 

friendship with their male friends. This would suggest that second stories are mostly used by men, in 

conversation with other men. This is another aspect I will look at.  
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2.1 President Barack Obama 

Firstly, in Ellen out of the eight narratives, three of them evolve into second stories. In example 120, the 

second story occurs after DeGeneres asks what Obama misses most about being president. Obama 

answers that he will miss Air Force One, the presidential aircraft. After he shares a story about how easy 

it is to have such a privilege, he states that he just found out that he flew a million miles. So this is the 

second story. After which DeGeneres and Obama joke around about flying commercial, which could be 

seen as a third story. Both stories illustrate Sacks’s point, namely that they indicate understanding, 

DeGeneres asks two questions that illustrate the understanding of the previous stories (on line 346 and 

line 346). The third story is more an example of co-narration. Even though, the stories have the same 

narrator, the point is not really repeated, but a different point is made. This fits with Coates’ statement. 

The stories have the same topic (transportation) and the same main character (Obama).  

(120) (see Appendix 2.1) 

346 Ellen so you don’t get to do any of those anymore? 
347 President no I - 

348  you know 
349  I was told  

350  a while back 

351 20:00 that I just flew a million files on air force one 
352  and um  

353  I asked is there a frequent flyer plan? (laughter) 
354  which makes sense 

355  I understand there’d be blackout dates 
356 Ellen right 

357 President but if - 

358  if the new person wasn’t using it - 
359 Ellen exactly 

360  it’s just sitting there 
361 President it’s just sitting there 

362  that’s my point! 

363 Ellen so you’ll fly commercial from now on? 
364 President no (laughter) 

365 Ellen I mean 
366  that is something to miss 

367 President I um -  
368  I don’t miss flying commercial 

369 Ellen yeah 

eah 
370 President taking their shoes off and all that yeah 
371 Ellen yeah it’s stinky 

372  not yours! not yours! 
373  when other people - 

374 President I wear clean socks 

375  I don’t know about you 
376 Ellen no I - (laughter) 

377  when other people take their shoes off on a plane 
378  is it rude?  

379 President if you mean other people 
380 Ellen no I didn’t in any way insinuate that you have stinky feet (laughter)  
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The next second story takes place after Obama praises DeGeneres for all that she has done for the 

gay community. After this, DeGeneres shares a funny story, which is not true. The topic and main 

character are again similar. The point is more or less the same, namely that people responded well to 

DeGeneres’s statement that she is gay. So we have a different narrator and the point is repeated. 

However, this story does not demonstrate meaning, but is a mechanism to deal with the compliment 

received in the first story.  

(121) (see Appendix 2.1) 
468 Ellen well that - 

469  oh wow thank you 
470  that’s um (applause) 

471  really sweet 

472 President it’s true 
473 Ellen um 

474  I’m not really gay (laughter) 
475  I um - 

476 President but you - 
477  on TV you play one and it was great 

478 Ellen I know I just thought it would work (laughter) 

479  and I had to stick with it 
480  cause people responded well 

481 President sort of like the dancing thing 
482 Ellen yeah exactly 

483 President you just kinda keep on going 

484 Ellen exactly  

 

The last example is a story about how Obama is a great president in the eyes of DeGeneres. The story 

told before, was about how Obama would feel at graduation. Then Obama states that all the credit goes 

to Michelle and his mother-and-law, which triggers the second story (line 508-509) . The main purpose 

of this story is not to demonstrate understanding, but to give the president a compliment. The stories 

deal with the same topic (the Obama family), and the main characters remain more or less the same. The 

point is not repeated in the second story, but elaborated on.  

(122) (see Appendix 2.1) 

507 President they’re wonderful girls and I -  

508  um Michelle gets all the credit 
509  maybe an assist from my mother-in-law 

510  but they really are just solid kids 
511  they don’t have an attitude 

512  they’re courteous and 

513  kind to everybody um 
514  yeah they work hard 

515  they don’t feel like they’re entitled to anything um - 
516 Ellen well, they have great parents 

517  you - 
518 President thank you 

519 Ellen both you and Michelle are really amazing 

520  Michelle is such a strong wonderful role model 
521 President yeah 

522 Ellen for all women and I -  
523  she’s been a great first lady (applause) 

524 President I agree 

525  that I can agree on 
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526  that! 

527 Ellen we have to take another break 

528 President that is indisputable 
529 Ellen yep yep and you have been a great President 

530  and like you said people can say things over and over again 
531  about unemployment or the economy or anything else they can - 

532  but if you really 

533  if you listen to that 
534  you’re gonna believe it 

535  if you look at and look into it and see what the facts are 
536  it is just not the truth 

 

Surprisingly, there are no second stories in this episode of The Tonight Show. Fallon quickly moves 

on to the next topic. However, there are two instances when a story involves into some kind of Q&A, 

where Fallon wants to elicit additional information about the narrative. Example 124 is one of those 

instances where Fallon questions how the president could be crying in the oval office. The president 

simply states that it could be a problem and that’s it. In this instance there is really only one question, 

but Fallon tries to elaborate on the subject.  

(123) (see Appendix 2.2) 

284 President but you try to fight it off because you don’t want to be crying in the oval office 
285  (laughter) it’s a - 

286  it’s a downer and then people would think  
287  my god you know (laughter) 

288 Jimmy how can you be our –  

289 President if they  
290 Jimmy how can you be - 

291 President if you see the president crying then - 
292 Jimmy every day 

293 President then it could be –  

294  um (laughter) a problem 
295 Jimmy could be a problem yeah 

2.1.1 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the suggestion that Coates made that men share more second stories between each other 

to maintain power, is not true in the interview with the president. Here it is the female host who elicits 

more second stories. This might be a way for DeGeneres to feel more in control, by sharing some small 

stories herself. Each time a second story is shared in this interview, DeGeneres has some kind of 

influence, either as the main narrator or co-narrator. Moreover, the second stories are not always a way 

to show understanding, but also a way to add a humorous element to the story. De Fina and 

Georgakopoulou’s statement that second story have the same topic and main characters is mostly true. 

The fact that the point does not need to be repeated in all second stories, is not true in this case. Mostly, 

the second story makes a new point.  
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2.2 Drew Barrymore 

The interview is relatively shorter and especially in Ellen, there is not that much time to get to second 

stories when there are so many topics to discuss. There is one second story in each interview. In Ellen, 

the second story is told by DeGeneres. It occurs after Barrymore explained what Miss You Already is 

about. This second story demonstrates Barrymore’s understanding of the plot and thus confirms Stack’s 

definition. This story also has the same topic and main characters. However, the point of the first story 

is repeated, namely that the story is very touching, in contrast to what Shepherd and Ryave stated.  

(124) (see Appendix 2.3) 

342 Ellen yeah 

343  it’s a – it’s um very touching 
344  and there are moment that you’re sobbing  

345  um but it’s beautiful 
346  and that’s a testament to how well it’s done 

347  that you - you get so caught up in this friendship 

 

In The Tonight Show, the second story also occurs after Barrymore tries to explain what the movie 

is about. However, here the story is more personal, she wants to include one of Fallon’s best friends to 

make a comparison, but Fallon is not too happy with that choice. Barrymore wants to use the story to 

understand the first story about the movie. The topic is the same (best friends), but the main characters 

have shifted from fictional characters to Gerard and Jimmy. The point is repeated, namely that the 

connection between two best friends is quite special.  

(125) (see Appendix 2.3) 

538 Drew I mean look how long you have known Gerard and all your friends 
539  they’re so old school 

540 Jimmy I can’t believe Gerard is getting a shout-out (laughter) 
541 Drew that’s right  

542  there’s a truth 
543 Jimmy men are not like that  

544  yeah don’t bring up Gerard ever again (laughter) 

545 Drew I’m sure it’s very different 
546  but you know when you like cry with Gerard 

547 Jimmy I don’t cry with Gerard at all 
548  once once (laughter) 

549 Drew it’s like aren’t you yourself with your friends? 

550  don’t they tell you the truth? 
551  and you can hear it in a different way even when you don’t want to hear it? 

552 Jimmy yeah 
553 Drew there’s - there’s a relationship that’s unlike other relationships in your life 
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2.2.1 Conclusion 

Both interviews with Barrymore contain one second story. Both stories illustrate understanding of the 

first story, as stated by Sacks. However, in Ellen, the host tells the second story, whereas in The Tonight 

Show, Barrymore shares a second story to better illustrate the point made in the first one. Both stories 

repeat the point, thus following Coates who stated that both Ryave and Shepherd’s claims were untrue. 

The topic remains the same in both stories, but the characters change in the Fallon interview.  
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2.3 Rebel Wilson 

Out of the four narratives shared in Ellen, two of them are followed by a second story. In example 126, 

Wilson continues to advertise her clothing line and gives a more personal example. After the first story, 

in which she explains why she created this clothing line. This resembles the second story that Barrymore 

shared about Gerard and Fallon. She expresses the versatility of her dress, so a different point is made 

than in the first example. It is more an extra illustration, rather than a way to prove understanding of the 

first story. The characters and topic remain the same.  

(126) (see Appendix 2.5) 

313 Rebel yeah this is like a little sparkle number 

314 Ellen yeah it is sparkle number!  
315 Rebel that you could wear to your upcoming holiday parties 

316 Ellen you could!  
317  or – and it’s also for some sparkle and some plain 

318  so it’s casual yet sparkly  

319 Rebel yeah I know 
320  and sometimes you put a bit of sparkle into a casual outfit  

321  and makes it like –  
322  you could wear it to a wedding 

323 Ellen right ow (laughing) 

324 Rebel yeah a bit of sparkle just adds  
325  that little more expensiveness to it 

326  yeah this is what I’ve learned 
327 Ellen expensiveness 

328 Rebel yeah this is what I’ve learned as a fashion designer (laughter) 

 

The next second story was already briefly mentioned in the previous chapter. This story is a clear 

example of trying to understand the first story. DeGeneres questions Wilson’s story and then shares a 

small story herself. The whole story ends on a funny note, where we do not really know who was right. 

The topic remains the same and the characters change from Wilson to DeGeneres, but they both try to 

make the same point, namely that is it hot in Dubai. 

(127) (see Appendix 2.5) 

395 Ellen what month did you go like - 

396 Rebel um July like - 
397 Ellen but that’s winter there isn’t it?  

398 Rebel no that’s still summer 

399 Ellen but I went I went in June 
400  and I thought that I was getting off easy cause it was like a hundred and 

ten 
401  and they were like  
402  “oh you should see it in the summer” 

403 Rebel oh well it was like a hundred and fifty 

404 Ellen yeah (laughing) 
405 Rebel it was like way hotter than when you were there 

406 Ellen it is hot 
407  it’s very very hot there 

 

There is only one second story in The Tonight Show. This story occurs after Fallon asked whether 

Wilson invited her family on the boat and she complained about how they were all pregnant and they 
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did not do anything. This second story is triggered by another question by Fallon (line 324). The topic 

and characters remain the same. The point that you only need to invite able bodied people on your boat 

is repeated and Fallon does ask the question in order to show understanding of the first story. 

(128) (see Appendix 2.6) 

323 Jimmy so you –  
324  you wouldn’t invite them back on? 

325 Rebel no 

326  you only need like able bodied seamen 
327 Jimmy yeah 

328 Rebel when you –  
329  when you’re there 

330 Jimmy to know what to do 

331 Rebel yeah  
332 Jimmy absolutely  

333 Rebel to help  
334  because 

335  like it really got annoying when I had to do a lot of work 
336 Jimmy yeah 

337  it’s not fun 

338 Rebel no 
339 Jimmy yeah  

340  don’t make me work 
341  this is my boat 

342  I bought it for myself 

343  help me out here 

2.3.1 Conclusion 

Even though both interviews have four topics, Ellen has two second stories, whereas The Tonight Show 

only has one. All second stories have the same topic as the first story, but the main character shifts when 

DeGeneres becomes the narrator. The point of the story is repeated once in Ellen and once in The Tonight 

Show and both these stories also display understanding. The point in the other second story differs from 

the first one and it is more an extra illustration, rather than proof of understanding.  

2.4 Shaquille O’Neal 

The interviews with O’Neal are relatively short in comparison to the others. There are fewer narratives, 

namely three in Ellen and two in The Tonight Show. None of those are followed by a second story or a 

Q&A. Therefore these interviews with O’Neal are not relevant to this chapter.  
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2.5 Will Smith 

In the interview with Will Smith, one story is followed by a second story. In the first story, Smith 

explains how he used to commute from Beijing to Los Angeles once a week to see his son playing 

football. Simply because he loves football. Then, in the second story DeGeneres expresses her love for 

football, thus making the same point. Then she links it back to the movie Concussion, which deals with 

the effects of playing football, thus also adding a new point. So, the topic remains the same, the main 

character switches along with the narrator. The second story is also a story of understanding of the movie 

and their love for football. 

(129) (see Appendix 2.9) 

633 Ellen and I mean I love football also 

634  I mean I watch it and –  

635  and every time I see someone get hit that hard 

636  I think that’s got to do something - 

637 Will yeah 

638 Ellen but anyway  

639  people will make their own decision 

640 Will absolutely 

641 Ellen 28:00 but it’s a great movie  

642  and there’s Oscar talk already 

643  congratulations 

 

There is also one second story in The Tonight Show, in which the host also becomes the narrator of 

the second story. It is a rather short one, that praises Smith’s kids who were mentioned in the first story. 

Therefore it is not a story of understanding. The topic and the characters remain the same. The first story 

makes a different point than the second story. The first story, told by Smith, is about how kids never 

find their dad cool, no matter what he does. The second story states how wonderful his kids really are. 

(130) (see Appendix 2.9) 

985 Jimmy but you have fantastic kids because I’ve had Willow on 

986  Jaden 
987  and I just told her 

988  they’re so polite and nice 
989 Will oh thank you 

990 Jimmy they have a head on their shoulders 

 

2.5.1 Conclusion 

Both interviews contain one (short) second story. While the story in Ellen expresses understanding, the 

other one expresses praise. Both stories have the same topic, but the main character shifts from Smith 

to DeGeneres in Ellen. The point made in Ellen is repeated, while in The Tonight Show, a different point 

is made.  
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2.6 General Conclusion 

Firstly, Sacks’s (1995) claim that second stories are mostly used to demonstrate understanding of the 

first story is true. Of the ten second stories analysed, six fulfil this purpose. Out of the other four stories, 

two are used to compliment the guest, one is used to add a humorous element to the story and the last 

one provides an extra example of the first story. In this questioning phase, most stories are followed by 

another story rather than a Q and A. There are a lot of Q and A’s in interviews, but they usually just 

follow after the introduction of a new topic and not after a narrative.  

Secondly, De Fina and Georgakopoulou (2011) stated that second stories have the same topic and 

more or less the same main characters. All the second stories have the same topic. However, not all of 

them deal with the same characters. There are three stories in which the characters change, the main 

character changes from the guest to the host. In Ellen, DeGeneres is the one who changes the main 

character to herself, whereas in The Tonight Show, it is Barrymore who changes the main character to 

Fallon, which he quickly diverts.  

Then, some, like Shepherd (1997) claimed that when the second narrator was the same as in the first 

story, the point was not repeated. While others, like Ryave (1978) claimed that the point was not 

repeated, no matter who the second narrator was. In her research, Coates (2008) already stated that both 

these claims were untrue and I agree with Coates. The point is repeated six times in the second stories, 

of which four have a different narrator. When the point is not repeated, either they extent on the first 

point or make a different point.  

Lastly, Coates’s (2008) suggested that second stories are mostly used by men to regain the power in 

their friendship. I wanted to see of this was also true in an interview setting. Seven of the second stories 

are found in Ellen, of which DeGeneres herself tells five. There are only three second stories in The 

Tonight Show and only one of those is told by Fallon. Only one of those second stories is thus shared 

between two men. In the interview setting, DeGeneres uses second stories to regain her power status in 

the interview setting. Whereas Fallon is more confident in his position and does not need second stories 

to remain in control.  
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Chapter 3 Closing Phase 

In the last part, I will look at how these stories end. A story usually ends in a coda, which is mostly a 

summary. However, the coda could also be a second evaluation by the host or the guest. Thornborrow 

(2007) emphasised the importance of narrative in talk show discourse. In her article, she investigated 

the development of arguments in talk shows. She distinguished two different turns, namely the 

‘problematising receipt turn’ (Ochs & Taylor 1992) or the ‘evaluating receipt turn’ (Labov 1972). The 

constant interaction between these two turns is “a recurrent feature of talk show discourse” 

(Thornborrow 2007: 1452). The end of narrative can then consist of an alignment, in which the two 

participants agree or a continued opposition, in which they are still in disagreement.    

The ‘problematising receipt turn’ can be linked to the ‘problematizer’ role described by Ochs and 

Taylor (1996). This is mostly the judge in the narrative. The primary recipient, which in most cases is 

the host, can take up this role for a number of reasons. The statement made may be doubtful or untrue. 

It could also be a sign of incompetence, or rude or something negative. The father, so a man, usually 

takes up this role. In this last chapter, I will investigate how narratives end, evaluating or more 

problematising.  
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3.1 President Barack Obama 

Each possible ending of a story, based on Ochs & Taylor and Labov, is listed in table 5.1. A story can 

either end in an evaluation, either by the host or guest or in a judgement. The guest and host can then 

either be in alignment or in opposition.  

Table 5.1. An overview of the different ending in the interview between the host and the president 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon (%) 

Evaluation by Guest 37,5 59 

Evaluation by Host 50 8 

Judgement by Guest 0 25 

Judgement by Host 12,5 8 

3.1.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

In the interview between DeGeneres and the president, DeGeneres likes to remain in control more. The 

topic initiative was mostly by the host and she continues this initiative to the endings. She wants to be 

the one to end a narrative, thus turning the focus to herself. In example 131 and 132, she evaluates the 

situation, in which she expresses an opinion that sums up the narrative. In example 131, DeGeneres 

expresses her gratitude when Obama states how big an influence she has been on the acceptance of the 

gay community. In example 132, DeGeneres praises the president, this evaluation happens after she has 

listed all the great things the president has done.  

(131) (see Appendix 2.1) 

468 Ellen well that - 
469  oh wow thank you 

470  that’s um (applause) 
471  really sweet 

 
 

 

(132) (see Appendix 2.1) 

539 Ellen you’ve done an amazing job 

540 President thank you (applause) 

 

There is one ending that might be seen as a judgement. However, it is meant to be quite funny and 

not truelly judgemental, as DeGeneres quickly apologises when she sees she might have offended the 

president.  
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(133) (see Appendix 2.1) 

367 President I um -  
368  I don’t miss flying commercial 

369 Ellen yeah 
370 President taking their shoes off and all that yeah 

371 Ellen yeah it’s stinky 
372  not yours! not yours! 

373  when other people - 

374 President I wear clean socks 
375  I don’t know about you 

376 Ellen no I - (laughter) 
377  when other people take their shoes off on a plane 

378  is it rude?  

379 President if you mean other people 
380 Ellen no I didn’t in any way insinuate that you have stinky feet (laughter)  

381  I –  

 

Then, there are occasions in which the president has already closed the narrative himself. He usually 

does this in the coda, as a short evaluation as how he feels about the narrative.  

(134) (see Appendix 2.1) 

174 President you feel confident that um 
175  America is gonna do well 

176  you know the job better 
177  you’re more relaxed and um 

178  but just as enthusiastic as the first I was the first day I started 

3.1.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

The roles have shifted in the closing phases of the narratives in The Tonight Show. While Fallon mostly 

initiated the beginnings, the endings are controlled by the president. The president closes most narratives 

sufficiently and does not need Fallon to give an extra evaluation or judgement. In example 135, the 

president shares whether his children have enjoyed living in the white house and then ends the story 

with the following evaluation.  

(135) (see Appendix 2.2) 

399 President they have just turned out to be incredible kids 
400  I could not be prouder 

 

In this interview, the president does not only use evaluations, but also judgements. Example 136 

illustrates a judgement on Fallon, again intended to be quite humorous, after Fallon shared his anecdote 

about meeting the president. However, not all judgements are directed to the host, some are directed to 

the people he is telling the story about. Of course, this cannot end in alignment, since the other parties 

are not there to defend themselves. In example 137, he judges the Republican Party.  

(136) (see Appendix 2.2) 

773 President nothing that embarrassing (laughter) 

774 Jimmy I’m sure 

775 President I think that was actually the peak of awkwardness 
776 Jimmy yeah  
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(137) (see Appendix 2.2) 

701 President so that’s a good example of my hope that the republican party steps back and 

reflects 

702  and says um you know what that’s not the way we should be doing business 

703  because we don’t want democrats to doing business if we have a republican 

president 

 

Lastly, Fallon sometimes ends the narrative himself. In example 138, he ends on an evaluating note 

after the president shares that he wants to go someplace warm after his presidency. Fallon actually refers 

back to his earlier anecdote, to end the story on a funny note. In example 139, he ends on a judgment 

after the president shared a story about this phone he got that he cannot do anything with. Fallon 

questions whether that is really what the president gets.  

(138) (see Appendix 2.2) 

807 Jimmy if you need to stay warm I have a three-piece suit for you  

(139) (see Appendix 2.2) 

511 Jimmy that’s what they give the president of - 

512 President it’s got like stickers on it 
513 Jimmy I’m gonna call Minnie mouse 

514 President hey? 
515 Jimmy Minnie mouse are you there?  

3.1.3 Conclusion 

DeGeneres takes the lead on the beginnings as well as on the endings in this interview. Whereas, Fallon 

takes the lead on the beginnings but not on the endings. The president is able to efficiently end the stories 

himself. The ‘evaluating receipt turn’ is more popular than the judgement, which is to be expected since 

these interviews are quite formal and the guests do not know each other that well. When there is 

judgement, it is mostly meant to be funny.  
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3.2 Drew Barrymore 

An overview of the different endings in the interview between Barrymore and the host is given in table 

5.2. 

Table 5.2. An overview of the different ending in the interview between the host and Drew Barrymore 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon (%) 

Evaluation by Guest 14 67 

Evaluation by Host 72 33 

Judgement by Guest 0 0 

Judgement by Host 14 0 

3.2.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

Even though the interview is slightly more informal, DeGeneres still likes to control the endings. Just 

like she also controls the beginnings in this interview. The evaluations in this interview are expressions 

of admiration for Barrymore’s work. Example 140 happens after Barrymore explained how she got a 

role in ET. Example 141 is after Barrymore explained what the movie Miss You Already is about.  

(140) (see Appendix 2.3) 

279 Ellen amazing 

 
(141) (see Appendix 2.3) 

353 Ellen and that’s a testament to how well it’s done 
354  that you - you get so caught up in this friendship 

 

There is also one judgement by the host in this interview. This judgment is on Barrymore’s mother, 

after she explained how she was emancipated from her parents at the age of fourteen. Barrymore and 

DeGeneres remain in opposition, because Barrymore stated before that no one was to blame.  

 

(142) (see Appendix 2.3) 

221 Drew um and it didn’t make either of us bad people 
222  it just was what it was 

223 Ellen well it certainly didn’t make you – you’re fourteen years old 

 

Then there is also a story that is evaluated by Barrymore herself, so where she closes the story. This 

evaluation happens after Barrymore explained why she decided to do the movie, even though she just 

had a baby. 
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(143) (see Appendix 2.3) 

371 Drew I want my daughters to see a story like this some day 
372  so here we go 

373  we’re gonna take the risk to do this 

3.2.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

In this interview, the same pattern as in the last interview appears. Fallon allows Barrymore to end most 

stories herself. Even though he initiated most stories. In example 144, Barrymore confirms that the 

movie is both sad and funny and evaluates how good the movie therefore is. 

(144) (see Appendix 2.4) 

559 Jimmy I want to show a clip here  

560  this is – the movie’s happy and sad 
561  cause there’s funny moments as well 

562 Drew well it has humour in it where you would think  
563  there’s no way they’re going to be able to pull this off right now and it 

does 
 

Nevertheless, after Barrymore introduced the topic of the Toddette, the road trip that she and Fallon’s 

wife took, Fallon closes the story by evaluating what a good road trip it was.  

(145) (see Appendix 2.4) 

468 Drew it was one of those amazing life experiences  

469  that of course you know hilarity ensues 
470 Jimmy yeah you got to meet characters like Toddette 

 

3.2.3 Conclusion 

Similarly to the Obama interview, DeGeneres initiates most topics and manages to end most stories as 

well. While Fallon initiates most topics, he lets Barrymore evaluate the stories she tells herself. The one 

judgement by DeGeneres found in this interview is an actual judgement that causes opposition between 

Barrymore and DeGeneres.   
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3.3 Rebel Wilson 

The distribution of different story endings in given in table 5.3. 

Table 5.3. An overview of the different ending in the interview between the host and Rebel Wilson 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon (%) 

Evaluation by Guest 50 50 

Evaluation by Host 50 50 

Judgement by Guest 0 0 

Judgement by Host 0 0 

3.3.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

Even though the host initiates more topics than the guest, DeGeneres has an equal amount of endings as 

Wilson. The interview is overall more formal, but it leans closer to informality. This translates into the 

equal distribution of endings. In example 145, DeGeneres shares her opinion after Wilson told the 

audience why she wanted to create her clothing line.  

(146) (see Appendix 2.5) 

311 Ellen yeah that’s fantastic and I think that’s fantastic 

312  I – I love that 

 

There are also two instances, where Wilson herself closes the story. In example 147, Wilson ends 

her story about her trip to Dubai, by stating that her fans are bigger than DeGeneres’s fans. This is meant 

as a joke, but she still gets to close the story. After DeGeneres challenged her story about the temperature 

in Dubai (see chapter 2).  

(147) (see Appendix 2.5) 

412 Rebel yeah hi!  
413  they’re big ‘pitch perfect’ fans actually 

414 Ellen yeah?  

415 Rebel yeah 
416 Ellen probably bigger than my fans 

417 Rebel I mean  
418  you have a lot of fans as well 

419  but I don’t know (laughing 2”) 
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3.3.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

The distribution of story endings is the same as in Ellen. The interview is also more formal, but very 

close to informality. Fallon also initiates more topics in this interview, but only manages to close two. 

Wilson shares a story about how she has a problem with dating. She turned away from a kiss and 

screamed and then drove away. Fallon evaluates the story briefly in example 148. 

(148) (see Appendix 2.6) 

431 Jimmy yeah that’s good yeah  

 

Wilson also manages to end some stories herself. She crashed her new boat that she got for Christmas 

but did not tell her neighbours and she evaluates this story in example 149. 

(149) (see Appendix 2.6) 

371 Rebel I mean 
372  it kind of adds to the whole thing they’ve got going on 

373  with having a crap boat 

 

3.3.3 Conclusion 

The guest is able to end an equal amount of stories as the host in both interviews. There are no 

judgements in this interview, only evaluations. The evaluations also usually end on a funny tone and the 

host and guest seem to be in alignment most of the time.  
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3.4 Shaquille O’Neal  

Table 5.4 gives an overview of the different endings in the interview with Shaquille O’Neal. 

Table 5.4. An overview of the different ending in the interview between the host and Shaquille O’Neal 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon (%) 

Evaluation by Guest 33 0 

Evaluation by Host 67 100 

Judgement by Guest 0 0 

Judgement by Host 0 0 

3.4.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

DeGeneres initiates most topics and she also ends most stories in an evaluation. There are no judgements 

in this interview. In the story before example 150, O’Neal tells DeGeneres that getting his doctorate is 

his greatest achievement. In the evaluation, DeGeneres expresses her surprise and respect for O’Neal. 

(150) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1099 Ellen wow it’s (applause) 
1100  really impressive  

 

There is also one instance in which O’Neal closes the story with his own evaluation. He shares a 

story about how bored he was when he retired. Then he evaluates how TNT saved him from this 

boredom.  

(151) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1030 Shaquille and if it wasn’t for TNT calling me 
1031  I’d probably still be at home right now 

3.4.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

In The Tonight Show, Fallon initiated one topic and O’Neal initiated the other one. Nevertheless, Fallon 

closes both story by giving an evaluation. In the following example the evaluation follows after O’Neal 

told how his speech went after he made into the Hall of Fame. O’Neal describes what a great moment it 

was. 

(152) (see Appendix 2.8) 

905 Jimmy your kids were there 

906  so proud of you 
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907 Shaquille it was a great moment 

908 Jimmy yeah that was big 

 

3.4.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, both Fallon and DeGeneres initiated most topics and also closed most topics. They did 

this by evaluating the story and not by judging anything. O’Neal managed to close one story in Ellen, 

also by evaluating the story himself. 
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3.5 Will Smith 

In table 5.4, there is an overview of the different endings. There were five narratives shared in Ellen, 

however only three of those end in evaluation. The others end neither in evaluation nor in judgement.  

Table 5.4. An overview of the different ending in the interview between the host and Shaquille O’Neal 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

(%) 

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy 

Fallon (%) 

Evaluation by Guest 67 12,5 

Evaluation by Host 33 87,5 

Judgement by Guest 0 0 

Judgement by Host 0 0 

 

3.5.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

Firstly, there are two stories that do not end in evaluation nor in judgement. This means that these stories 

do not have a coda, but simply end in the previous phase. Just like example 114 (in part 2, chapter 1), 

Smith ends by stating his daughter’s reaction to his Halloween costume and the story ends there. There 

is no coda.  

Secondly, Smith closes most narratives in this interview. DeGeneres initiates most topics, but Smith 

also manages to introduce a few topics himself. In fact, he introduces 36% of the topics, which is the 

highest number of guest initiation in Ellen. This might explain why he closes most stories. Moreover, 

the interview is both formal and informal, so Smith feels comfortable around DeGeneres. In the 

following story, Smith states that teenagers are quite hard to raise. He even compares it to an affliction. 

Thus, he concludes the story in an evaluation found in example 153.  

 

(153) (see Appendix 2.9) 

509 Will it’s really 

510  uh – it takes everything you have  
511  to – to like raise teenagers 

 

DeGeneres also manages to end one story. In this case, Smith is talking about how much he loves 

football and relates this back to his movie Concussion, where football players who get hit too hard lose 

their minds. DeGeneres concludes the story in example 154.  

(154) (see Appendix 2.9) 
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638 Ellen but anyway  

639  people will make their own decision 

3.5.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

Fallon takes the lead on closing the stories in this interview, just like he mostly introduced the topics as 

well. The interview is also slightly more formal than the DeGeneres one, so this could explain the 

difference in the number of host endings. After Smith shared his story about the circle of safety, Fallon 

expressed his opinion in the following evaluation. 

(155) (see Appendix 2.10) 

1032 Jimmy oh my gosh 

1033  that’s the best family tale 

 

Smith also manages to close one story. This happens after he offered to share a story himself. So he 

begins and closes this anecdote about meeting Ben Affleck. He explained how he was acting as a 6-

year-old who met his idol for the first time. He evaluates his behaviour as being bad.  

(156) (see Appendix 2.10) 

924 Will I was six years old 

925  I was in the scene like  
926  Ben can you sign this?  

927  can you sign this for me? (laughter) 
928  no it was bad 

3.5.3 Conclusion 

The endings in these two interviews differ from each other. In Ellen, Smith takes the lead on ending the 

interviews, whereas in The Tonight Show, Fallon takes the lead. Both interviews were mostly initiated 

by the host, but Smith managed to introduce a good amount of topics himself in Ellen. In The Tonight 

Show, he is able to offer a story and end the story himself. 
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3.6 General Conclusion 

In conclusion, there are more evaluating endings in these interviews than judgements. Since the guests 

are mostly invited to promote something and to make themselves more popular with the audience, it is 

logical for the host not to judge his/her guest. I expect this distribution to be different in a problem-

solving talk show, such as Oprah. When there are judgements in the interview, they are mostly meant 

to be humorous. Except for one instance in the interview between DeGeneres and Barrymore. Overall 

the host and guests are in alignment at the end of a narrative. 

Secondly, DeGeneres controls more endings than Fallon. There are three interviews in which she 

takes the lead, one in which the distribution is equal and one in which the guest takes the lead. Fallon 

only takes the lead in two interviews, the guests take the lead in two other and the Wilson interview is 

also equally distributed. Whereas the host is always the one to initiate most topics, the endings do not 

follow this trend. This demonstrates how DeGeneres likes to remain in control. She dominates the 

interview by evaluating most stories herself.  
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Part 3 ‘It Takes Two to Tango’ 

“We're all stories, in the end.”  

― Steven Moffat (2010) 
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Introduction 

In this last part, I will investigate the interaction between the host and the guest. De Fina and 

Georgakopoulou (2011) already emphasised the importance of co-narration in interviews. The asking 

of questions, giving comments, pauses and even laughter can already be seen as forms of cooperation. 

Moreover, “narratives told within interviews are clear examples of co-constructed texts since 

interviewers often try to get respondents to develop certain parts of their stories either by asking for 

elaboration or by prompting evaluations of events and characters” (De Fina & Georgakopoulou 2011: 

96). The ‘requests’ for clarification and the evaluations by the host were already discussed in part 2. 

Furthermore, “narrators often change the course of their stories because of interview questions and 

interruptions, they provide orientation details when asked to do so, and negotiate the meaning of 

experiences with interviewers’ (De Fina & Georgakopoulou 2011: 96). In that sense, most stories within 

an interview setting, can be seen as a co-narration. In chapter 1, I will look at more typical examples of 

co-narration, where the guest and host actually tell a story together and not just interrupt each other.  

Other than the initiation, the requests for clarification and the endings, there are pragmatic markers 

that show cooperation within the interview. O’Keeffe (2006) distinguished a few different markers, of 

which I have selected three. The first one is called ‘hedging’, where the speaker chooses “words or 

phrases that lessen the directness of one’s message and in so lessen its potential threat to the face” 

(O'Keeffe 2006: 7). These are often used when expressing an opinion. Moreover, Coates (1997) also 

looked at hedging. She described hedges as “linguistic forms such as I think, I’m sure, you know, sort 

of, perhaps which express the speaker’s certainty or uncertainty about the proposition” (Coates 1997: 

116). She claimed that women use more hedges, since they use a conversational style that prevents face-

threatening acts and are not afraid to address sensitive topics, whereas men keep topics mostly casual. 

The second one is called a discourse marker. The discourse markers help organise the conversation and 

include examples such as okay, anyway, getting back to, … Lastly, there are the response tokens. This 

marker might also be known as ‘backchannel’, which indicates that the listener is actually paying 

attention to the speaker. These might be verbal, such as yeah or mmm, but they might also be gestures 

or face expressions. I will investigate these different aspects in chapter 2.  
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Chapter 1 Co-narration 

1.1 President Barack Obama 

In Ellen, there are four instances where there is co-narration. Whereas in The Tonight Show, there is 

only one. I would like to remark that not all co-narrations were counted as narrations in the previous 

chapters, because I focussed more on monologic narratives in those chapters. However, there were a 

few co-narrations which I discussed before. Such as example 92, where DeGeneres asks Obama about 

these charms he keeps on him and example 120, where they talk about flying commercial. In example 

157, DeGeneres and the president joke around about Michelle who went up against DeGeneres and won.  

(157) (see Appendix 2.1) 

269 Ellen what do you and Michelle disagree on? (laughter) 

270 President well - 

 

 

 

271 Ellen like what do you fight about? 

272 President you know 
273  after about fifteen years I finally figured out  

274  that she’s always right so (cheering) 

275  so then surprisingly 
276  we just stop fighting after that 

277 Ellen so there is no more fighting (laughter) 
278  well she’s a cheater 

279  you know that 
280  when you talk about the push-ups 

281  I’m not even gonna - 

282  I’m not gonna argue about it anymore 
283  but she’s a cheater  

284  [looking at video on screen] look how far down I went and look how - 
285 President you’re still upset about that? 

286 Ellen I am so - 

287  because she didn’t go down all the way and she claims she had longer arms 

and so 
288  she’s – listen 

289  it was very impressive that she kept going 
290  but she didn’t go down as far as me 

291  look at her 
292 President okay 

293 Ellen look look (laughter) 

294 President she has gone down pretty far 
295 Ellen no no no not as far down as me 

296  look 
297 President those are - 

298  I mean you have a good form 

299 Ellen I have better form than her and I - (laughter) 
300 President you have a good form 

 

The example in The Tonight Show, is another example that I did not count as a separate narrative. 

Similar as in Ellen, the president and Fallon joke around. In this instance, it is about the fact that the 

president is going to stay in DC after he has to leave the white house.  
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(158) (see Appendix 2.2) 

317 Jimmy and I read that you guys are moving um 
318  you guys are moving like two miles away from the white house  

319 President we will be staying in DC  
320  because um  

321  my younger daughter 
322  will still be in school and the idea of um 

323  her having to transfer schools 

324  move to a new city 
325  halfway through high school um  

326  would not make me popular 
327 Jimmy yeah (laughter) 

328  I thought you were just being like that kid that graduated high school  

329  and just never left  
330  like ‘hey guys, how you doing?’ 

331 President it is a little depressing 
332  if you’re kind of –  

333  you’re like the old guy at the disco right? 
334 Jimmy yeah 

335 President I’m still here 

336 Jimmy having a kegger on the east lawn everybody 
337  all right all right all right   

338 President yeah oh yeah yeah  
339 Jimmy no you gotta leave 

340  you have to go sir 

341 President people whispering: “he’s still here” 

1.1.1 Conclusion 

Overall, DeGeneres gets involved more in the telling of stories than Fallon. Both hosts also like to joke 

around with their guests and Obama happily joins in. DeGeneres wants to make her presence known 

and therefore gets involved more. 
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1.2 Drew Barrymore 

There is only one co-narrated story in Ellen. DeGeneres has read the book and wants to approach a 

sensitive topic. So instead of letting Barrymore tell the story herself, she guides her through it. 

(159) (see Appendix 2.3) 

284 Ellen so there’s another story and um about your dad who was equally -  
285  um you said they really – some people maybe aren’t meant to be parents 

286 Drew yep 
287 Ellen and it’s not their fault but they had a child 

288  and your dad was a very free spirit 

289 Drew very free 
290 Ellen did not like to bathe 

291 Drew nope 
292  well he did with lemons and olive oil 

293 Ellen okay 

294 Drew he felt the lemons were the cleansing and the olive oil was the moisturizing 
295 16:00 he was like a human salad - 

296 Ellen uh-huh (laughter) 
297 Drew and he was very charismatic and odd  

298  and I just appreciated him from afar 
299 Ellen yeah because he wasn’t a part of your life 

300 Drew yeah 

301 Ellen he left when your Mum was pregnant 
302 Drew yeah 

 

From the three narratives told in The Tonight Show, one of them is co-narrated. The second story was 

already categorised as a second story. Fallon is also highly involved in the third narrative, where he 

continuously asks for clarification. The co-narrated story revolves around the movie, after Barrymore 

stated that it is a thoughtful movie, but not a depressing one. Because she cannot deal with depressing, 

after which Fallon and Barrymore joke around about this. 

(160) (see Appendix 2.4) 

504 Drew and I can’t handle it when people are like  
505  you will be depressed and this will be meaningful 

506  I’m like I can’t take it I just can’t 
507 Jimmy it’s just a commercial Drew (laughter) 

508 Drew I know 
509 Jimmy I know 

510  the dog and the bowl just got together 

511 Drew oh my god that Budweiser like Colt 
512 Jimmy that was the best thing ever 

513 Drew I’m like oh god 
514 Jimmy even super bowl fans like – [pretending to cry] 

515 Drew it’s the best  
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1.2.1 Conclusion 

Fallon and Barrymore act like old friends in this interview. Barrymore gets Fallon involved in her stories 

and they are not afraid to interrupt one another. DeGeneres gets less involved in the stories in this 

interview, mostly due to the intimacy of the interview. It deals mostly with Barrymore’s personal stories, 

so DeGeneres cannot really add anything to those. Unless Barrymore needs some support and then 

DeGeneres jumps in.  
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1.3 Rebel Wilson 

Overall, there is a high level of participation in both interviews with Wilson. Both the host and the guest 

share a lot, it is more like a conversation than an actual interview. In Ellen, there is one story that is co-

narrated. In example 161, Wilson accuses DeGeneres of not showing up to record their follow-up single 

and DeGeneres explains herself. This is obviously meant as a joke.  

(161) (see Appendix 2.5) 

244 Rebel yeah and then you didn’t show up 
245  you were like busy 

246  that’s what your assistant’s like assistant said 

247 Ellen uh huh 
248  well yeah that was um –  

249  the Rebellen thing will get back on track again 
250  cause I just got busy 

251  but we’ll for sure tour 

252 Rebel yeah well that’s alright 

 

There is also one story in The Tonight Show that is co-narrated. In example 162, Fallon and Wilson 

joke around about Wilson’s crash.  

(162) (see Appendix 2.6) 

357 Jimmy you didn’t tell them 
358 Rebel  no 

359  ‘cause it already had some scratches and stuff 
360  I was like “what’s one more?” 

361 Jimmy yeah what’s one more scratch  

362  they wouldn’t know 
363 Rebel seriously 

364 Jimmy I’ve seen that with cars too 
365  and they have the bumpers like hanging off at the back 

366  you might as well hit these people 
367 Rebel yeah 

1.3.1 Conclusion 

These interviews are more like playful conversations, where both the host and the guest share stories 

and joke around. There is one instance of co-narration within each interview. Overall, there is more 

participation within this interview than monologues.  
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1.4 Shaquille O’Neal 

The narratives told by O’Neal are relatively short, so there is not enough room for co-narration. 

However, there is one instance in The Tonight Show that might be classified as a co-narrated story. This 

story was not counted as a separate narrative before. Fallon starts by explaining what ‘shaqtin’ a fool’ 

really is and then O’Neal takes over. 

(163) (see Appendix 2.8) 

955 Jimmy you do a bit called shaqtin’ a fool 
956 Shaquille yes 

957 Jimmy where you show a clip of someone falling or  

958  something that makes you laugh 
959 Shaquille right 

960 Jimmy it’s one of my favourite parts of the - 
961 Shaquille I created shaqtin’ a fool because I wanted to get rid of the term bloopers 

962  so bloopers 

963  delete that from your system 
964  it’s now shaqtin’ a fool 

965  you say anything funny 
966  anybody messed up 

967  don’t say bloopers no more 

968  say shaqtin’ a fool  
969  got it? 

970 Jimmy okay I’ll do that 
971  because that’s interesting you brought that up 

972  because we talked to TNT and they sent over some shaqtin’ a fool clips 

1.4.1 Conclusion 

Due to the short length of the interviews, there are not many co-narrated stories. There is however one 

instance where O’Neal interrupts Fallon and finishes the story to add something.  
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1.5 Will Smith 

There is one co-narrated narrative in Ellen, where DeGeneres adds to Smith’s story about the movie 

Concussion.  

(164) (see Appendix 2.9) 

600 Will well it’s essentially  
601  I play the – I play dr. Bennet Omalu 

602  and he was the doctor who discovered the brain disease 
603  that uh NFL football players get 

604  and it’s the - the story of him  

605  trying to bring the information to the public 
606  and the difficulty that he experienced in getting  

607  the information out 
608 Ellen because people didn’t really understand  

609  why ex-football players were suddenly becoming violent with their wives 

610  and changing personalities 
611  and nobody understood what was happening 

612  until this doctor figured out is was concussions 

 

In The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon, there are three co-narrated narratives. The first two 

examples were not counted as separate narratives before. In example 165, Smith and Fallon plan a trip 

together, driving an RV. In example 166, they come up with a song of summer for this year. In example 

168, Will adds to Fallon’s description of the movie Suicide Squad.  

(165) (see Appendix 2.10) 

595 Jimmy I’ll meet you in London 

596  we’ll pick you up there 
597  I think yeah  

598  the Fallons and the Smiths get together 
599 Will and like just in  

600  like an RV like yeah 
601 Jimmy yeah 

602  well I mean here’s the deal 

603  here’s the map 
604 Will the map okay (laughter)  

605 Jimmy so I figured we can 
606 Will let me see 

607 Jimmy where do we start?  

608 Will okay 
609 Jimmy like New York or Philadelphia?  

610  I’m like almost like a weather man up here 
611 Will yeah yeah we’re right here 

612 Jimmy we’ll start -  
613  yeah 

614  start there right?  

615 Will  all right yeah  
616 Jimmy and then I think what - 

617 Will we’ll go - 
618  we gotta see mount Rushmore 

619  like the Badlands of South Dakota too 

620  like we gotta see some prairie dogs (laughter) 
621  we gotta see some prairie dogs 

622 Jimmy I was thinking maybe right around here 
623  maybe one we start driving here 
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624 Will we drive over there 

625 Jimmy and then once we’re about here 

626  we let our wives drive and we fly 
627 Will okay (laughter) 

628  yeah! 
629 Jimmy meet them at mount Rushmore  

630 Will that’s good 

(166) (see Appendix 2.10) 

768 Jimmy we got to come up with one right now 
769 Will okay what you got? 

770 Jimmy well I don’t know 
771  I mean – (cheering and applause 3”) 

772  no I mean I don’t -  

773  I mean you gotta click all the boxes 
774  I don’t know how - 

775 Will yeah 
776 Jimmy like a good groove 

777  like a 
778 Will a good groove 

779  something with like a good bass 

780  all bass 
781  give me a good bass 

782  uh! 
783 Jimmy no no no 

784  you can’t  

785 Will can’t do that 
786 Jimmy no no no 

787 Will  you can’t no 
788 Jimmy not ‘summertime’ 

789  no they can’t do it 
790  he did that already 

791  yeah yeah yeah yeah 

792  no 
793  I can go 

794  I’ll figure it out  
795  but I don’t know what to do yet 

796  but I was thinking maybe 

797  I don’t know 
798  maybe because the political scene is so crazy that  

799  now we don’t have a song of the summer 
800 Will yeah that’s- 

801  you know what?  
802  that might just be it 

803  just like it’s the tone 

804  we got to get the tone of America back to  
805  a positive tone 

(167) (see Appendix 2.10) 

929 Jimmy no bad the idea that - 

930  I don’t know DC - 
931  I don’t know the comic itself 

932  but it’s like basically six lunatic get together 
933  they’re evil 

934  they’re bad people 
935 Will yeah 

936 Jimmy but they’re bad people fighting evil 

937 Will yeah it’s inter - 
938  David Ayes he said 

939  this is not a movie of good versus evil 
940  it’s a movie of bad versus evil 

941 Jimmy yeah yeah  
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942 Will you know 

943 Jimmy they’re all messed up people 

944 Will messed up people 
945  and you know 

946  the interesting question at the core of it 
947  you know is there a point when you so much bad stuff that you’re 

948  unredeemable? you know 

949  and that’s a really interesting question for these guys 
950  who have their last opportunity at humanity 

1.5.1 Conclusion 

In the interview with Will Smith, The Tonight Show has three co-narrated stories, whereas Ellen only 

has one. Nevertheless, there are not many monologues in both interviews. The host and the guest have 

a more conversational style interview, where they constantly interrupt each other. 
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1.6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon has more co-narrated stories than The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show. Overall, most co-narrated stories take place when the guest is a man. Even though, a 

woman usually uses a language style based on solidarity, in this case, Fallon adopts this style and co-

narrates more stories. Most co-narrated stories are either to joke around, such as the planning of the RV 

trip by Smith and Fallon or to add something to a story that is unfinished. There is also one instance 

when DeGeneres approaches a sensitive story and guides Barrymore through it. This is an example of 

support, a language style often adopted by women. All this co-narration found within the interview is a 

characteristic of the more innovative talk show, where the host becomes more important. 
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Chapter 2 Pragmatic Markers 

2.1 President Barack Obama 

2.1.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

The first pragmatic marker I will discuss is hedging. There are around eleven hedges found in this 

interview. The first thing that is noticeable, is DeGeneres’s use of the phrase ‘I mean’, which emphasises 

that whatever she says next is her own view. This vague language is mostly used to approach a more 

sensitive subject in an indirect way. For example, when DeGeneres discusses how some people take life 

too seriously. She uses vague terminology so that she would not offend anyone.  

(168) (see Appendix 2.1) 

231 Ellen don’t you think if more people danced - 
232 President yes 

233 Ellen and just had fun instead of - 

234  everyone takes everything so seriously and I think that we have these -  
235  have these 

236  people 
237  I’m kinda of kidding there obviously 

238  but I think we have people that we all have the one thing in common  
239  which is we just want a good quality of life 

240 President right 

241 Ellen and then we have these people that feel  
242  one way and if someone feels another way we tend to hate them 

 

Next, there are the discourse markers. These are used to organise the interview and keep it flowing. 

DeGeneres uses about nine of these. She uses ‘well’ and ‘alright’ quite often, as demonstrated in 

example 169 and 170. 

(169) (see Appendix 2.1) 

510 President but they really are just solid kids 

511  they don’t have an attitude 

512  they’re courteous and 
513  kind to everybody um 

514  yeah they work hard 
515  they don’t feel like they’re entitled to anything um - 

516 Ellen well they have great parents 

(170) (see Appendix 2.1) 

380 Ellen no I didn’t in any way insinuate that you have stinky feet (laughter)  
381  I –  

382  if you  wanna prove to me and take your shoes off – (laughter) 
383 President oh no 

384  we’re not going there 
385 Ellen alright 

386  is there - 

387  there’s like a barber shop and everything in the white house? 
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DeGeneres also likes to use more direct pragmatic markers, which make it very clear that the subject 

has to be changed, as shown in example 171 and 172. 

(171) (see Appendix 2.1) 

484 Ellen exactly  
485  um so alright let’s get back to you 

486  so this is 

487  Malia is going off to college and um 
488  that’s gotta be - 

489 President it’s hard! yeah  

(172) (see Appendix 2.1) 

266 Ellen speaking of her  

267 President okay 

268 Ellen what do - 
269  what do you and Michelle disagree on? (laughter) 

 

Lastly, there are the ‘response tokens’, also known as ‘backchannel’. O’Keeffe (2006) makes a 

distinction between minimal response tokens (such as mm and yeah) and non-minimal response tokens 

(such as wow, right, absolutely). DeGeneres uses both, but she uses mostly minimal ones. Example 173 

is an illustration of a minimal response token, while example 174 is an illustration of non-minimal 

response token. 

(173) (see Appendix 2.1) 

338 President it’s a nice plane 
339 Ellen yeah 

(174) (see Appendix 2.1) 

253 President and the reason is because they’re a bunch of folks who say that  
254  we’re widely overspending even though we aren’t 

255 Ellen right 

 

2.1.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

Fallon uses slightly less hedges than DeGeneres in this interview. Whereas DeGeneres is a fan of the 

phrase ‘I mean’, Fallon likes to use the word ‘like’. He uses this word as a hedge, to be more tentative 

when approaching a certain subject. In example 175, he asks about Obama’s relationship to the 

Republicans. In example 176, he asks for a specific sensitive story.  

(175) (see Appendix 2.2) 

644 Jimmy was that –  

645  was it harder for you going in as president and realising 

646  well people are going to go  
647  like not work with me? 

648  the republicans are not gonna work with me? 

 

 

 

 

(176) (see Appendix 2.2) 

658 Jimmy like what’s the supreme court thing? 
659  what’s happening with that? 
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In example 177, he adds a hedge to a sensitive question. Therefore, he makes the question less 

threatening.  

(177) (see Appendix 2.2) 

594 Jimmy has Donald Trump called you for advice or talked to you 
595  at all?  

 

Again, Fallon tends to use slightly less discourse markers than DeGeneres. Remarkably, he prefers a 

more direct approach than DeGeneres, clearly indicating that he wants to move on. 

(178) (see Appendix 2.2) 

590 Jimmy did – speaking of reality TV 

591  I don’t know it you saw ‘celebrity apprentice’? 

(179) (see Appendix 2.2) 

523 Jimmy um now we have to -  
524  we have to have to talk about the election 

525 President do we? 

526 Jimmy we really do yeah 

 

Fallon uses about the same amount of response tokens as DeGeneres in this interview. He also prefers 

the minimal response tokens. Example 180 is an illustration of a minimal response token and example 

181 is an illustration of a non-minimal response token. 

(180) (see Appendix 2.2) 

324 President move to a new city 
325  halfway through high school um  

326  would not make me popular 
327 Jimmy yeah (laughter) 

(181) (see Appendix 2.2) 

486 President and so  

487  years pass and no one else has blackberries (laughter) 
488  and you know I’ve still got the clip from on the belt and - 

489 Jimmy oh my goodness 

2.1.3 Conclusion 

Overall, DeGeneres uses slightly more hedges in this interview to make the question less direct. 

Moreover, she also uses more discourse markers. Her discourse makers are not as direct as Fallon’s, 

who prefers a more direct approach. They both use the same amount of response tokens, especially the 

minimal ones to demonstrate that they are paying attention to what the guest is saying.  
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2.2 Drew Barrymore 

2.2.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

The first pragmatic marker I will discuss is hedging. DeGeneres does not use as many hedges in this 

interview as in the previous one. She especially uses them when dealing with a sensitive subject. 

Example 182 and 183 both concern Barrymore’s parents. 

(182) (see Appendix 2.3) 

285 Ellen um you said they really – some people maybe aren’t meant to be parents 

(183) (see Appendix 2.3) 

211 Ellen um I mean first of all 

212  you were emancipated from your parents at fourteen 

 

The second pragmatic marker is the discourse marker. These are used to organise the interview. 

DeGeneres tends to use more direct ones in this interview, such as in example 184, rather than indirect 

ones, such as in example 185. 

(184) (see Appendix 2.3) 

308 Ellen you have to tell this story 

(185) (see Appendix 2.3) 

303 Ellen so then you helped - 
304  you were in hospice with him when he was passing 

 

Lastly, there are the response tokens. DeGeneres uses more minimal response tokens, such as mm-

mm, uh-huh and yeah (example 186) than non-minimal ones (example 187) in the interview with 

Barrymore. Both examples are a response to Barrymore’s stories about her father. 

(186) (see Appendix 2.3) 

294 Drew he felt the lemons were the cleansing and the olive oil was the moisturizing 
295 16:00 he was like a human salad - 

296 Ellen uh-huh (laughter) 

 

(187) (see Appendix 2.3) 

323 Drew it was a moment where you can have hope about anything being possible 

324  and it was a very unique moment and - 

325 Ellen amazing 

2.2.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

Fallon uses slightly more hedges than DeGeneres in this interview. He especially likes to use the word 

‘like’, just like in the previous interview. In example 188, he uses a hedge to avoid judging Barrymore, 

since she took a long time writing this book. In example 189, he uses a hedge because he feels 

‘threatened’.  
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(188) (see Appendix 2.4) 

397 Jimmy I mean you’ve been doing this book since I’ve known you 

(189) (see Appendix 2.5) 

543 Jimmy men are not like that  

544  yeah don’t bring up Gerard ever again (laughter) 
545 Drew I’m sure it’s very different 

546  but you know when you like cry with Gerard 

547 Jimmy I don’t cry with Gerard at all 

 
 

Secondly, Fallon uses less discourse markers than DeGeneres. There are few direct ones, such as in 

example 190, but mostly he uses indirect discourse markers, such as in example 191. 

(190) (see Appendix 2.4) 

390 Jimmy Drew Barrymore is here! 
391  hi (cheering and applause 3”) 

392  we have so much to talk about 

(191) (see Appendix 2.4) 

489 Jimmy I saw your movie 

490  ‘I miss you already’ 

491  ooh it’s a tear jerker 

 

Lastly, Fallon uses a combination of both minimal and non-minimal response tokens as an indication 

that he is paying attention. Example 192 is a minimal response token, whereas example 193 is more 

extensive one.  

(192) (see Appendix 2.4) 

427 Drew I mean I’m not a good driver period 
428 Jimmy yeah yeah  

(193) (see Appendix 2.4) 

511 Drew oh my god that Budweiser like Colt 

512 Jimmy that was the best thing ever 

 

2.2.3 Conclusion 

Fallon uses more hedges in this interview than DeGeneres. So Coates’s statement that women use more 

hedges is not true here. They both use hedges to be more tentative. DeGeneres uses more pragmatic 

markers than Fallon. She prefers a combination of direct and indirect ones, whereas Fallon prefers the 

indirect ones. Both Fallon and DeGeneres use minimal and non-minimal response tokens as a form of 

listener support. 
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2.3 Rebel Wilson 

2.3.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

There are not many hedges in this interview. There is no need for ‘vague’ language, since this interview 

is like a conversation and not like a classic interview. In example 194, DeGeneres is tentative in 

suggesting that Wilson has more fans in Dubai than she does. 

(194) (see Appendix 2.5) 

416 Ellen probably bigger than my fans 

 
 

To organise the interview, DeGeneres uses discourse markers. She prefers indirect markers in this 

interview, especially the word ‘so’, as demonstrated in example 195. Moreover, she uses a few direct 

ones, to make it more clear that she wants to continue, as illustrated in example 196. 

(195) (see Appendix 2.5) 

382 Ellen that’s uh – and that’s a –  
383  so that’s a paparazzi shot 

(196) (see Appendix 2.5) 

329 Ellen so um tell me if this is um true or not 

330  are you doing ‘pitch perfect 3’? 

 

DeGeneres uses response tokens to show that she is paying attention to what Wilson is saying. These 

are well represented within the interview. She uses more minimal tokens and in particular the word ‘uh 

huh’ (see example 197). There are also some non-minimal response tokens, as illustrated in example 

198. 

(197) (see Appendix 2.5) 

352 Rebel yeah okay well  

353  it all started over the summer 
354  cause I was on vacation 

355 Ellen uh huh 

(198) (see Appendix 2.5) 

240 Rebel yeah then I was in the studio 

241  cause we were gonna record our follow-up single 

242 Ellen that’s right 
243 Rebel booty slap for Africa  

 

2.3.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

Just like in the DeGeneres interview, there are not many hedges. The same reasoning applies, namely 

that the interview is quite playful and not too serious. In example 199, Fallon asks about Wilson’s ability 

to drive a boat in a careful manner. 
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(199) (see Appendix 2.6) 

345 Jimmy but do you –  
346  do you know how to park and everything? 

 

Then, there are the discourse markers to shape the interview. There are fewer discourse markers used 

by Fallon. He also prefers the indirect markers, as illustrated in example 200. There are also a few direct 

ones, as demonstrated in example 201.  

(200) (see Appendix 2.6) 

323 Jimmy so you –  

324  you wouldn’t invite them back on? 

(201) (see Appendix 2.6) 

376 Jimmy um about ‘how to be single’ 
377  perfect movie for valentine’s weekend 

 

Next to the discourse markers, there are also response tokens. These are vital to a good interview, 

since they indicate that the listener is paying attention. Fallon uses mostly minimal response tokens, in 

particular the word ‘yeah’, as demonstrated in example 202. Nevertheless, he also uses non-minimal 

ones, such as in example 203. 

(202) (see Appendix 2.6) 

325 Rebel no 

326  you only need like able bodied seamen 

327 Jimmy yeah 

(203) (see Appendix 2.6) 

266 Rebel ow I did  

267  I was back for Christmas 
268 Jimmy ow good 

2.3.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, there are not many hedges used due to the conversational style of the interview. Both 

hosts use discourse markers to organise the interview, they mostly use indirect ones. Moreover, 

DeGeneres uses the word ‘so’ a lot. Response tokens are vital to an interview and are used extensively. 

DeGeneres shows a preference for the word ‘uh huh’, while Fallon mostly uses ‘yeah’. Moreover, both 

hosts also use some non-minimal response tokens.  
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2.4 Shaquille O’Neal 

2.4.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

There a few hedges within this interview. These are especially used to express uncertainty. In example 

204, there are two hedges. Both hedges deal with DeGeneres’s assumption that O’Neal has a hobby.  

(204) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1039 Ellen I mean you must 
1040  you play golf right? 

1041  do you have - 
1042 Shaquille no 

1043  I don’t play golf 
1044 Ellen you don’t have a hobby? 

1045 Shaquille nah (laughing) 

1046  not really no 
1047 Ellen nothing at all? 

 
 

Secondly, there are the discourse markers. DeGeneres uses quite a few of these in her interview. She 

mostly uses the word ‘well’ (see example 205), as an indirect way to structure the interview. There is 

also one instance where she uses a more direct discourse marker, as illustrated in example 206. 

(205) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1004 Ellen well then you should’ve come here three years ago 

1005  what were you waiting for? (laughter) 

 

(206) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1052 Ellen well first of all 
1053 36:00 thanks so much  

1054  um what a life you’ve had 

1055  what a career you’ve had 

 

Lastly, there are the response tokens, also known as backchannel. DeGeneres uses both minimal ones 

mostly yeah and non-minimal ones. These response tokens are illustrated in example 207 and 208. 

(207) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1083 Shaquille my parents were very big on education 
1084 Ellen mm-mmm 

(208) (see Appendix 2.7) 

1139 Ellen you’re inducted in the Hall of Fame right? 

1140 Shaquille 

     38:00 

yes ma’am  

1141 Ellen yeah that’s (applause 4”) 

1142  that’s a pretty big deal 
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2.4.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

There are even fewer hedges used in The Tonight Show. In this case, they are mostly employed to avoid 

face-threatening acts. Since the topic is quite sensitive. The relationship between O’Neal and his former 

team mate Bryant is quite turbulent. Therefore hedges are used when approaching this subject.  

(209) (see Appendix 2.8) 

909 Jimmy you had a great - 
910  you got a big laugh by thanking Kobe Bryant 

911 Shaquille yes I did (laughter) 
912 Jimmy yeah that’s probably good 

913  you go “last but not least the great Kobe Bryant 

914  a guy that would push me to help me win three titles in a row 
915 30:00 he would also help me get pushed off the team and traded to Miami” 

 

The next pragmatic markers are the discourse markers. There are not many in this interview. There 

is an equal distribution between indirect ones (see example 210) and direct ones (see example 211). 

(210) (see Appendix 2.8) 

970 Jimmy okay I’ll do that 

971  because that’s interesting you brought that up 
972  because we talked to TNT and they sent over some shaqtin’ a fool clips 

(211) (see Appendix 2.8) 

860 Jimmy I’m boy-boy and you’re big hofa 

861  oh you know what I did for you 

 

Fallon uses response tokens as a way to indicate that he is paying attention. There is a more or less 

equal distribution between minimal (see example 212) and non-minimal response tokens (see example 

213. 

(212) (see Appendix 2.8) 

854 Jimmy oh hofa 
855  yeah yeah  

(213) (see Appendix 2.8)  

932 Shaquille but work drama 

933  you know you’ve got two - 
934  two stubborn guys trying to accomplish the same thing 

935  and we won three out of four titles 
936 Jimmy absolutely (applause) 

2.4.3 Conclusion 

Hedges, also described as vague language, can be used for different reasons. DeGeneres uses them to 

express uncertainty in this interview, while Fallon employs them to approach a sensitive subject. 

DeGeneres uses more discourse markers in this interview than Fallon. She prefers indirect ones, whereas 

Fallon employs both direct and indirect ones. Fallon also uses an equal amount of minimal and non-

minimal response tokens, whereas DeGeneres mostly employs minimal ones. 
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2.5 Will Smith 

2.5.1 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

There are not a lot of hedges in this interview compared to the Fallon one. DeGeneres is not that tentative 

in her speech. Remarkably, Smith does use quite a lot of hedges. While I did not investigate these 

separately, it is something that is quite clear within the interview. DeGeneres mostly uses phrases such 

as ‘I mean’ and ‘I think’ or words such as ‘like’, as demonstrated in example 214. 

(214) (see Appendix 2.9) 

566 Ellen and are you gonna do like 
567  your hits and then write new music? 

568  or is it just - 

 

DeGeneres uses a few discourse markers in this interview, about the same amount as the hedges. She 

mostly uses indirect ones, such as in example 215. There are also a few direct ones, as in example 216. 

(215) (see Appendix 2.9) 

533 Ellen well they happen to be good at the things y’all are good at 

534  I mean they’re actors  
535  musicians 

(216) (see Appendix 2.9) 

598 Ellen but it’s about taking on the NFL –  
599  and uh well tell everybody what’s it about 

 

Lastly, there are the response tokens. DeGeneres uses a lot of minimal ones, such as ‘mm and uh-

huh’, as illustrated in example 217. She also uses a few non-minimal ones, as shown in example 218. 

(217) (see Appendix 2.9) 

530 Will find the things that they’re good at and support those thing rather than 

531 Ellen uh-huh 

532 Will you know forcing them to - 

(218) (see Appendix 2.9) 

456 Will well my daughter’s birthday is –  

457  you know she’s a Halloween baby 
458  Willow 

459 Ellen ow really?   

2.5.2 The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon 

In comparison to Ellen, this interview uses a significant amount of hedges. Fallon prefers the word ‘like’ 

and the phrase ‘I mean’, as demonstrated in example 219. Moreover, a lot of hedges are used when 

Fallon and Smith are talking about a road trip they want to take together. Possibly, because this is quite 

a personal topic. An illustration of this is given in example 220. Just like in Ellen, Smith also uses a lot 

of hedges in this interview.  
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(219) (see Appendix 2.10) 

769 Will okay what you got? 
770 Jimmy well I don’t know 

771  I mean – (cheering and applause 3”) 
772  no I mean I don’t -  

773  I mean you gotta click all the boxes 

(220) (see Appendix 2.10) 

607 Jimmy where do we start?  
608 Will okay 

609 Jimmy like New York or Philadelphia?  

 

Fallon uses about the same amount of discourse markers as DeGeneres. He also uses more indirect 

ones (see example 221) than direct ones (see example 222). 

(221) (see Appendix 2.10) 

601 Jimmy yeah 
602  well I mean here’s the deal 

603  here’s the map 

(222) (see Appendix 2.10) 

857 Jimmy I wanna talk about the movie when we come get back 
858 Will yeah absolutely 

 

Fallon indicates that he is attentive listener, through the use of response tokens, more than 

DeGeneres. He especially likes to employ the word ‘yeah’, as a minimal response token (see example 

223). He also uses a few non-minimal ones, as illustrated in example 224. 

(223) (see Appendix 2.10) 

804 Will we got to get the tone of America back to  

805  a positive tone 

806 Jimmy yeah (cheering and applause) 

(224) (see Appendix 2.10)  

578 Will yeah I was like “this joker tricked me” 

579 Jimmy that’s hilarious 

2.5.3 Conclusion 

In the interview with Smith, Fallon uses a lot more hedges than DeGeneres, especially when talking 

about certain personal topics that include Fallon himself. Both hosts uses the same amount of discourse 

markers to structure the interview. Fallon indicates that he is a good listener through response tokens 

more than DeGeneres. DeGeneres prefers the non-minimal response ‘mm’ and ‘uh-huh’, while Fallon 

prefers ‘yeah’. Remarkably, Smith also uses a lot of hedges and response tokens within this interview. 

He has the tendency to repeat certain things to indicate understanding. 
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2.6 Conclusion 

Firstly, I discussed the pragmatic marker ‘hedging’. Hedging is described as a way to lessen the 

directness of a certain message. Coates (1997) added that mostly women tend to use hedges, since they 

are not afraid to discuss sensitive topics, but want to avoid face-threatening acts. I found that Coates’s 

statement is untrue for the talk shows I investigated. Overall, Fallon uses more hedges than DeGeneres. 

Both hosts are not afraid to address certain sensitive topics. DeGeneres mostly uses hedges to avoid 

offending someone, to approach a sensitive topic and to express uncertainty. Fallon uses hedges to be 

more tentative and to discuss certain sensitive or personal topics, that involve Fallon himself. DeGeneres 

prefers the phrase ‘I mean’, to emphasise that this is her opinion, while Fallon mostly uses the word 

‘like’. 

Secondly, there are the discourse markers, which organise and structure the interview. DeGeneres 

always seems more prepared for her interview and therefore also uses more discourse markers. She 

wants the interview to go as she planned, whereas Fallon mostly just lets the interview flow. They both 

use more indirect ones than direct ones. The most used discourse markers are ‘so’ and ‘well’. Overall, 

DeGeneres also uses slightly more direct discourse markers, to clearly indicate that she wants to move 

on to the next topic. 

Thirdly, I looked at the use of response tokens as a form of listener support. I followed the distinction 

that O’Keeffe (2006) made between minimal responses and non-minimal responses. Both hosts use 

about the same amount as response tokens in the first three interviews, which indicates that they are both 

good listeners, which is an important quality of a host. In the O’Neal interview, DeGeneres uses more 

response tokens than Fallon. But in the Smith interview, these roles are reversed. Both hosts use mostly 

minimal responses, but they also use a good amount of non-minimal responses. DeGeneres prefers the 

minimal responses ‘mmm’ and uh-huh’, whereas Fallon prefers ‘yeah’. 

In conclusion, both Fallon and DeGeneres fulfil the role as a good host by using response tokens as 

way to indicate that they are listening. DeGeneres is a more controlling host, who prepares her interview 

more thoroughly, as demonstrated by her use of discourse markers. In contrast, Fallon uses hedging 

more often, to be more tentative when he is asking certain questions. This is again an illustration of 

Fallon’s style as a host, which is based on solidarity and co-operation rather than on control. 
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Conclusion 

When I started my research, I asked myself the following question: whether a female host will take up 

this dominating role as does a male host. The answer to this question is yes, but in a different way. While 

I expected DeGeneres to take up this role as a woman, thus using a language based on solidarity and 

support, I was wrong. DeGeneres tries to make her name in this male-dominated field by taking up this 

role using a dominating style. On the other hand, Fallon uses a style based on solidarity and co-operation 

and thus tries to distinguish himself from his predecessors. 

In Part 1, titled ‘Negotiating Beginnings’, I investigated how narratives were started within the 

interviews. As far as topic initiation goes, Fallon allows his guests to introduce more topics. Even though 

his style is mostly based on solidarity, he does have a natural sense of control. He is not afraid to interrupt 

his guest, whereas DeGeneres mostly lets her guests finish and then continues with the interview. 

DeGeneres therefore adopts a style based on power and control, to demonstrate that she can take up the 

dominating role of a host. Then, when analysing the questions, I concluded that Fallon uses a more 

informal style, which fits his style found in the first chapter. He tends to focus more on the person behind 

the celebrity. On the other hand, DeGeneres remains more formal and focusses on the achievements of 

her guests. Nevertheless, they both adapt their style to fit their guests. Lastly, narratives were elicited in 

different ways. DeGeneres and Fallon both adopt a more direct way and thus work within the innovative 

talk show landscape. Nevertheless, they both cannot completely let go of the traditional format by using 

indirect questions. Remarkably, Fallon is not afraid to share personal stories and therefore distinguishes 

himself from his predecessors, while DeGeneres just wants to be recognised as a host within this male 

dominated field.  

Part 2, titled ‘Story Telling’, dealt with the phases of a narrative after the initiation. Firstly, I focussed 

on the main narration and discovered that the most used narrative in interviews is the problem-solving 

narrative by Labov (1976). This fits Slade’s (1997) scale of familiarity, since these narratives indicate 

less contact between the participants. Interviewers and interviewees do not always know each other that 

well. Nevertheless, there are some guests, like Smith and Barrymore, who are regulars and even friends 

of the hosts. In these interviews, more anecdotes and recounts are used to indicate higher contact. 

Exempla are not used often, only in political contexts. Especially Fallon manages to abstract anecdotes 

and recounts, thus indicating that he is more familiar with his guests. Secondly, I researched the 

questioning phase, which mostly contained second stories. I researched different theories on second 

stories to see how these would apply to the interview context. Sacks (1995) proved that most second 

stories are to demonstrate meaning of the first stories. This was also applicable to the interview setting. 

De Fina and Georgakopoulou’s (2011) stated that second stories have the same topic and the same 

characters. The first part of the statement is true for these interviews, but the second part is not. Some 
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second stories change main characters, mostly from the guest to the host. Shepherd (1997) claimed that 

when the second story is told by the same narrator, the point does not need to be repeated. Whereas, 

Ryave (1978) stated that the point does not need to repeated in general, same narrator or not. Both these 

statements were found untrue by Coates (2008) and I agree with her assessment. In the last chapter, I 

investigated endings. Most narratives end on an evaluating note, which I expect to be typical for the 

evening or celebrity format. Overall, DeGeneres controls more endings than Fallon, since she always 

wants to regain control.  

Part 3, titled ‘It takes two to Tango’, investigated how the host and the guest work together, through 

co-narration and discourse markers. De Fina and Georgakopoulou (2011) already stated that narratives 

found within interviews are always a form of cooperation. Since the interviewer initiates the topics, asks 

for clarification and elaboration and generally guides the story in the correct direction. While I agree 

with this statement, I focussed on more clear examples of co-narration in chapter one. Fallon uses more 

co-narration than DeGeneres, especially with male guests. The co-narration is mostly found in funny 

banter between the host and the guest, or to add something to an incomplete story. This demonstrates 

how the host is a new important feature within this innovative talk show landscape. In chapter 2, I looked 

at the pragmatic markers, based on O’Keeffe’s (2006) research. Firstly, there are hedges which are used 

to lessen the directness of a message. Whereas Coates (1997) claimed that mostly women used hedges, 

Fallon uses most hedges in the interview context. Especially to be tentative towards personal and 

sensitive topics. DeGeneres, on the other hand, is more tentative to avoid offending anyone or when she 

is uncertain about a topic. Secondly, discourse markers are used to organise the interview and are mostly 

used by DeGeneres who is always more prepared. Thirdly, both DeGeneres and Fallon use the same 

amount of response tokens as a form of listener support.  

I started my thesis by citing Haarman, who stated that, “all broadcast talk is […] characterised by 

asymmetrical relations of power in interaction, […] here it is the host who […] guides the production of 

talk” (2001: 63). I wanted to find out whether a female host would take up this dominating role as well 

as a male host since, “gender relations are basically power relations” (Osmond & Thorne 2001: 593), 

where it is the man who dominates the woman. I found out that DeGeneres is very capable of taking up 

this role as a host, but in doing so, abandoning the feminine style which is based on solidarity and 

support. Instead, she uses a style based on power and control to make herself known within the talk 

show world, whereas Fallon fulfils his role as a host in a different way. As a man, he has a natural sense 

of control, but focusses more on co-operation and support. In this sense, he can distinguish himself from 

his predecessors.  

 To end my dissertation, I would like to remark that my findings are only based on a few episodes 

from two shows. There is still room for improvement and further investigation. If you were to compare 

DeGeneres to another host, the outcome might be different. Moreover, Fallon could also be compared 

to other hosts, maybe even his predecessors. Both hosts could also be compared to older shows, in order 

to distinguish the differences between hosts today and hosts then. I hope to have contributed to the field 
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of narrative and talk shows combined with gender studies, even though there is still a lot more to 

discover. Nevertheless, to quote Obama, ‘the good news is that we’re generally going in the right 

direction and my hope is that we will continue to do so’ (Appendix 2.1, line 226-227). 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Transcription Conventions 

Titles ‘  ’ 

mimicking someone “    ” 

transcription of speech in video italic 

audience participation (   ) 

host’s behaviour, something on screen or 

announcing a break 
[  ] 

something incomprehensible/ uncertain 

transcription 
[…] 

interruption/ short pause - 
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Appendix 2: An Overview of the transcribed Episodes 

2.1. The Ellen DeGeneres Show: President Barack Obama 

2.2. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon: President Barack Obama 

2.3. The Ellen DeGeneres Show: Drew Barrymore 

2.4. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon: Drew Barrymore 

2.5. The Ellen DeGeneres Show: Rebel Wilson 

2.6. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon: Rebel Wilson 

2.7. The Ellen DeGeneres Show: Shaquille O’Neal 

2.8. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon: Shaquille O’Neal 

2.9. The Ellen DeGeneres Show: Will Smith 

2.10. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon: Will Smith 
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Appendix 3: An Overiew of the Video Files 

3.1. The Ellen DeGeneres Show: President Barack Obama 

3.2. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon: President Barack Obama 

3.3. The Ellen DeGeneres Show: Drew Barrymore 

3.4. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon: Drew Barrymore 

3.5. The Ellen DeGeneres Show: Rebel Wilson 

3.6. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon: Rebel Wilson 

3.7. The Ellen DeGeneres Show: Shaquille O’Neal 

3.8. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon: Shaquille O’Neal 

3.9. The Ellen DeGeneres Show: Will Smith 

3.10. The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon: Will Smith 

+ extra: Drew Barrymore and Martha Stewart on Ellen 
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